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NUMBER I

The purpose of this periodical is to emphasize the power of ideas.
Its unique platform is that
ideas are fundamental in every field;
they come from an infinite source;
they are available to everyone;
they operate in accordance with a peifect Principle.
The Editors welcome material from a~ry source. They do not, however,
accept responsibility for views expressed by contributors, which may not
necessarily coincide with their own.

Editorial

The Right of Right
of strikes

W and rumours of strikes,
we should remember that at
HEN WE HEAR

times we are not altogether
innocent of going on strike
ourselves-mentally, if not always physically. And let us use
our energy not so much in indignation as in an understanding of the fundamental issues.
No one in the family of men
is unaffected when a strike of
any kind is on, for we are all
"members one of another."
Indeed, at a time when strikes
are threatened or even in full
swing, we realize more forcibly
than ever the interdependence
of men.

A strike, as Lord Samuel has
pointed out, means that a
group of people is not just
holding a pistol at the nation;
it is actually firing it. It has
rejected the peaceful means of
impartial
negot1at10n
and
chosen a violent path, which
dislocates the normal life of
the country. In the end the
strikers themselves suffer from
this quite as much as the rest
of the community of which
they form a part.
Moreover, while the strike
lasts, the strikers lose their normal sense of relationship not
only with their fellow-men but
also-and most important of all
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-with the idea of service. For
that reason alone resentment
can never be more than a temporary bedfellow, since the attractions of service are finally
quite irresistible. Man is at
home in service, and that is
where our confidence must lie.
What is the solution to this
problem of strikes? A lasting
solution can only be a spiritual
one, for no one can do right by
himself or others unless he is
right with something that lies
outside himself and even outside his relationship with those
others. This something is God,
or that which might be termed
the divine Principle of right.
To get right with this great
Power which is the source of
all our conceptions of right is
the endeavour of every smallest
desire to do what is right in any
situation whatever.
To admit before this great
Principle that we might conceivably be wrong in our
present notions of right is
always a helpful step towards
a solution. The moment we
have a desire to set aside our
own inclinations and opinions

and seek instead what is impartially right, the way is open
for the answer to present itself.
Man may not always feel a
creature to whom unswerving
right is natural, but whether he
likes it or not, he is a creature
in whom right-mindedness is
innate. Think how earnestly
even children uphold the principle of fairness.
So since we are beings
inherently right-minded, the
idea of right in any situation is
sooner or later bound to appear
to those who sincerely seek it.
And when it does emerge from
the immaculate realm of right,
it is an idea that embraces
everyone concerned. What is
right for one is then also right
for all, and the means as
practically right as the ends.
When such an idea is put
into operation, it works. Not
because of people or prestige or
even personal righteousness, but
simply because it is based in the
irresistible overall Principle of
good. This Principle is not
static, but dynamic. If right
is right, it is therefore also
might.

The human mind is like an umbrella. It functions best when
it is open.
- Walter Gropius.

THE THREE
RELIGIONS
By
Diogenes

An undenominational
view of religion by an
outstandingly clear
thinker

HAVE defined religion as being the conception which a man
holds of his relationship to the Universe and the Power behind
it, as being what a man really believes in his heart concerning the
meaning and significance oflife. I have said that though creeds be
many, religions are few; indeed that there are only three religions
in the sense in which I use the word ; the religion of self, the
religion of society, and the religion of serving the will of God. I
have said that from these three religions follow three different
moralities, one of which each of us follows-not invariably indeed,
not with complete consistency, but in the main.
In the first, only his individual self has real significance for a
man. Other individuals are important to him only in proportion
to the extent to which they minister to his satisfactions or impede
the attainment of them. This life is all there is, and it is for a man
to "get the most out of it while he can."
In the second, which also assumes that this life is all there is,
the meaning of life is to be found in the family, the society, the
nation, etc., of which the individual is part.
In the third, a man's relationship to his fellow man, his relationship to family, society, etc., are seen as the stage on which there is
played out the drama of the soul which, this third conception
presupposes, does not die with the death of the body, but is immortal. Life is an experience through which a man may achieve
the next stage in his soul's growth. This he will do in proportion as he seeks to know the will of God concerning him and
does it.
Now of these three concepts, and the moralities which flow
from them, only the third makes any sense at all. As is so often
the case, it is the mystical which proves to be rational and the
"practical" unreasonable. It is the only conception which can
provide life with true significance and real meaning. Let us look
at the other two.

I

The Religion of Self
Why should a man live his life? To attain the utmost satisfactions
of which his nature makes him capable before he ceases to be at
all? Well there have been many philosophers and some poets who
have held that the satisfactions of life are heavily outweighed by
its griefs and pains. Says one poet, "Life, which ye prize, is longdrawn agony;" and he urges us to be quit of "its tyre of tears, its

*
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nave of nothingness;" and says "the babe rs wise that weeps,
being born."
vVe need not assume that the case is as bad as this. But everyone
must admit that life is shot through with griefs as well as joys; and
that if there is a rough balance between the two it is well with a
man. Nor does this rough balance, which is about the best we can
hope for, depend at all considerably on a man's station in life, his
wealth and possessions, and so on ....
Assuming a rough balance between weal and woe, joy and
grief, pleasure and pain, or even going further and assuming that
the first in each of these pairs of opposites predominates, where
does it get us? What significance, what real meaning, does it give
to life? Why should a man endure the woes, or even bother about
pursuing the pleasures, if both, after a few score years are to end
in death, after which all will be as if it had never been? ...

The Religion of Society
To serve the family, the social entity, the nation of which a man
forms a part? So says the second religion, the social religion. But
of what does the family, the nation, etc., consist? Of other individuals, whose lives have no more meaning and significance than
a man's own. A man does not relieve his own life of insignificance
or give it real meaning by devoting it to the service of other lives
which, in the "social religion," are by definition as insignificant
and meaningless as his own.
True the family, the nation, last longer than the individual life.
But against the background of uncountable aeons of Time, how
much longer? Both, against that background, are no more than
instantaneous flashes ....
When we pass from the individual to the family and the nation,
we move from one transiency to another. The "immortality" of
family and nation is as mortal as are our own individual lives.

The Third Religion
Unless we can find more significance to our lives than is given
either by the religion of self, or the religion of society, then life is
meaningless and the work of the Power behind the Universe is aimless repetitive activity, unintelligible and purposeless. Only in the
third religion can life assume significance and ·purpose.
In that religion, life is a period of schooling and of growth, that
does not end with death-which inde~d is merely a change in our
state of being, as was birth. Perpetual personal self-gratification
is not to be looked for and still less expected. The plant needs for
its growth not only the mellow sunshine, but the frost, the wind
and the rain. And so with the plant of the soul.

THE THREE RELIGIONS

We are not to find the solution of the individual's soul problem
in social arrangements. It is not the furniture which makes a home.
We need to make our social arrangements as reasonable as
possible; yet this is not the end, but an accompaniment, of the
soul's real life.
The transfer of our allegiance from the two lower forms of
religion to the third religion will affect our lives profoundly in all
sorts of ways. Thus, our station in society will matter to us a great
deal less, but our actions, in whatever station of life we are placed,
will matter much more.
If we conceive ourselves to be immortal, Time will matter to us
less and oppress us less than before. But the use we make of Time
will matter more.
We shall wish to occupy "term time" to the best advantage.
Life becomes at once less strenuous, in that we shall strive less
feverishly for things of merely temporal importance, but more
strenuous in that we take on a battle, not with our fellow-man,
nor with society, but with ourselves.

Planes of Consciousness
That battle is the constant endeavour to keep consciousness on
the highest possible plane. For as a man "thinketh in his heart"
(that is, what the state of his consciousness is)"so is he." Man has
been defined as "the sum-total of all his thoughts, plus the capacity
to know God." In what we do in relation to our fellow-man, in
relation to the family and society, we must act from the highest
level of consciousness we can reach. We shall thus discharge our
responsibilities to them not less well but better than those who
hold the two lower forms of religion. We shall learn, indeed, that
it is a law oflife that problems arising on one plane are only truly
soluble by action deriving from a higher plane than that on which
they have arisen.
Now these truths do not in the least depend on the historicity
of the Christian story, nor upon the teachings of any Church or
creed. These truths derive from experience and can be verified by
experience. They are true for Christian, Mohammedan, Buddhist,
Hindu and all the rest. They would still be true ifJesus had never
lived. The glory of "the likest God this planet ever saw" lies not
in any miraculous birth or resurrection, not in the miracles said to
have accompanied His mission, but in the fact that He lived life
on a level of consciousness which enabled Him to discern and to
proclaim, in words of matchless beauty, the laws which govern
the growth of the soul.
-Extracts fi"om an article in Time and Tide, February I 2th, 1955·
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How did Jesus heal?
Was he using an invariable law?
Is that law available to-day?
These are some of the questions discussed below.
FOUND IN A DOCTOR'S WAITING-ROOM
ow frequently all doctors wish for the right consultant for their
patient: one with a wise and understanding mind, compassionate in spirit, tolerant in views, and decisive in direction. That
we as physicians should seek outside of ourselves these qualities,
and recognize their need in others, confirms the fact that in our
daily lives as practitioners we must all at times be more than
doctors.
·
Apart from the medically ill, we all see the child, distraught
because of an unhappy home, the mother physically and emotionally bankrupt, the father materially successful, in many cases
responsible for hundreds of employees, yet completely unable to
guide and direct his family responsibilities. We may well ask
ourselves if these people are truly sick. They are indeed, so much
so that over 50 per cent of the daily ills seen in the physician's
office are represented by such examples as these ....
While modern psychiatry has in twenty years spanned the
darkness of centuries, it is increasingly apparent that this alone is
not enough. It may well be that the answer lies in the Bible story.
Christ was Himself a healer of the sick, physician without office or
instrument, Who bequeathed to us all a wealth of spiritual knowledge, beside which our scientific achievements seem at times uncertain indeed.
Truly there is a lamp unto our feet which guides us all in our
daily lives, and the care of those entrusted to us. We should never
forget that by our side at all times is that greatest and most
willing of consultants, Almighty God.

H

-Dr. Robert B. Marin in Ladies' Home Journal, March 1955.

*

*

*

In my opinion, the fact that Christ passed on to others his
powers of healing the bodies and the souls of men shows that his
miracles constituted no breach of universal law, and also that he
wished us to understand this.
-Dr. E. V. Rieu, C.B.E., Hon. Litt.D., in the introduction to his translation if
the Four Gospels (Penguin Books, 1952).
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We publish below three presentations of Jesus' healing of the
paralytic:-

HOW DID JESUS HEAL THE PARALYTIC?: (1)
HIS generation has found out in experience that no accumulation of knowledge and no alteration of external circumstances
can bring men liberation or fulfilment. Their central problem is
still within themselves, and it gives rise to emotional conflicts of
which "nervous breakdown" is the symptom. The modern man
is conscious of his load again, though he may prefer to describe it
as "frustration." What he now holds in his hand is not the Bible
but the telephone number of a psycho-analyst ....
The story of the paralyzed man illuminates the phrase in the
Collect "outwardly in our bodies, and inwardly in our souls." It is
becoming increasingly clear that body and soul are not parallel
substances but independent aspects of one fact-the totality of the
human personality .... A relation between bodily conditions and
mental or emotional attitudes can now be said to be almost a
commonplace ....
To say that our Lord healed by suggestion may, so far as it goes,
be true enough, but it is only a half-truth at best. It may well be
that the man in the story could have been made to walk by
suggestion through the trust which our Lord inspired. There is
plenty of evidence for such cures; and our Lord often said "Thy
faith hath saved thee." The physical symptoms could have been
alleviated. But would the man himself have been healed? Illness
is not the punishment for sin-our Lord's whole approach to it
denies that; but it seems clear that it may be and often is the
consequence of spiritual disorder. Our Lord was concerned with
patients, not diseases. When he said "Thy sins be forgiven thee,"
he was dealing with the patient's real need. What he needed was
to become a different man, through such inward change as would
restore him into right relationship with God. The recovery of
movement was claimed as evidence of the real miracle-the
personal regeneration of the patient. There are cases in which, by
the resolution of emotional conflict, the psychiatrist can enable
the paralyzed to walk, and Christians ought to thank God that he
can. What he cannot say is "Thy sins be forgiven thee."
"Sometimes (writes a practising consultant) the conflict of
which the subject becomes aware remains insoluble for him.
Thrown back upon himself he finds no comfort and no solace in
this final attempt at self-sufficiency. Where then can a man turn?
... . As a psychiatrist I know of no answer to this question: as a
man I can only say with all humility that I believe in God." Such
witness is far more impressive than any elaboration of argument.

T

- From The Times, March 5th, 1955.

**
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HOW DID JESUS HEAL THE PARALYTIC?: (2)
HRIST shews his conscious attitudes of power by an argument, by repartee. "How can you forgive sins?" they ask,
when he has told the paralytic, borne by four, and let down
through the roof, that his sins are cancelled. "I will shew you
that I have this power," is the reply. "Arise, take up your bed,
and go to your house."
The implication is that the paralytic could not have been
cured unless his sins had been cancelled and his inner state
altered, through his contact with inward truth being restored.
The paralytic immediately arises and takes up the bed (formerly
borne by four-yes, formerly borne of four with him helpless,
and now borne by one-himself) and goes forth before them all
-not as he came, let through the roof, the press of people being
too great.
The outer change reflects the inner transformation: whereas
in himself, when indeed there was such a press, he was taken no
notice of, now he goes out before them all. Why? Because his sins
are forgiven, cancelled, torn up like a promissory note, so that
his internal accusers no longer can persuade him that he is
utterly insignificant, of no importance.
They, who hitherto prevented his coming near Christ, now
see him walking before him-before them all-no longer lying
passive, but standing active, no longer in mind horizontal in the
heavy feeling of Time but vertical in the light of Eternity. The
time-situation has changed in a flash to the Eternity-situation
where a man from being prone, becomes upright, his sins having
been forgiven. For Eternity, which is fulness, must always be
forgiving Time for its poorness, its wretchedness, its inability to
imitate eternal things: and so the eternal Christ forgives men on
earth, provided they have faith, which is vision.
Faith is the power of looking up. For when the paralytic and
the four bearing him were unable to approach because of the
press and had climbed up and opened the roof, is it not said that
Christ perceived their faith-for is not all faith climbing and
opening the roof, breaking up that which prevents us looking
up? Notice he perceived their faith-not the paralytic's only,
but also the faith of the four who bore him and climbed
up and opened the roof taking the helpless paralytic with
them.
"They uncovered the roof where he was : and when they had
broken it up, they let down the bed whereon the sick of the
palsy lay." But Christ, perceiving their faith, speaks only to the
paralytic, for not all five are one in faith (Mark ii~ 1-12).

C

-From The Mark, by Maurice Nicoll (Vincent Stuart, London, 1954)
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HOW DID JESUS HEAL THE PARALYTIC?:

(3)

chances are a thousand to one that the man in this case was
suffering from locomotor ataxia, the only known cause of
which is venereal disease. The argument going on in that man's
mind, symbolized by the bed he was lying on ("bed" is always
used in the Scriptures as a symbol of a state of mind), must have
been, "I've sinned, and therefore I'm suffering, and I must go on
suffering." There wouldn't have been one chance in a million of
healing that man without first healing the belief that he had
sinned. And so Jesus went right to the point, and he said, in effect,
"Man, you're not a sinner, you're the son of God. The carnal
mind says that you're a sinner, but that isn't true, because you're
the son of God, and therefore you don't have to accept what the
carnal mind is saying about you." If you recognize man as the
son of God, you can always forgive sin scientifically. Sin seems to
be true according to the carnal mind, and those who indulge in
it pay the price of it, the price of believing in the carnal mind,
but when a man has the Mind of Christ, he regards sin in exactly
the same way as disease, or death, or any other phase of mortality,
-as just part of the one lie ....
No engineer doubts the principle of engineering, no mathematician doubts the principle of mathematics, and so when you
understand divine Principle, the nature of which is omnipotence,
omniscience, omnipresence, and omni-action, you can't doubt it.
Principle always responds to understanding, always operates in
the light of understanding. The most wonderful thing in the world
is to have enough of the Mind of Christ to understand and
demonstrate the nature of the Principle which is Life, Truth, and
Love ....
We believe that sin has a penalty and so we pay the penalty,
but through the understanding of spiritual reality we can wipe out
the belief of sin and of penalty-we can destroy it Christianly and
scientifically. God makes no law to punish sin, because God
doesn't know anything about sin. Sin must destroy itself, because
it can't stand up before the reality of God and man. You can't
make men good through encouraging the belief of penalty, any
more than you can make a child good by constantly beating itafter a while the child becomes hardened to it. The only way you
can make men good is through the Mind of Christ, through
spiritual education and enlightenment and exaltation. Through
the Mind of Christ you can touch and quicken the divine spark in
everybody. Sometimes it seems as if there is no spark to kindle, but
eventually the touch acts.

T

HE

-John W. Doorly, Christian Science Practice and Oxford Summer
School I 949, Volume I.
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WHAT IS HEALTH?
E talk so much about healing, and yet perhaps we know
almost less about health than about any subject under the
sun. There are textbooks on diseases, there are hospitals dealing
with diseases, mortals love talking about their diseases,-it's
probably the most popular topic, -but what do we know about
health? When are our bodies most healthy? Isn't it when we know
least about them? When our bodies say least to us, at that
moment they are most healthy. We can measure health, then,
only as the absence of physical sensation. And so at once we have
a pointer which shows us that health is not a bodily condition but
is a state of consciousness, that form of contented and spiritualized
consciousness which is unconscious of physique.
How could we ever know that we were unhealthy or discordant
or unwell unless we had a recognizable standard of being well?
We could never know that something was wrong unless we knew
what it should be when it was right, could we? And so it is with
all well-being: innately, born into us,-built in, as they say in the
advertisements to-day,-built in is a consciousness of right, a
consciousness of health, a consciousness of the normal man; and
that is something which the physical senses tell us nothing whatever about. Materialistic knowledge tells us nothing about it at
all, whereas spiritual sense does unfold the divine status of man.
Thinkers and writers are saying to-day that the completely
normal man appeared two thousand years ago in the man Christ
Jesus; he was the prototype of what we should and could all
become. Some scientists are stating to-day that Jesus as the
prototype was not all that much ahead of his time, but is a perfectly attainable example of perfect manhood. If that weren't so,
his example seems to me to lose most of its meaning and his
teaching becomes unpractical. If most of us here were brought up
in the Christian tradition, then we have accepted what it says at
the beginning of the Bible, "And God said, Let us make man in
our image, after our likeness." . . . If you start with a perfect
original then it is normal to expect a perfect reproduction; a
perfect conclusion follows from a perfect premise.
So that normal man typified in Christjesus gives us an example
of health, not just health of the body, but health of intellect,
health of heart, health of relationships, health in business, health
in politics, health in the home. It is such an enormous word.
It seems to me that health must ultimately be found to be a
matter of spiritual consciousness,-not mentality, but spiritual
consciOusness.

W

-From a lecture entitled Spiritual R ealities as the Science of Man given by
John L. Morgan at the Nottingham Practical Psychology Club, January 24th,
1955· Published by the author at 32 The Ropewalk, Nottingham.

The Firm Hard Soil Between
By PEGGY

M.

BROOK

Unity between men is provable fact
will remember
Kirsopp Lake's little
story of the islands in
the Archipelago. Each little
island believed itself to be
separate from all the others and
was proud of this fact, until one
day the waters dried up; then
every little island discovered
that between it and all the
others was firm, hard soil,
which joined them all to one
another and to the mainland.
We need to find the hard,
firm soil which constitutes our
unity with one another. It gives
a sense of solid fact, something
that stands and withstands the
ebb and flow of surface judgments and events.
How is it possible to find
such a unity? Can we love
consistently? Surely, yes, if we
know what we are loving.

She said that as she looked
that man straight in the face, a
great sense of love for him came
over her,-a love born of the
conviction that this malice was
no part of the man "made in
the image and likeness of God,"
a God who is Love. It was a
cloud passing over him and
behind it lay the true man,
more fundamental than the
cloud.
The Commandant's hand fell
to his side and he did not strike
her, but later dismissed her.
That woman loved. Through
that love she had stood on the
firm soil that linked her to the
pure essence of that man. She
did not love the evil presentation of hatred and cruelty, but
she saw past that flood to the
dry land of man's essential
being.

Love Unites

Love Heals

A true life story comes to
mind which points the way.
A woman who was in a concentration camp was one day
called into the Commandant's
office and ordered to perform
some task. She was physically
unable to do this, and the
Commandant at last became so
furious that he lifted his hand
with a whip in it to strike her.

Manhood is not flesh and
blood and personality. When
we speak of true manhood and
womanhood, do we not imply
a standard? We mean integrity,
honour, trustworthiness, courage-all qualities of mind.
It has been proved over and
over again that holding up the
ideal of manhood in any situation will call it forth.

M

ANY
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Another story comes to mind.
A very dear lady had an elder
son of whom she was very fond.
When he grew up, he drifted
into the atmosphere and influence of heavy drinking and
began to come home drunk
night after night.
This woman so loved her son
that she never for one instant
associated drunkenness with
him. She would wait up for
him and help him into bed,
but through it all she persistently held to the clear picture
of her son as she knew him and
loved him.
He came out of that condition, and the constant love of
his mother was the greatest
factor in bringing him out.

it from man. Not only this, but
also to love consciously the
qualities of manhood which are
temporarily hidden by the pretensions to manhood of what
Paul calls the "carnal mind."
When quarrels arise and
tempers are lost, one individual
may say of another, "He has a
terrible temper." But may it
not be the business of one or
both individuals to deal with
temper as an intruder, as a
"third party"? Should it not be
our duty to deal with the
inharmonious element called
temper, rather than with each
other? And to do this invariably
pours the balm of oil on the
troubled waters. Moreover, consistently practising this eventually outlaws the intruder.

What and How Do We Love?
So Love is power, but must it
not be intelligent love? Must
we not know what we love and
how to love?
If the Bible is true, then the
great fundamental fact of man
is that he is the image and likeness of God, or good. Everything Godlike, therefore, is man
-and nothing else is.
An obvious conclusion, yet
what does one do when faced
with hatred, jealousy, envy,
cruelty? From the previous
incidents and other similar experiences, it would seem that
once one is aware of the evil,
the next step is to disassociate

All Men on One Side
A woman was once faced
with a situation in business
where a misunderstanding had
arisen. There was much personal abuse and hard words,
culminating in a deadlock over
a particular proposition. This
woman wrestled with the problem for days, unable to see anything but the clashing of
personalities and opinions.
Then one morning she woke
up with a clear sense that all
the individuals concerned came
under the government of one
universal common First Cause,
a Principle that moves its crea-

THE FIRM HARD SOIL BETWEEN

tion in harmony. She recog- him, conscious of the fact that
nized the fact that fundamen- the standard of true manhood
tally, therefore, they were all is more powerfully present with
on one side,-the side of the men to influence all relationone perfect Cause which logi- ships than the carnal mind.
cally could not have the nature
It is true that if we expect
of a house divided against itself. good from another, we very
On the other side, she men- often experience that good. But
tally saw only qualities of the if we place that expectation of
carnal mind operating as mis- good on a logical reasoning of
understanding, egotism, per- cause and effect,-namely, that
sonal will, inferiority, and fear. a good First Cause must proShe felt such a sense of unity duce a good effect,-then it is
with all the individuals in this lifted above mere trust in
situation,-unity in the purpose human goodness into the law
of meeting and destroying these of spiritual fact.
specific errors of the one enemy,
Are men ever going to deal
the carnal mind, which Paul effectively with the one liar, the
terms "enmity against God."
devil or the carnal mind-the
Within half-an-hour and source of all evil-as long as
without any human approach they personalize it and give it
being made, the whole issue a mouthpiece? Seen for what it
resolved itself. Harmony of re- is and deprived of its mouthlationships was established and piece, it is eventually silenced
the problem vanished into thin and dies.
air. It was a convincing proof of
If God "is of purer eyes than
the power of constructive think- to behold evil, and [cannot]
ing, based on fundamental fact. look on iniquity," then of such
a nature must man, His likeness,
be. Recognizing this fact
Evil No Part of Manhood
means peeling off the veneer of
It would seem that to have evil from man in every situsuccessful relationships with our ation and revealing his true
neighbour we must get away status.
from the sense that we are
dealing with persons embodyThe Innate Unity of Man
ing failings that we have come
to identify as "them." It is
The "dry land" that lies
encouraging what results we between all the "little islands"
can experience when we ap- is constituted of the facts or
proach our fellow man with a ideas which make up manhood.
fresh, spontaneous concept of To be permanent, they must be
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good. Then in the same metaphor as Kirsopp Lake, could
we not liken our task in solving
relationship problems to that
of the sun whose warmth causes
the waters to evaporate and reveal the solid unity of the land?

In the warmth of love,-the
intelligent love and practice of
the ideas of manhood,-the
"waters" of anger, hatred, bitterness, and revenge evaporate,
and we find the innate unity of
man in the Principle of all good.

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove:0, no! it is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wandering bark,
Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken.
Love's not Time's fool , though rosy lips and cheeks
Within his bending sickle's compass come;
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out e'en to the edge of doom:If this be error, and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.
-Shakespeare.

it all comes to is this: in order to be a good neighbour
I must be at unity within myself; in order to be at unity
within myself I must be at one with God. When you are a true
individual-and individual does not mean separate from others,
but undivided within-then you can meet your neighbour without
making excessive demands upon him or her. We are constantly
expecting others to nourish our need of value and significance.
But once let us get this certainty of value and significance from
our faith-knowing that it is God who created me this person and
Christ died to remake it-then I can meet my neighbour without
grasping. When we have learned to rest our spirit upon God and
know that our existence and destiny are rooted in Him, then we
will not go round fussing others to convince us that we matter.
What is more, we have energy to spare. This does not mean that
you will never suffer, or that others will not let you down, but the
things you endure will not crush you inwardly, make you timid,
touchy, grousy, and resentful. All that uses up your inner powers.
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-Canon Demant in a B.B.C. broadcast.

THE RODNEY YOUTH CENTRE
Stella Baker, a pioneer in youth work
By WILLIAM FISHER
fourteen-year-old girl, unhappy at home and weary
A ofLONELY
wandering about the streets, one day plucked up courage
to knock on the door of the Rodney Youth Centre. As the door
opened she heard a voice say: "Won't you come in, darling?"
Later a friend asked this once-lonely girl: "Why do you go to
that awful Rodney Centre?" To this friend she whispered:
"Nobody had ever called me darling."
To-day the child who might have turned sour in a harsh and
inhospitable world is the pride of her family and the folk who
employ her.
It was only a few years ago that a shout, "It's the Riot Squad!"
went up as police cars speeded towards the Brownlow district of
Liverpool. The cars stopped outside the old Assembly Rooms
which housed the Rodney Youth Centre. With batons drawn the
police hurried inside where scores of youngsters were involved in
a dozen fights. Fourteen powerful policemen did not find it easy
to restore order and to clear the Centre of the yelling mob.
In those days that was no isolated incident. Things are not
quite as hectic, but the Rodney Youth Centre still caters for boys
and girls with little discipline and a lot of surplus energy which is
liable to burst the bounds of conventional behaviour. The Rodney
Centre is unique in this country-perhaps in the world. It prides
itself in the description of "A Street Corner with a Roof," where
children and adolescents who do not take kindly to the more
orthodox youth clubs gather.

*

*

*

These young people do not like some well-meaning Youth
workers who insist on scrupulously clean hands; they may, as
yet, be unamenable to the discipline of organized play-time; they
may lack the power of concentration to attend classes and to
devote themselves to scheduled activities.
The streets with their dirt, dangers, and temptations seem to be
a more natural environment. Yet, Miss Stella Baker, the saintly
Warden of Rodney, has always felt that these are the youngsters
most in need of loving care and attention.
To provide for them was her aim when, twelve years ago, she
began to devote her life to Rodney. Her children, she decided,
should not be deterred by any rules or price of admission (it is 2d.
-"if they can afford it!"); there should be no regulations and
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no set standards of dress or behaviour; no obligation to return
after a first visit.
The "Street Corner with a Roof" has long since moved from
the old Assembly Rooms to new premises, and the police, far from
having to send the Riot Squad, have come to depend on the good
work of Miss Baker and her voluntary fellow-workers. The
Ministry of Education supports the centre with a small annual
grant, but the bulk of the funds needed must be arduously collected.
Now, every evening, crowds of children wait impatiently for
Rodney's doors to open. But not so long ago, Miss Baker used to
go out into the streets and collect little waifs and strays and notso-little adolescents with "nowhere to go" and "nothing to do,"
except to get into mischief.

*

*

*

She has brought up a whole generation and moulded them
slowly, patiently, and gently into a community with a sense of
"belonging" and a decent and honoured place in society. Almost
imperceptibly the tiniest children-many from needy and unstable homes-were thus gathered in, to roam and run around at
will in the big, gymnasium-like rooms, seemingly left to themselves
with only a hint here or a guiding word there to keep them within
reasonable bounds.
Such "complete freedom" inside the Centre did, at first, do no
more than virtually put the roof on a street corner. From there it
was an important step to the so-called "dabbling classes"-handicraft, sculpturing, sewing- into which a child could drift without
being more than casually encouraged to "take an interest." The
youngsters came, picked up a tool or a needle and cotton and
dabbled (that was the idea and still is)-turned to something else
and wandered off.
Gradually, however, children began to spend a little longer in
the work room until at last they took a fancy to the work and went
again and again. The children were beginning to qualify for the
final stage-organized activities and classes. The shiftless unclubable ones, the "unattached," were settling down.
The process still goes on, but already organized activities predominate-painting, drawing, modelling; pursuing crafts like
making puppets, toys, woodwork, metal work, shoe repairing,
embroidery, knitting. What started as "camouflaged" lessons in
hygiene have developed into manicuring, hair-dressing, and
make-up classes for girls.

*

*

*

It all looks so easy until one goes deeper into the difficult background of some who have, so to speak, "graduated" from Rodney,
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like Bob, who was brought up in an orphanage and was soon "in
trouble" when, at the age of ten, he went to live with a distant
relative in Liverpool.
A raid on a sweetshop, the first encounter with the police, more
"trouble," an approved school, bad company, Borstal ... what
hope was there for Bob who seemed bound for a life in and out of
prison? Miss Baker met him, fitted him out with new clothes,
befriended him even when he betrayed her confidence, brought
him back to Rodney where he found new interests and friends. He
became one of her trusted and most valuable helpers until she
found him a job in which he has since prospered.
There was the little boy who had been turned out of every
youth club in town because there was "money missing" wherever
he went. Miss Baker saw him, a wailing, bewildered slip of a lad,
as he stood before a juvenile court-destined for an approved
school. She pleaded for him, took him to Rodney. Once more he
fell victim to temptation and was caught red-handed, but Stella
Baker had already decided on a cure. She saw to it that he was
given small paid jobs so as to earn pocket money. For the first time
in his young life the boy had money of which he could be proud.
He worked to get more. Many years have gone by and he has
never been in trouble.
One night, two years ago, a violent fight broke out in the
neighbourhood. "It's Ida again!" people said in disgust hurrying
away from the chief culprit, a fifteen-year-old girl whose temper
had led to outbursts time after time. Miss Baker invited Ida to
the Centre where for many weeks she was a disturbing, unruly
element. But with infinite patience Ida's talent for embroidery
was encouraged and she was invited to show and teach other
girls. She has not been in a fight since.

*

*

*

Though things have settled down the work of "reclamation"
remains arduous. Last year a six-foot-four-inch policeman offered
his help as a voluntary helper on two evenings a week. After
two visits he gave it up; "This is more than I can stand!" he
exclaimed.
With her fellow-warden, Mr. Maurice Brooker, a retired naval
commander, Miss Stella Baker smiles at such faint-heartedness;
amidst a turmoil of shouting, running, ball-kicking, climbing,
fighting kids she stands like an amiable rock-understanding,
indulgent, "Mum" to most children who will not recognize any
other authority but hers.
"They know I love them," she says simply and that, I think, is
the secret of her success.

Mother and
Man-V

The story of the widow and her pot
of oil)· the Bible gives a practical
answer to the question of income

By RosALIE MAAs
HE exercise of motherhood-in any sphere and
whether by men or
women-is no merely bovine
activity. It requires courage
and initiative. Have we not
seen this illustrated in all the
Bible stories of motherhood
which we have so far considered in this series?
Moses' mother had an unquenchable vision of the worth
of her child and the fortitude
to follow its dictates as to how
to ensure his survival against
what seemed impossible odds.
Hannah had the strength of
purpose to persist in the idea of
having a child even when
everything seemed to point to
her continued barrenness.
Ruth had the spiritual sense
to follow N aomi (although the
prospect looked bleak) and the
willingness to work for her
living and claim her normal
rights.
And the rightful mother of
the child whose true claim was
discerned by Solomon was selfless enough to be prepared to
relinquish her right to motherhood for the sake of her
baby.
In every case their courage
was amply rewarded.
And now we have the fifth in
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this series, which brings out
that a "mother" has to cultivate creative ability and initiative if she is to keep her family
of ideas alive, free, and ftourishmg.

The Widow and the Oil
In the Second Book of Kings,
Chapter 4, there is the story of
a widow who appeared to be
in desperate straits.
"Now there cried a certain
woman of the wives of the sons
of the prophets unto Elisha,
saying, Thy servant my husband is dead; and thou
knowest that thy servant did
fear the Lord: and the creditor
is come to take unto him my
two sons to be bondmen."
Many times we too may feel
hopeless about finding the
wherewithal to keep our ideas
going and prevent them from
being made subject to some
form of slavery. We may
slightly resent being in this
position because of all that we
feel we have done in the past
by way of "fearing the Lord."
Moreover, our "husband" is
dead-we have lost the sense
of initiative and creative ability
which was the previous source
of our supply.

MOTHER AND MAN--V

A Question of Attitude
We can get so mesmerized by
looking at the picture of what
we lack materially that we may
forget that that picture of want
has been induced by accepting
in some aspect a poverty of
outlook. Material impoverishment is the outcome of mental
impoverishment in some degree
or direction, whether consciously or not so consciously.
The question of whether any
of us lives in a world of poverty
and limitation or in a world
of expansion, abundance, and
infinite opportunities is largely
determined by our individual
attitude. If there is no atmossphere of expansion in our
world, but only the feeling of
impoverishment, then it is
something in our consciousness
which has to get moving out of
the ruts into which it has
allowed itself to fall. "Things"
start moving when there is
movement in heart and mind.
It is not a question of money,
as everyone knows, but most of
us from time to time forget.
A man can have millions of
pounds and still feel poor if he
is poor in inspiration and happiness and health; another man
may be comparatively indigent
and yet feel wonderfully rich
in ideas, in love, and in wellbeing.
The individual who is building up spiritual capital in the
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realm of ideas through his own
continual efforts, who receives
a constant income of ideas from
their inexhaustible source, and
who loves to "spend" that
income in enjoying life and
blessing others--that individual
is genuinely rich and moreover
will always be rich, whatever
economic circumstances may
prevail. His income is fixed in
the sense of being unfailing, but
not in the sense of never growing. It grows as it is used.
The basic raw material in
any business, industry, or activity is ideas, and since there is
no limit to ideas, "scarcity
economics" is without a doubt
an outworn concept. Ideas
govern the use of physical raw
materials--not the other way
round. As someone once said,
"There are no hopeless situations, only men grown hopeless
about them."
So when we find ourselves in
a position comparable to that
of the widow, we are wise if,
like her, we turn to the "man
of God,"--to the highest sense
of God and man in ourselves or
another.

"What Hast Thou in the
House?"
"And Elisha said unto her,
What shall I do for thee? tell
me, what hast thou in the
house?"
The prophet went on from
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asking the widow what he
could do for her to ask her a
question which showed that he
felt that the best and kindest
way to help her was to show
her that she had in herself the
basic means of supply. Surely
the best alms is to enable a man
to dispense with alms, through
leading him to discover that he
himself is rich.
With any question of supply,
the first thing is to turn from
self-pity and ask ourselves,
"What hast thou in the house?"
or in other words, "What have
you mentally, in consciousness,
that is already an asset and
which could be turned to good
account?"

"The Pot of Oil"
"And she said, Thine handmaid hath not any thing in the
house, save a pot of oil."
When anyone comes to
examine the situation, he discovers that he has in consciousness "a pot of oil," although it
may not seem very much to
him compared with all that he
feels he has not got.
That "pot of oil" is the
measure of creative inspiration which needs only to be
used to multiply. Everyone has
this "pot of oil" waiting to b.e
recognized for its worth, and. 1t
may be a side of our essential
character which we have neglected or ignored.

"Borrow Thee Vessels
Abroad"
"Then he said, Go, borrow
thee vessels abroad of all thy
neighbours, even empty vessels;
borrow not a few. And when
thou art come in, thou shalt
shut the door upon thee and
upon thy sons, and shalt pour
out into all those vessels, and
thou shalt set aside that which
is full."
Our "pot of oil" must find
appropriate means of expression. So wisdom tells us to
think out or make an effort to
find those "empty vessels." We
ask ourselves where our talents
might be needed and where
they could find a suitable and
enjoyable field of usefulness.
Where there is supply, there
is demand, and the dema?-d
must be identified through Intelligent processes. There must
be a wealth of waiting channels
-"borrow not a few," the
widow was told.
There is always the necessity
to think in a wider way, beyond
the confines of our own little
self-centred mental world, if we
want to experience greater abundance. To be healthy, thought
must turn outward in everexpanding circles, instead of
rotating in the tiny, soon dull
sphere of self-interest.

"She Poured Out"
"So she went from him, and
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shut the door upon her and
upon her sons, who brought the
vessels to her ; and she poured
out."
When we have found the
right channels through which to
express our "oil," we must shut
the door of consciousness on
anything that might distract us,
such as criticism, ridicule, or
our own timidity and conservatism. Then we must give freely
of our inspiration to the job in
hand,-pour it out with a
generosity of enthusiasm and
love for what we are doing.
The command is to fill the
empty vessels, and that we do,
not half-heartedly, nor with
merely the motive of moneymaking, but with zest.
"And it came to pass, when
the vessels were full, that she
said unto her son, Bring me yet
a vessel. And he said unto her,
There is not a vessel more. And
the oil stayed."
As we express ourselves in
creative activity of some kind,
we find that we have far more
inspiration than we ever
thought we had, and in fact
more than we can actually
express. "Oil" multiplies as you
use it, and you can never use it
up or exhaust its supply.

Multiplication Basically
Mental
What is n;1ore, the material
symbols of provision, whatever
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form they may take, respond to
our more or less unlimited
attitude; in themselves they
are not determining factors.
They take on the quality and
prevailing atmosphere of our
thought.
Who has not known his car
or other machine to go wrong
when his thought has been particularly disturbed or anxious?
On the other hand, the man
who treats his car, his lawnmower, or his racquet as a
friend and the woman who is
in restful sympathy with her
sewing machine, her typewriter, or with the idea of
making some particular dish-they experience a real harmony
in their operations.
Again and again there are
instances ofthe physical quality
and performance of something
being affected by the mental
attitude of the owner or user.
So should it surprise us so
much to think that the widow's
oil was actually multiplied?

"Go, Sell the Oil"
The story ends : "Then she
came and told the man of God.
And he said, Go, sell the oil,
and pay thy debt, and live thou
and thy children of the rest.''
In expressing our creative
inspiration, we realize that we
have something to sell that can
find a market. Tl::erefore we
have the means of supply, both
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to meet our present and future
human obligations and also to
provide ourselves with ample on
which to live. We have the satisfaction of knowing that we have
earned that income and supply
through using what we had.

A Modern Illustration
A widow I know with a great
love of children and who is
very successful in dealing with
them, recently found herself
with time on her hands and the
need for some money to have
her home redecorated. She
longed to do some useful work,
so, realizing her special talents,
she advertised m the local
paper.
As a result she took two
part-time jobs where her help
was sorely needed and highly
appreciated. One of these was
much bigger than she had
anticipated taking, but when

she thought of the need, she
felt that she must give her help
and she gave it unstintingly.
Like the widow in the Bible,
did she not turn from any selfpity to see what she had in the
"house," then find channels for
the expression of her "oil,"
which she went on to pour out
into those "empty vessels"?
And like the widow, she had
her reward, financially as well
as in the deeper satisfaction of
knowing that she had given
good service and given it with
love.
Is it not good to realize that
we shall never, never be destitute, simply because we shall
never reach the point where
we have no "pot of oil" in the
"house"? And if we use that
oil in a generous widening of
our normal sphere of mothering, a greater measure of
abundance than we have before
enjoyed is bound to follow.

Christianity may also be thought of as a science. It is a philosophy, a system of theology, a system of metaphysics, and a
system of worship. It also works itself out in moral and ethical
codes. But Christianity also has the characteristics of a science
in that it is based upon a book which contains a system of
techniques and formulas designed for the understanding and
treatment of human nature. The laws are so precise and have
been so often demonstrated when proper conditions of understanding, belief and practice are applied, that religion may be
said to form an exact science.
-From The Power of Positive Thinking, by Norman Vincent Peale,
D.D. (The World's Work, Ltd., Kingswood, Suney).

NO NEED TO GRIEVE
know the shape of immortality, but neither have I ever
love, faith, integrity, nor any of the other qualities that give
life meaning and beauty. Yet I do not question their reality, for
I have lived with them in action.
Death does not destroy these qualities. You can lose love only
if it is withdrawn from you. Death does not take it away, for love
is without limits. Love remains with you, surrounding and
fortifying you, an active, positive force, a deeper reality than the
sound of a voice or the touch of a hand, dear as these things are.
How can I not believe in immortality?
My faith is undiminished. I have lost the sound of the voice
and the touch of the hand and the joy of the daily companionship
of my wife; I can never lose the realities which give these things
meaning.

I seen

DON'T

-From a letter quoted in an artic!e by Walter Lowen in Reader's Digest,
April 1955.

*

*

*

We need never grieve. I think it was Peter Ross who had a
wonderful illustration of this point. He used to depict three
friends travelling on an ocean voyage, one with a berth on the
top deck, another with a berth on a lower deck, and the third
with a berth on the lowest deck. Those three friends as they
take their rest at night are not aware of being separated from
each other; although they dwell on different decks in the same
ship, they know that they are all making the same journey, they
are· all members of the one ship's company, and the one captain
is over all. From that he drew the analogy that whether we
appear to be living here or in the hereafter, we are all making
this one passage of life, we are all gathered as it were within the
one company, and the one captain, or divine Principle, is in
charge of all of us .... The fact remains that we are all embraced
in the one infinite Life, that which embraces past, present, and
future, and the one divine Principle is in charge, governing,
controlling, directing everything. When we have that concept of
Life, grief has no grounds for continuing. We may feel a momentary shock, a momentary severance, but it is baseless and it does
not need to continue.
-John Lawrence Sinton, Harrogate Summer School, 1952.

IDEAS IN ACTION
Finding a Home
SoMETIMES
we want some
change in our human experience, and sometimes we
try to resist when a change
is taking place; but whatever
the case may be, if we would
~lways put firs_t things first,If we would stick to what the
Bible says, "But seek ye first the
kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things
shall be added unto you,"-we
should find progress and unchangeable good, whatever the
outward form it took.
Twelve years ago my husband and I wanted very much
to move to another place, but
soon discovered that it was
considered quite impossible to
find a v;;tcant flat in the whole
city. Then it became clear to
me what I had to do first of all
and up to my highest under-'
standing at that time I began
to fill my real home-my consciousness-with gratitude love
'
'
kindness, affection, hospitality,
charity, and so on; in fact,
with all the qualities that make
up home.
From that time things really
started moving. A great many
lovely things were "added unto
us," so much so that we hardly
had room for · them all, and
then quite naturally things unfolded, all limitations were
broken, and we were offered a

flat, much better and bigger
and more beautiful than we
had even dreamed of.
In this flat we lived for
twelve years, so happy and
grateful for it, and never
wanted to move. But suddenly
one morning we got a letter
from a lawyer telling us that
the owner of the house wanted
our flat, and it was within his
rights to have it. At first we
felt this as a hard blow, but
very soon I again saw what I
had to do and turned to God
to see more clearly than ever
before the right idea of home
and to find where I really
lived and moved and had my
being.
From a human point of view
we were homeless, but I was
convinced that as consciousness
we are never homeless and so
we just had to seek the kingdom
of God and His righteousnesstrue consciousness-and everything would be added unto us.
Again the most wonderful
things took place, and two
months later we had moved to
a house of our own, a lovely
house with a lovely garden and
once more with everything so
much better than we could ever
have thought of.

A Transformation
Yesterday I stopped in at an
orphanage. Two of the little
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children there had never had a
"visitor." Apparently it is a
red-letter day in a child's life
at these orphanages to have a
visitor.
I asked if I could take those
two children (a little girl of g
and a boy of I I) home with
me for company for my own
adopted daughter and the boy
who works here. We have a
swimming pool and room to
play. They said the little girl
was a chronic bed-wetter and
kept everyone awake all night
with her asthma, so I suggested
they tuck in her rubber sheet,
and off we went.
When it came to bed-time,
she started in to wheeze and
cough and sneeze and blow her
nose, and then I remembered
in the January-February issue
of IDEAS OF To-DAY that wonderful account of how a hospital got a mother to come and
sit with a little boy who,

according to their diagnosis,
was at the point of death
because he did not get the
affection he required from his
own mother.
This "hired"
mother just held him close in
her arms all night and thus
the healing was accomplished.
In the same way this "baby"
soon was sound asleep, after we
had built up a little bit what
she had learned in her Protestant Sunday School of the
fact that "God is Spirit." She
didn't wet the bed either, and
this morning she took off the
glasses that had seemed almost
glued to her nose.
What a marvellous thing it
will be when we fully see that
we can work with the divine
Principle of all things and that
our very conscious presence
does the healing because it is
an expression of the presence
of the divine Principle whose
nature is Love.

It is difficult for many of us to understand that we must also
learn to love ourselves. (This has no relation to that "self love,"
the egotism we see about us.) If we saw the great impersonal
nature of divine Love we would obey Jesus' commandment"Love thy neighbour as thyself" (Matthew rg: rg). To love our
neighbour is to see the Godlike in him and to love ourselves to
identify ourselves with the Godlike. If we will do this consistently, we won't have to worry about that little human being
that seems to be so intrusive in all of us. When we understand
this, we realize that seeing without loving is just straining our
eyes in the darkness.
-Sylvia V. Powell, The Bible and You.

THE FALLACY
OF FEAR

"Fear is a false god"

By ARCHIBALD RuTLEDGE

D

EGARDING the keenness of their physical senses, wild things
_ft_are infinitely our superiors. Their awareness is amazing, and
they have a grave beauty and rejoicing manner that prove their
poise, that show their spirits are at peace. They aren't sad
pilgrims, and they don't feel like lonely wanderers here. This
earth is truly their home. They love it, and they enjoy every day
the life that it offers.
We should justly envy them their serenity. They are happy with
what is given, questioning not what may be withheld. They are
great lovers of life, not yesterday's or to-morrow's, but to-day's.
Moreover, they have a deep respect for the value of the privilege
ofliving. They never go on sprees; they never take foolish chances
and they are always prepared for a crisis that will call forth all
their powers. Their enthusiasm for life compels them to take care
of themselves, and they never dull the senses by wilful caprices
of indulgence.
Much of their capacity for happiness to-day comes from their
sane behaviour yesterday. They always take ample time to rest,
but we rush so much that when we stop, even to gasp, we are
afraid of being accused of loafing. Nature's children relax regularly every day. That not only affords them enjoyment but prepares them to accept gracefully whatever the future may have in
store for them.

Adaptability
Immediate adaptation to new circumstances is in itself a manifestation of a kind of genius for living. Once I had this matter
rather comically illustrated to me by an old raccoon that I caught
asleep in the low forks of a tree. I had been wandering down an
old bank that crosses the wide and desolate domain of Blake's
Marsh, a part of the magnificent hunting preserve of the great
Santee Club. The raccoon made no particular objection to being
captured. Indeed, he snuggled down in the hollow of my arm and
continued slumbering as I walked along. After a while I heard
what I took to be growls. Thinking that I had counted too much
on his good nature, I was preparing to put him down when I
discovered that he was placidly snoring! It was the hour of the day
for his siesta, and he wasn't going to allow even a man to interrupt
him. To me, his behaviour meant not stupidity but a calm acceptance of life, whatever changes or chances might come.
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Forethought
In not worrying about yesterday or to-morrow, wild things are
wise, but it is true that they often prepare for the future . Once in
the late autumn I camped in an old mountain shack that had
been deserted by everything except the mice. I rarely saw them
except at night when they frolicked over the old floor boards. But
one night they kept me awake. Deserting play and even the
humble elfin search for crumbs, every member of that funny little
furry tribe was hard at work all night long. And what were they
doing? Carrying grass from outside the cabin to their nests. Such
pulling and pushing and merry jostling! It seemed to me that they
must have brought in half a bale of dry hay.
Before daylight a wolfish wind had begun to clamour at the
doors and windows, and by morning a wild storm was raging.
These elves had known of this trouble's coming and had prepared
for it, but they did not go about the business with any of the
spectral and fantastic dread with which we usually presage the
future. Of course, it would be silly for me to recommend that we
live on terms with mice, but our pitch of pride and superiority
should not be such that we cannot learn salutary lessons from the
most humble creatures of the earth.

No Faithless Fears
I like and would imitate the way in which wild creatures do not
abandon themselves to panicky fears, to long fits of dejection, to
a vain dwelling on the past. I love the way they enjoy the day and
the night as they come; they give a new dignity to life by their
respect for its privileges. Lingering not on the past, they capture
the joy of the moment and seem to take the sane attitude that the
future need not be dreaded. They live to live, and for that same
reason elemental peoples often get from life more constant and
durable satisfaction than we do because they move along with
the rhythm of existence. Close to nature, they feel themselves a
part of its mighty movements, accepting joy and sorrow, not with
flagellating ecstasy or deep despair, but as the normal sweet and
bitter of our human destiny.
It has often been my duty during a time of flood to go out in a
canoe over the submerged delta country of home to try to rescue
stock, marooned on tiny islets or swimming desperately for the
mainland. At such a time, when all the swamps and lowlands
are deeply drowned under twenty feet of a rampaging, tawny
tide, one sees wild life in great extremity. Yet, about the behaviour
of these refugees I never noticed any giving way to faithless fears.
I remember seeing on a pile of sedge, dislodged from its ancient
moorings in the swamp and swept seaward on the mighty tide, a
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family of tiny marsh wrens. All their own haunts had been destroyed. Wide and stormy waters ringed them and the mutinous
dim ocean lay before. What were they doing? They were hopping
about gaily, investigating the chinks in their precarious raft for
food, and now and then twittering gaily.

*

*

*

In such a situation, a man might do anything but sing, and I
don't think the difference in attitude can be accounted for wholly
by a difference in mentality. It would be fairer to say that we
overwork our fear of the future, forgetting that life's bridges are
hardest to cross in imagination, which has an unfortunate power
to conjure up terrors that can never have reality. As a rule, we
suffer most from the things that never happen. Rarely indeed is
one of us faced with a situation of immediacy with which he
cannot go through, even with grace of heart and gallantry of
behaviour. But what man or woman could survive the disasters
that he or she imagines?
We often say that hopes deceive us. Sometimes they do,
especially if we permit them to be too roseate. But for my part I
have found fears to be far worse. Most fear, especially of the
future, should be considered a vice to be crushed on the threshold
of the mind. Fear is a false god and, while we cannot always be
rejoicing, the present is the time for it.
-From Think, March 1955·

No Aggressive Instinct
Students of animal behaviour have described, analysed and
then pieced together again many different kinds of instinctive
action. Two of their conclusions, both negative, may interest you.
There is no such thing as an "aggressive instinct" in animalsand when that phrase is used of human beings qua animals, it is
used improperly .. There is no drive, no motive force in animal
behaviour that is discharged or gratified by the mere act of
fighting. Fighting and aggression-much of it bluff-does indeed
play a part in animal life, but it is entirely subsidiary and incidental to certain other complex instincts.
-Professor P. B. Medawar, F.R.S., in Question (Vol. 6, No. 2).

*

*

*

Kittens are not mouse-catchers instinctively; they must learn
it. Naturalists find that kittens raised without a mother to train
them sometimes do not recognize mice as prey at all. They often
make friends with them, and sometimes are scared to death of
them.
-Alan Devoe, Nature Magazine.
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The purpose of this periodical is to emphasize the power of ideas.
Its unique plaiform is that
• ideas are fundamental in every field;
• they come from an infinite source;
• they are available to everyone;
• they operate in accordance with a perfect Principle.
The Editors welcome material from any source. They do not, however,
accept responsibility for views expressed by contributors, which may not
necessarily coincide with their own.

Editorial

The War of Peace
WHENEVER the tension is
somewhat eased in the international field, there is the
tendency to sit back with a
temporary sigh of relief and indulge in wishful apathetic thinking, believing that somehow
and in some way the politicians
will continue to avert war.
But the onus is not on the
politicians or any specific group
of people. Rather is it continually on every individual everywhere.
Many argue that there are
forces beyond our control which
are the cause of war and that
the individual is powerless to do
anything in the international

sphere. But can any of us deny
that the fundamental evils
which lie behind international
warfare are deeper than territorial disagreements, economic
difficulties, and conflicting ways
of life?
We may believe that these
evils breed jealousy, envy, misunderstanding, and hatred,
which in turn lead to physical
conflict. But the simple fact is
that the opposite is the case.
The fundamental problem is
to learn to deal with the pure
essence of evil which is the
carnal mind, the· one enemy.
Every single individual has the
right and the ability to use his
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always will be!" Fortunately
they allowed their vision and
intelligence to be led in new
ways to discover laws that already existed, and to use those
laws to conquer space.
Do not let us forget that the
Millennium Possibilities
greatest pioneer in the field of
Picture to yourself a state of man himself did the same thing.
affairs in which every man was He did not submit to the limited,
seriously engaged in outlawing mundane, general conception
in his own consciousness the of man. His vision was such
banditry of envy, jealousy, that he discovered and proved
hatred, self-love, and pride. the real man to be a being
Could one imagine war taking equipped with spiritual power
place in such an atmosphere? and authority to rule out sin of
Someone may say, "Well, every kind, to master sickness,
that's the millennium. It's too and even to walk right through
idealistic." But let us ask our- the claim that death is conselves, what is the millennium? clusive.
Is it something that will suddenHe did not wait for the millenly come upon man without his nium. He anticipated it in his
having any part in bringing it own experience and so brought
to pass? Is not the time always it nearer to the experience of the
ripe to start approximating whole of mankind.
man's higher nature? Why do
we wait? What are we waiting
The Vitality of Peace
for?
Another may say, "Human
What did this spiritual sciennature will always be human . tist say about the question of
nature." Maybe. But the divine peace? He declared that a
nature will always be the divine man's foes were those of his own
nature, and many have proved household. Also that he "came
that its superior law does wipe not to send peace, but a sword."
out the evil which claims to be Again, at the Last Supper he
said, "my peace I give unto
part of human nature.
In the realm of engineering you : not as the world giveth,
what would have happened to give I unto you."
progress if men had said, "It's
Those statements make one
too idealistic to imagine matter realize, firstly, that the warfare
.flying about in airy space! is in one's own consciousness
Matter is heavier than air and and, secondly, the paradoxical
spiritual sense and power to deal
with this one enemy. And it is
the greatest way in which he
can help his community and
mankind.

f
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fact that there can only be peace
by constantly waging war.
Stagnation is not peace. Apathy is not peace. Peace is a
lively activity, and it is attained
in life only by waging a perpetual battle with "the world,
the flesh, and the devil."
"Eternal vigilance is the price

of liberty" and eternal warfare
is the price of peace, but a warfare against the inroads of the
carnal mind in each individual's
expenence.
To-day it behoves every man
to "put on the whole armour of
God" in order to wage the war
of peace.

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.-Chinese proverb.

The Power of Ideas
In a world rent by conflicting ideologies which have not been
resolved, as some hoped they might be, by the cataclysm of the
recent world war, it is, perhaps, unnecessary to labour the subj ect
of the power of ideas; but although people are ready enough to
admit this power in the political or even the religious spheres, few
have begun to realize what an all-pervading part ideas-the
quality, lack, misconception, or misuse of them-play in the life
of each one of us. Nor have they realized that, finally, their
"ideas"-their concept of and attitude towards life-decide the
measure of their stature as men and women, for, ultimately, no
one can ever be greater than the quality of his or her thinking.
-From The Unity of Being, by Esmi Wynne- Tyson (Andrew Dakers).

*

*

*

The "practical" man will say: "I am not interested in the ideas,
only in their results; give me facts." ... all presentations of facts,
whether in a textbook or a newspaper, are selections, from a great
number of facts, of what the writer thinks are the significant ones:
in other words, every presentation of facts, whether it be a chairman's annual report or a report from "our correspondent" in
Washington, a travel-book or a history, is and must be an arrangement of selected facts to present a point of view, and behind that
point of view is an idea.
-From The Hungry Sheep (Hollis and Carter), by Sir David Kel!y, Chairman of the British Council, formerly British Ambassador in Moscow.

*

SEVEN PILLARS OF
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
dustrial history has there been
so widespread an effort on the
part of corporations, in all
matters of human relations, to
apply the precept of the Golden
Rule .. ..
"But the striking fact that I
would emphasize is that in these
developments and progress we
are also finding an amazing
parallelism between long-term
industrial accomplishments and
the application of truly moral,
truly Christian principles. The
extension of the Christian dimension to the operating policies of industry has proved no
Here are the suggested Seven less salutary than has its influence upon individuals ....
Pillars:"There is a way, if we but
r. Right Foundations. If a search, in which we may learn
business has not a sound foun- to stretch ourselves and our redation in basic principles of spective enterprises to approxiservice and reward, sincerely mate the dimensions of ideas
and consistently believed and that time has proved well-nigh
impartially applied, it is built indestructible . . . . It is in this
upon sand. If its foundations area of ageless concepts-those
are right, it will stand the test that have stood the test of time
of birth, growth, and maturity. -that to-day's enterprise may
Its continuity will not depend find the living wisdom essential
to provide inspiration for its
on mere personality.
This question is focused by people as well as continuity for
an article which appeared itself. Even deeper in their
recently in Think by Erwin H. influence upon the dimensions
Schell, Professor of Business of to-day's institutions may be
Management at the Massachu- the clearer interpretation and
setts Institute of Technology:- more widespread application
"Never before in our in- of those timeless fundamentals
INn us TRY To-nAY - its
achievements, failures,
and
potentialities-is the subject of
a great deal of thinking and
writing. From various sources
(including British and American
newpapers and magazines and
notably from a series in Everybody's written by Richard
Collier) we have gathered material from which we have
deduced what might be called
the Seven Pillars of Industrial
Relations. We invite you to
consider these ·and to form your
own conclusions.
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that we view as inspired, those
principles and parables which
have come down with ever-increasing authority and potency
from the teachings of a Carpenter of Galilee."
2. Constructive Thinking.
No business can thrive without
recognizing the vital importance
of creative thinking, based on
the sound principles already
mentioned.
Someone asked Sir lsaac
Newton how he happened to
discover the law of gravitation,
to which he replied, "By
constantly thinking about it,
madam."
At this year's annual conference of the British Dental
Association, the President said,
"No action worth while is ever
performed unless it is preceded
by thought. Of this I am sure,
one of our greatest needs to-day
is for more men who will 'think'
honestly and constructively. It
is easy to become so wrapped
up in doing things and so
anxious to see things done that
we lose our sense of values.
"Thought is the foundation.
It is only by right thinking
illuminated by idealism that
right action can be achieved.
I therefore suggest to you the
importance of thought as a
creative force .... This power
of thought is one which we all
use to a greater or lesser degree.
It is how we use it that matters.
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Do we always use it for constructive purposes? That is the
question."
The basic need is for constructive ideas if there is to be
expansion and improvement in
any department of a business.
There is always a way out from
every difficulty through thinking. Ideas come from an infinite
Source and therefore are available to everyone whose thought
is open and receptive. Firms
thrive if there is a mental
atmosphere which encourages
suggestions from all its members
and a readiness to put ideas
into action.
Demetrius
Comino,
for
instance, who runs a steel
business whose annual turnover is£ I, 75o,ooo, told Richard
Collier that he has things so
arranged that anyone, from the
office boy upwards, can come
to him at any time if he has a
suggestion that will make the
business run better. Not long
ago he had 535 such suggestions
and put 400 into practice.

3· Identity of Interests.
Employers and employees need
to be aware that their interests
are identical, not disparate.
Much needless suffering and
dissatisfaction is caused if this
is not realized.
A good example of this awareness of identity of interests is
given by the experience of
Harry Payne, head of a now-
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prosperous shoe-repairing busi- a man who joined me asked for
ness employing 8oo men and £8 a week. That was the modoing three million shoe repairs ment I looked hard at him and
annually. He was faced thirty- said, 'Are you absolutely sure
one years ago with having to you couldn't be worth £g?'"
Another plea for this tworeduce his overdraft substantially in two months. His way traffic is made in an article
workers got to hear of their by Viscount Chandos, Chairboss's troubles and held a man of Associated Electrical
meeting. They reckoned that Industries, which appeared
as they had all been given shares recently in The Sunday Times.
in the firm's profits, it was as Speaking of the principle "If
much their business as that of you are loyal to me, I will be
Payne, and therefore it was loyal to you, come rain or fine,"
their duty to cut their own Lord Chandos gave as an
wages, each man deciding how instance the time when the
much he could afford, and so power shut-down took place
and instead of giving a week's
help to pay off the overdraft.
Some of the men are still notice (which they were legally
alive to tell with pride of how entitled to do) the company
they cut their wages by half, so said that they would continue
that within the two months the to pay a full wage as long as
overdraft had been drastically they could reasonably afford it.
cut down and the firm went on
"This was a fairly bold
to prosper to the extent of giv- gesture," he wrote, "in a
ing a bonus in some years of as company whose wages bill was
at that time about half a
much as £200.
million pounds a week. I still
4· Mutual Benefit. One of think the psychological effects
the pillars of industrial relations were profound : they may have
must be what Harry Payne calls been forgotten by now, but
"a two-way traffic in goodwill." when the power was restored,
Payne told Richard Collier, the Works Committee in a
"The workers begin it by giving certain very large works passed
me their services on the highest a resolution to thank the
possible level-which makes it company for the transport they
easier for me, of course, because had provided to bring people
the harder they work, the more to work, for the arrangements
I can give them. But, if a they had made to try to keep
worker's good, you must always the work going, and for the
make it plain that you think wages they had paid when no
he's worth his salt. Not long ago, work could be done. They
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management, instead of fearing
and therefore blocking all new
ideas.
The coming of automation,
for instance, need not be re5· Encouragement of Initi- sisted. Ira Wolfert, writing in
ative. No business can afford Reader's Digest after a trip across
to suppress and waste the in- the United States investigating
itiative, inventiveness, and sense automation and its impact,
of responsibility in its workers, reports, "Automation will rebecause the colour goes out of lease men from dangerous and
their jobs if they never have the monotonous jobs. Such workers
opportunity to express these will find better jobs because inqualities. A happy worker with creased productivity at lower
scope for his talents is a produc- costs results in greater demand
tive worker.
for all products. Automation
One aspect of this is spot- should greatly increase the total
lighted by the story of Alfred jobs in the economy of the
Owen, head of an £8,ooo,ooo future."
engineering plant, who allowed
his retired workers to carry on
6. Mutual Respect. There
work in a separate building and must be respect between emwas amazed to find that instead ployer and employee, and this
of using it partly as a rest centre comes about through each realwith easy chairs and draughts izing that he has a unique part
boards and partly as a work- to play in the whole. Each
shop where they could earn belongs to the whole and has
pocket money by piecework, obligations towards it and therethey were really working and fore towards each otht>r.
their department was showing
In a recent broadcast talk
a clear profit. Richard Collier T. T. Paterson, Senior Lecturer
reports that they were even m Industrial Relations at
able to secure a five-year con- Glasgow University, said that
tract for the firm by getting to a man's work is significant or
work on an order and keeping worth while "only because it
it going until it could be fitted is clearly related to other funcinto the main factory schedules. tions necessary for achieving
The other side of the picture the purpose of the factory. It
is that workers must learn to is not what is done that matters
accept more readily as part of so much as why it is done ....
general progress new methods
"When a man says he 'wants
suggested or introduced by the to know where he stands,' he

pledged themselves unanimously to make up the production
which had been lost. They kept
their pledge."

**
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means he wants to know how essential atmosphere, an underhis work fits into the whole. He lying spirit, something of the
becomes part of the community heart that cannot be counterof functions and the men ful- feited, but without it all is cold,
filling them, and being part he unrewarding, and empty. It is
expressed in such things as trust
feels a sense of belonging.
"If he is frustrated in his and gratitude and in not taking
desire to know where he stands, people for granted.
to be doing something worth
Demetrius Comino recently
while, he loses the sense of found it necessary to ask his
belonging and becomes in- staff to work a spell of overtime
secure. He then sees no purpose because of a rush order. "They
in his work. For him it becomes all agreed," he told Richard
mere labour and as such is Collier, "so I couldn't see any
something to be escaped from. reason why I shouldn't pay
As an individual he might them their overtime bonus in
escape by being an absentee, by advance. Of course, all the
leaving the factory, by lower- J eremiahs said, 'You'll get more
ing his productivity, even un- than you bargained for this
consciously by having an acci- time,' and in a way, I suppose,
dent. As a member of a group they were right. You see, in the
end my chaps finished that overhe goes on strike."
On the part of the manage- time job exactly three days
ment Miki Sekers, owner of before I'd even expected that
the West Cumberland Silk they would.''
Mills, believes that there must
In an article in Time and Tide
be a sense of standard and Diogenes recalled spending a
example. "Obviously ifl lived a weekend with a rich man who
high old life," he told Richard had great wealth, a beautiful
Collier, "with lots of drinking house, and a charming wife,
and dashing off to the races, but was not happy because he
people would tend to take my felt ignored, taken for granted,
standards as theirs." He adds, and lacked public recognition.
Diogenes
goes
on,
"An industrialist must be some"I
thing very near to an intel- commented on the excellence
lectual, because it is part of his of the dinner we had and asked
duty to introduce his workers 'Have you sent a message to the
to the finer things of life."
cook to say how much we
enjoyed it? When was the last
7· Appreciation. This time you did that?' It appeared
seventh pillar is more difficult that he had never done that.
to define, because it is an He had complained when the
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dinner was not up to scratch,
but he had not praised it when
it was superb. He had done with
the cook what he complained
the world did with him-he
had taken her and her labours
for granted.
"Half or more of the labour
troubles to which we are subjected," adds Diogenes, "are
due at bottom not to wage and
hours difficulties but to the
feeling of so many workmen
that they are ignored and taken
for granted-that they are
'hands' rather than living souls.
"The docker feels socially
important only when he is on
strike. Socialists used to argue
that when nationalization ended
'exploitation for profit' and
miners and others found them-

selves working for 'the community,' this feeling would disappear. Plainly it has not done
so, in spite of higher wages,
longer holidays, and the rest.
As the case of my rich friend
shows, the sense of being
ignored, of being taken for
granted, is not to be cured by
material compensations."
In the words of Patterson,
"In our changing society we
seek to recognize the dignity of
labour. We do so implicitly
when we reject the concept of
man as a cog in the machine ... .
Up to recent times, industry was
organized wholly for the purpose of production and profitability. To-day it must satisfy
a third purpose as wellhumanism."

THERE are indications that we are very far from using our full
mental potentialities. Take, for example, the queer phenomenon
of the calculating boy. He can do vast sums in mental arithmetic
very quickly without apparently knowing how he gets the answer.
Precocious musical talent is a rather similar case. There are examples of great specialized mental powers not associated with c.ny
detectable anatomical change. It is not obvious why everyone
should not be able to do these things, and it looks as though
there might be other similar faculties that could be made general
if one knew how. Do you not feel with genius that it alone thinks
naturally, while the rest of us block our thoughts perversely with
irrelevancies?
-From The Foreseeable Future, by Sir George Thompson, F.R.S., Master
Cambridge (Cambridge University Press).

of Corpus Christi College,
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How love casts out jealousy

Marie and Mary Jane
By HELEN

we had adopted Marie
(who is now twelve) and she
had been with us for two years,
another little girl-Mary Jane,
who came from an orphanagefound her way into our home.
Marie is naturally a most
friendly, loving child and in
many ways emotionally mature
far beyond her years. She had
endeared herself to us in such
a beautiful way that she quickly
became the centre of attraction and the object of my
husband's and my affections.
During her first few months
with us she often confided that
this was the first time in her life
that she had felt really loved,
and she said that she was praying she could stay forever.
When Mary J ane came,
Marie with her comprehending
eyes lost no time in summing up
the situation and correctly assessing all Mary Jane's good
qualities ; and in Marie's generous estimate Mary J ane's equipment looked quite superior to
her own.
Fortunately she was open
and frank about it and soon
demanded a private session
with me to find out if Mary
Jane's entrance meant that she
herself would no longer have as
much attention. She unhesitatAFTER
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ingly admitted that she was
feeling a little jealous.

Facing the Problem
These confidential outbursts
occurred several times during
Mary J ane's first month, and
each time I took our darling
Marie on my lap and soothed
away her forebodings.
I first of all assured her that
her willing determination to
come face to face and grapple
with this thing called jealousy
was two-thirds of the battle; it
would go a long way towards
helping her to become really
conscious of the wonderful fact
that "the kingdom of heaven is
within you."
I explained to her that almost
everyone has to come to grips
with a sense of jealousy at some
time, and the sooner it is done,
the better. A fault that is always
excused is never healed.
We took up the different
wars she had studied in her
school history, and we noted
how some phase of jealousy was
probably back of every war
that had ever been fought.
In helping Marie with this
problem, I never lost an opportunity to praise her for her
desire to wipe it out. I tried to
build her up in her own eyes
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and to make her conscious of
all her own good qualities.

Finding the Answer
We found that jealousy is not
something that comes from God
and therefore it has no permanence. It is in the same category
as 2 + 2 = s-it's just a miscalculation of relationship and
has no intelligence or power to
support itself.
We began to see how lovely
and worth while it is to cultivate
those broad, tolerant eyes that
look out on the world and see in
everyone a blessing. Marie came
to realize that if she would look
upon Mary Jane as God's image
and likeness, Mary J ane could
only be a blessing to her and
could rob her of nothing whatsoever. That attitude just casts
out jealousy and frees us quite
naturally.
We saw that even if one of us
knew everything about arithmetic, that wouldn't prevent
the other from knowing it too,
and that real love is just as
limitless. If Mary Jane was
loved very much, that didn't
stop Marie from being loved
very much too; it only meant
that in our home there was more
love than ever to rejoice in and
be grateful for.
Marie began to see that those
very admirable qualities in
Mary Jane that had made her
feel a bit jealous were available
to her as well and that she must
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claim them in an active way,
instead of tormenting herself
with the feeling that she was
inferior.
When the sense of jealousy
enters our thought, I told her,
it is often a good idea to do
quickly some little physical act
of kindness, or anything that
makes us feel worth while or
worthy of respect, for that soon
restores the mental balance of
which jealousy would rob us.

Glad of Others' Good
Instead ofbeingjealous of the
good that comes to someone
else, we need a right-about face
and the feeling of gratitude for
that good, since it is just another
proof that good is impartial and
flows freely to all who are
receptive to it.
I remember an experience
my brother had when he was in
college. As president of his fraternity, he had expected to be
chosen to attend the national
inter-fraternity meeting in New
York, but a classmate was
selected instead. He first of all
felt extremely hurt about this,
but he instantly replaced that
feeling with the idea that what
blessed that boy would bless
him too; he was the first to congratulate him very warmly and
sincerely.
A few days later my brother
heard that he himself had been
elected as representative of the
college association of electrical
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engineers at meetings in both
New York and San Francisco.
This of course was a far greater
honour than the one he had
missed.

failingly loved by our heavenly
Father. That Father is always
saying to each one, "Son, thou
art ever with me, and all that I
have is thine." Because God is
divine Mind, all that He has is
mental and so is forever available to every one of us as ideas.
It did not take long to impress Marie with the fact that
her only Parent is the open fount
which is ever crying, "Ho, every
one that thirsteth [for love],
come ye to the waters," and that
we can always have as much as
we are willing to accept, just
as we can in arithmetic and

Now is the Time
I also explained to Marie
that since jealousy was such a
common trait among mortals,
now was the time to root it out,
not to wait and put off dealing
with it, since it was the cruellest
of all emotions and would bring
great suffering if it were nurtured instead of smothered
and cast out.
It was a real privilege, I mUSIC.
pointed out to her, to be taught
Marie Set Free
these things and conquer the
After our first talk along
vices of temperament at an
early age, as it would free her these lines, Marie took a very
from much greater struggles matter-of-fact attitude towards
later on. It would equip her for the problem and would say,
a noble lifework unhampered "Sometime to-day could we
by the characteristics that often have a talk about that thing that
try to wreck a most promising tries to argue that it could wreck
. my life if I don't conquer it?"
career.
Always after our talks and
A Matter of Heredity
readings Marie would quickly
Sometimes undesirable traits respond and find herselffree and
of disposition are thought to be happy, conscious that jealousy
hereditary, and therefore it is has no real substance behind it
essential to progress (in learn- and no power to torment us if
ing about God) that we actually we let in the light of love. All
think of God as our only Father the water in the ocean can't
and Mother and obey Jesus' sink a ship unless it is allowed
command, "Call no man your inside that ship.
So from having at first a
father upon earth, for one is your
Father, which is in heaven."
desire that Mary J ane should
We tried to realize what it leave our home, Marie has
means to be impartially and un- grown to love to help her in
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every way, simply because she
had that wonderful quality of
willingness to face this emotion
as something worthless and the
desire to conquer it in a very
practical and positive way.
Envy, jealousy, anger, and
all such animal qualities are a
torment to man until he becomes willing to give them up.
And when he does, what vistas
of good open up for him !

look-and belie all that we have
said with the mouth. Our job
is to lift the burden, not to add
to it in any way.
We must try to make the individual feel that we're standing
together against a common
enemy, and instead of building
up the sense of how much he
has fallen short, we must mention instances when he has been
gracious and loving and shown
a real generosity of spirit.
Lift the Burden
We do need a sincere appreWhen we are trying to help ciation of what the problem is
someone with this problem of and a great wisdom, deep
jealousy, we should take the humility, and love in our counutmost care to dwell on and selling. Above all we need that
magnify the individual's good love which knows and feels that
qualities. It is essential that our jealousy is no part at all of
own thought be genuinely lov- man's real nature. This love
ing and sincere, or it will betray can bring out in man that desire
us- through a word or perhaps to share and bless which Is
even through one impatient completely natural to him.

AT SAVARY ISLAND
Who sees the timeless swing Q{ Earth through space,
Who witnesses the sway Q{ tide upon the shore,
unhurried but unchecked,
Who knows the eternal presence Q{ the sun,
though lost at times to human eyes
by cloud and storm,
Who feels the vastness of unending space,
the ordered march Q{ stars in measureless immensity;
Who senses this and more of nature's rule
must surely know ....

GOD IS.
F. D. Goddard

"TRIAL BY SASSWOOD"
the African problem is one of the front-line topics of
conversation. Much has been written on the subject. Recently
a delightful and absorbing book has appeared, not written on
the problem but rather the story of an actual experience in
Africa. It is told with much affection and understanding, and
one feels that its very simplicity can do more to better relationships between the coloured people and the white men than many
more complicated tomes. Its name-Trial by Sasswood, by Esther
Warner (Gollancz, rss.).
Esther Warner is the wife of a botanist on a rubber plantation
in Liberia. The story she tells concerns her journey through the
forests of Liberia, accompanied solely by natives, to Boitai in
Lomaland to witness the trial by sasswood (ordeal) of her
favourite native boy, Comma. He has been accused of stealing
fifty dollars when he was sent by her husband on a trek to
Lomaland to secure a chimpanzee. Although believing that
Comma must be innocent, "Mommio" (as the author is affectionately called by the natives) is persuaded to go on this trek
to Comma's native village to witness the trial by ordeal which
he is completely resolved to undergo. It consists of plunging the
arm into a pot of boiling oil and bringing out a brass anklet placed
at the bottom of the pot. If the accused is innocent, his arm comes
out unscathed; if guilty, he is burned.
The author tells of her concern for Comma over this trial.
Comma is a Mission boy and so she suggests that he and his
friend, Johnny, should read the story of Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abed-nego in the fiery furnace. Then, because of constant
nightmares as to the outcome of this trial, she sends Johnny to
the hospital for some tannic j elly. This does not make sense to
them and causes Johnny much questioning. He observes, "That
is one of the matters with white people. They don' t believe what
they say they believe . . . . The thinks and the acts have got a
big swamp between and no way to cross over."
Later when Mommio is trying to persuade Comma to forgo
the trial, she records this conversation: "Why should I change
my mind, Mommio? Do you think Shadrach went to the furnace
with fear in his heart?" "Shadrach is a story out of the Old
Testament," I protested feebly; "Sasswood is one of tribal
religion." "It is the same, Mommio. They are both truth, and
truth is all of one piece!"
The reader must discover for himself the outcome of this trial
by ordeal.
Certainly "white mens" can learn much from the completely
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unwavering faith of these people in what they believe to be true.
On the other hand their faith in the power of evil under certain
circumstances is just as intense.
The author mentions how important a few good books were
to her as protection against bush madness. She writes, "The}u:fu
against this form of insanity is bound in little pockets of leather.
My magic was bound between the covers of books .... Had there
been a necessity to choose between my guns and ammunition and
these four books-The Bible, Leaves of Grass, Emerson's Essays
and Homer's Odyssry-I would have unhesitatingly left the
weapons behind. Game can be trapped or snared; sustaining
thoughts are more elusive.... Reading the Old Testament with
footnotes supplied by the experiences I had enjoyed among tribespeople was like reading it for the first time."
One of the problems facing the author is whether to encourage
Comma's ambition to be educated further and become a "white"
doctor or whether to advise him to stay amongst his tribe with all
its tribal laws and ritual, for the pull is strong both ways. She
takes the course she believes to be wise and one cannot but
admire her for her great patience in going "two miles" with her
brother. In trying to understand him, she has gained his affection
and respect, so that chief Zabogi asks her before her departure,
"we want that after you get back to your country, you should
'give us to your people,' just as you gave your people to all we."
Mrs. Warner's heart is in the right place. Listen to her words:
"A white person does not need to be insolent to make enemies for
his race. If he treasures a secret thought that he is in any way
superior to a black man, even though he never breathes this
secret, it will be known. One may sincerely believe that all men
are his brothers, but if he feels it is his 'bounden duty to enlighten
these brethren' with a religion he considers superior, he will
find his sense of brotherhood a lost achievement. No one can be
friends with another unless there is a feeling of equality between
them. 'You do not look up or down on a friend; you look straight
across at him.' "
One feels that this book accomplishes much in establishing
the right mental approach to race relationships, the right atmosphere, which is the essential preliminary to right political,
legislative, and economic action. It leaves the reader with a warm
affection for these native people and a true tolerance and compassion. And do not such qualities form the most vital basis from
which to work out any of these problems? As one thinks over
such a book, one is again convinced of the age-old fact that love
is the greatest power in all the world and that all effective action
must spring from love.

Mental Na\Jigation
JusT AS navigation is much
more of an exact science than in
bygone days, so to-day the
climate of the age is dead against
a casual outlook in matters of
spiritual and mental navigation.
The demand of to-day is for
intelligent processes and ceaseless vigilance in dealing with
domestic as well as business
affairs, international as well as
national.
What impressed me most on
being shown over a large passenger ship the other day was
the thought of how navigating
a ship is in many ways a model
for anyone setting a course
(which must always be the
quickest and safest route) towards some specific goal of perfection in some sphere.
As masters of our individual
"ships," should we not be more
meticulous about checking
regularly to see whether we are
still on our course? The navigator checks by some constant,
whether by recognized objects
on land or by the heavenly
bodies when out of sight ofland,
and our check must be by the
unchanging spiritual values
which we have learnt to hold
dear.
For instance, when we refresh thought with the spiritual
value of impersonal right, we
check whether some error of
mere personal inclination has

set us off our course, so that we
are no longer headed in the
right direction and are in
danger of foundering on some
unseen reef. Once detected, the
error can be corrected.
On our individual routes our
obligation-again like that of a
ship's captain-is to avoid collision with other "vessels" and
to go to the help of any in
distress, for as with the brotherhood of the sea this kind of
navigation knows no barriers of
race or creed and submits to an
international code.
Our biggest enemy, like that
of the sailor, is fog, but with us
it is the mental obscurity which
suggests that we cannot hold to
our course or that we shall
never reach our destination.
That kind offog is counteracted
with a blast on the foghorn of
hope and dissipated with unquenchable courage.
Another necessity is that like
the navigator we should be
alert enough to foresee a storm
and avoid its path, instead of
waiting to be swamped and
damaged by it. We should also
set a course to counteract the
currents which we are bound
to meet on the voyage and
which will cause us to drift off
our course if we fail to make
allowance for them.
In this work we are immeasurably helped by all the work of
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all those who have gone before For their work one becomes
and have charted "routes" and increasingly thankful, since
marked out the danger spots. there is no human experience
Notable among these mental for which the Bible does not
mapmakers are of course the provide a spiritual and practical
spiritually-minded men who "constant" by which we can
gathered together that body of take our bearings and proceed
literature known as the Bible. to a progressive destination.

Mother and
Man-VI

The story of Esther: how motherhood
detects and destroys the enemy

By RosALIE MAAs

The Book of Esther
WouLD ANY MOTHER be worthy
of the name unless she were
Few to-day would defend the
prepared to take the sword full historical accuracy of the
in defence of her family? The Book of Esther. "Some would
spirit of motherhood will give deny to the story any kind of
to any man or woman the historical background, and recourage to expose fearlessly and gard it merely as a transformed
then to go on to see the extermi- pagan myth; others would be
nation of every hostile element prepared to maintain that there
which would assail his or her may be some real historical
event underlying the story, but
"children."
This essential aspect of that it has been much emmotherhood is powerfully illus- bellished by the romantic imagitrated in the Old Testament nation of the writer" (A .New
character Esther. Although Commentary on Holy Scripture).
There is no evidence as to the
there is no record that she bore
any children, Esther was a true historical truth of the Book of
mother to her fellow country- Esther and many have deplored
men the Jews when they were its inclusion in the canon bein captivity in Persia under cause of its Arabian Nights
Xerxes. She saved them from atmosphere. But taken symbolically, the story it tells is of proextinction.
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Esther was successful in apfound importance, for it presents in dramatic form an intel- proaching the king and invited
ligent process of dealing with both him and Raman to
evil. As such it is surely of banquets on succeeding days.
After the first banquet Raman
immense value in every age.
was in his own eyes at the
summit of power and glory,
The Plot to Slay the Jews
spoilt only by Mordecai's conEsther was a Jewess, cousin tinued refusal to bow down to
and ward of Mordecai, and she him, but he contented himself
was chosen by the Persian king by having gallows built on
to be his queen after his first which he would hang Mordecai.
wife had been deposed for disobedience. Esther's nationality
Esther Exposes the Enemy
was not disclosed to him.
At the second banquet Esther
The other chief character in
the story is the vain and mali- sued for the life of her people
cious Raman, who was ad- and herself, who were doomed
vanced to supreme office by the to be slain according to the
king. When he heard that royal decree. The king then
Mordecai was the only person asked, "Who is he, and where
who refused to do him rever- is he, that durst presume in his
ence, the enfuriated Raman heart" to make such an edict,
decided to have his revenge by whereupon Esther answered,
destroying not only Mordecai "The enemy and the adversary
himself but all his fellow Jews is this wicked Raman."
The king in his fury went out
as well.
_into
the garden and returned
Through subtlety Raman got
to
find
Raman pleading with
the king to agree to his project,
on
her couch. Thinking
Esther
and so there went forth an edict
that
he
was
trying to seduce her,
under the royal seal for the
the
king
ordered
Raman to be
slaughter of the Jews, "both
young and old, little children hanged on the very gallows
which he had prepared for Morand women."
Mordecai then begged Esther decai.
The Esther mentality, then,
to intercede with the king, and
finally she agreed, although she is alert enough to point fearrisked death in doing so. "So lessly to "the enemy and the
will I go in unto the king," she adversary" of that which she
said, "which is not according loves. She is willing to drag the
to the law: and if I perish, I foe out of the shadows in which
it hides and through which it
perish."
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deceives. She sees the problem
not as something insuperable,
but as an aggressive attack on
the rights of man which must
be met and repelled and which
can never be pardoned. Is not
that attitude always the first
step in dealing with some evil?

The Evil Decree Is Reversed
But Esther did not stop there,
for she realized that although
Raman was dead and Mordecai
installed in his place, the decree
devised by Raman still stood
and therefore she and her people
were not yet safe from harm.
Esther therefore obtained
permission from the king to
have the decree reversed, so
that it now read that on this
certain day the Jews were empowered to slay their enemies.
Regarded symbolically, this
means that when the root of
some evil has been unmasked
by the fearless maternal instinct
in us, we must then go on to
reverse its edict and proclaim
in no uncertain terms the exact
opposite. Otherwise, we shall
still be at its mercy and its
deadly plan will not be foiled.
For instance, we must meet
the arguments of irresistible
invasion by any disease with
some Biblical declaration which
opposes it: "Bless the Lord, 0
my soul, and forget not all his
benefits: who forgiveth all thine
iniquities; who healeth all thy
diseases; who redeemeth thy life
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from destruction; who crowneth
thee with loving kindness and
tender mercies; ... so that thy
youth is renewed like the
eagle's."

The Opposition Annihilated
On the appointed day the
.Jews gathered together and "no
man could withstand them."
They "smote all their enemies
with the stroke of the sword."
Thus had they "rest from their
enemies" and enjoyed much
feasting and gladness. This great
deliverance was then ordained
to be celebrated annually by
the .Jews in the Feast of Purim.
A mother to the family of
man can never rest until through
rousing its members to adhere
to their rights some enemy
which threatened its life is
utterly routed.

A Threefold Process
If it is interpreted literally,
the Book of Esther is undoubtedly a crude story of
vindictive destruction, but taken
in the only way in which it is
of value and the only way which
justifies its inclusion in the
Scriptures, it points to the
supremely intelligent threefold
process by which to bring about
the complete elimination of
some evil.
The way to deal with any
problem is first to expose the
source of the trouble, secondly
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to reverse specifically its evil
edict, and thirdly to see that
the opposing forces are annihilated in a face-to-face mental
clash in accordance with the
reversed decree.
What is the basic source of
any evil? In the words of] esus, it
can be described as "a murderer
from the beginning," which
"abode not in the truth, because
there is no truth in him. When
he speaketh a lie, he speaketh
of his own: for he is a liar, and
the father of it [of every individual lie l" If we do not
recognize that fact, we have not
begun to root out the trouble.
The fundamental error is
surely what Paul called the
carnal mind, the source of all
false reckonings as to health
and happiness. The moment we
see that, we have removed the
cause of the trouble from the
realm of the physical to the
realm of the mental, and as
such we can go on to deal with
it. V.,Te have at least arrested the
ring-leader and denied it life,
and so it can no longer delude
and trick us into submission.
Then the next step is to proclaim the truth, meticulously
and in detail, that corrects the
lie. Jesus said, "Ye shall know
the truth, and the truth shall
make you free," and the truth
is always of man's dominion
over all that would enslave him.
Man was not born to victimization, but to victory.

Finally, we have to destroy
the lie in a dynamic way whenever it presents itself. And how
can we destroy it unless our
thought is so irradiated with the
truth that the lie becomes impossible to retain in consciousness and therefore is found to be
nothing? "Resist the devil, and
he will flee from you," wrote
Peter, and he certainly spoke
with the authority of experience.

Jesus Used This Process
Would it not be true to say
that Jesus in his healing work
must have used such a threefold process of dealing with evil?
Take, for instance, the case
of the woman "which had a
spirit of infirmity eighteen years,
and was bowed together, and
could in no wise lift up herself."
Jesus spoke of this woman as
one "whom Satan hath bound"
-attributing the trouble not to
God, but to Satan, or in other
words to the universal belief in
the reality of a power opposed
to God. Jesus himself emphatically did not subscribe to that
belief; if he had, he could never
have performed the healing.
Next, Jesus reversed the edict
of Satan and proclaimed the
truth; he declared, "Woman,
thou art loosed from thine infirmity." He protested her
innate freedom. What had
bound the woman would seem
to be the notion of the inferiority of women as mere child-
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bearing chattels, rather than as
intelligent partners with men
as equal members of the human
race; as such, they can hold up
their heads with dignity and
contribute their own individual
inspiration on an equal footing.
Thirdly, there was the annihilation of the trouble-"immediately she was made straight,
and glorified God." She responded completely to the idea
of the strength of womanhood
and so the physical symbol of
her previous mental enslavement was at once dissolved.
That is only one example of
how in his healing ministry
Jesus with his great love for his
fellow men used this threefold
method.

The Mother and the Sword
The mother in man cannot
afford to sheathe her sword in
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dealing with anything that
would attack her "family."
That mother element needs
persistent and unfailing courage,
born of intelligent awareness,
in standing up for the rights of
man and detecting and eradicating every foe that means
death to the children.
Those foes are proved harmless not if they are merely
ignored and pandered to and
thereby allowed free play for
their machinations and mancr.uvres, but only when faced
and utterly destroyed. At that
point, and not until that point,
comes rest and rejoicing.
Must not true motherhood,
then, always embrace the Esther
spirit, whose love was selfless
and dynamic enough to expose
the basic adversary, to reverse
its decree, and to see all wouldbe enemies wiped out?

FROM THE FOUR CORNERSONcE the human mind gives
its consent to something which
it previously considered impossible, that achievement becomes
possible over and over again.
This point is brought out in a
recent article in The Spectator by
G. M. Carstairs, in which he
writes: "Two years ago there
were many onlookers who
believed that the four-minute

mile was a physical impossibility : this year three runners
did it in a single race .... Now
that they (runners like Bannister and Chataway) have
raised our standards to this new
level it is possible to see that
physiologically there was no
reason why it could not be done
earlier. The obstacles were as
much moral as physical. They
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had the courage to believe that
these new feats were possible,
and as a result a whole following of younger athletes find that
they can do the same."
Again, Wilfred N oyce in an
article in The Observer says that
if anyone had told him before
he went to Everest that within
two years Everest and five other
of the highest peaks in the world
would all be climbed, he would
have been astonished. He gives
as one of the reasons for this
blossoming of achievement "the
cumulative psychological effect
of the ascents."
He goes on: "Each height
reached makes the next easier
of attainment; each difficulty
overcome smooths a path for
those who follow. Thus Norton,
by reaching 28,Ioo feet without
oxygen, Hillary by removing
his mask on the top of Everest,
Buhl by his marathon lone
climb on Nanga Parbat, have
all helped to create a climate
which encourages others to
similar feats. Because we are
mentally (as well as physically)
ready for it, life in a 25,000-ft.
camp is far pleasanter now than
it could ever be in the stern days
of the early ventures."

*

*

*

Man ~f Everest, the autobiography of Tensing, told to
J ames Rams ay Ullman (Barrap, I 955, I 8s.), tells of the
now world-famous Sherpa who

achieved at his seventh attempt
what he had wanted most in
life since boyhood-to climb
Mt. Everest. He has a simple
faith which has served him well
and a touching gratitude to a
Power greater than himself
which made possible the
achievement of his ambition.
Tensing seems to have felt
that the ascent was his destiny,
something apart from mere
personal will, something which
he was meant to accomplish.
The night before the attempt,
as he lay in the tent listening to
the wind, he thought, "It must
stop. I have been seven times to
Everest. I love Everest. But
seven times is enough. From
here we must go on to the top.
It must be this time. It must be
now . . . . " Shakespeare must
have been right when he wrote,
"There is a tide in the affairs of
men, Which, taken at the flood,
leads on to fortune .... "
Standing on the summit,
Tensing looked round on every
side at a wild, wonderful, and
terrible scene. Yet he says,
"terror was not what I felt. I
loved the mountains too well
for that. I loved Everest too
well. At that great moment for
which I had waited all my life,
my mountain did not seem to
me a lifeless thing of rock and
ice, but warm and friend ly and
living."
Another statement of Tensing's gives an indication of the
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remarkable fusion of the metaphysical and the practical in
him: "What I felt most at the
moment before our descent was
a great closeness to God. In my
deepest heart I thanked Him.
And as we turned to leave the
summit I prayed to Him for
something very real and very
practical : that, having given us
our victory, He would get us
down off the mountain alive."

*

*

*

Mrs. Pandit, High Commissioner for India, has spoken of
peace in recent B.B.C. programmes as a very delicate
plant, which has to be nurtured.
She maintains that our aim
should be to create a climate, an
atmosphere, an attitude of
mind, in which that plant can
flourish.
Mrs. Pandit believes that we
should work to accentuate the
positive things of life and the
things that we all share in
common, instead of concentra-

ting on the dissimilarities and
disagreements.
She is not a feminist, but she
feels that what are needed most
to-day are the qualities of
patience, perseverance, tolerance, and the understanding
which leads to wisdom and tact
in international relations, and
these are generally associated
with womanhood.

*

*

*

An encouragmg p1ece of information from a recent issue of
Art and Industry:-"We hear that
the recent International Toy
Trade Fair at Harrogate revealed a swing away from the
warlike to the industrial in toy
design. Plastic replicas of excavators, trucks, telephones, etc.,
outnumbered the guns and
tanks.
"If it is indeed a fact that the
child is father of the man, then
this is certainly a favourable
omen."

Inspiration and Communication
By J. Elmer Rhodes, Jnr., Research Physicist, Georgia Institute

of Technology

WHAT CONSTITUTES a masterpiece of scientific research is just
as elusive as what constitutes a masterpiece in any of the other
arts. One thing every masterpiece must do is communicate its
message lucidly. Another is to make the message both specific
and general; it must say something timely, yet it must contain
generalities that can be made specific by others, both at the time
of creation and later....
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The creative activity of the research scientist benefits, first of
all, the artist-scientist himself. This is true in all the arts. Maugham
wrote: "The artist produces for the liberation of his soul. It is his
nature to create, as it is the nature of water to run down hill. It
is not for nothing that artists have called their works the children
of their brains."
This "liberation of soul" requires more than just getting and
ruminating an inspiration. It requires the act of communicating
it to the appropriate public. This communication uses the
techniques of the associated craft. With the writer it means the
labour of setting down his inspiration with all the craft he can
muster and riding it through publication. A musician must not
play just for himself. The scientist must disclose his work by
publication or by formal presentation before his audience of
fellow scientists.
.
But again, quoting Maugham, "To the artist the communication he offers is a by-product," and for the scientist, we also
might add, so are the highly lauded practical results.
In all of the arts, whence comes the inspiration that the subsequent practice of craftsmanship can communicate? You may
have heard that it "comes in a flash" and so it may. It comes more
often to the working artist, however, than to the one who just
waits for the flash to come. The art and the craft lead a sort of
symbiotic existence. The very act of working at his craft inspires
the artist. That is probably at the heart of the claim that great art
is produced by professionals.
Poincare claimed that the act of following through a mathematical theorem provided the stimulation necessary to inspire
mathematical inventions.
Of the writer, Maugham wrote, "No professional writer can
afford to write only when he feels like it. If he waits till he is in
the mood, till he has the inspiration- he waits indefinitely and
ends by producing little or nothing."
The artist who spends his days and nights talking about what
art is, instead of working at his craft and his art, will produce
no art. The art and the craft are further entwined in that it is
part of the artist's job to get inspiration that can be communicated by the techniques available to him and his craft.
In the scientific field, there are many instances where the
communication of inspiration was forced to wait for the development of appropriate craft techniques. It is a modern legend that
Einstein carried the inspiration for his general theory of relativity
around for months or years until he learned of mathematical
devices powerful enough to communicate his inspiration. Newton
had to invent calculus before the science of mechanics could reach
any degree of perfection.- From Think, July 1955·

IDEAS IN ACTION
Harmony Restored
I HAD been having a lot of
pain from a knee joint. It didn't
prevent me from doing what I
had to do, so I didn't do anything about it, but it had gone
on being painful when I had
walked a lot. Then, while I was
working out a difficult relationship problem, I slipped and
knocked this same knee rather
badly and it became swollen
and very painful. But I still
didn't give it much thought, for
it didn't stop me from getting
about.
On one particular night it
had been very troublesome and
I had gone to bed early. The
k~ee joint was so painful and
swollen that I could hardly bear
even a sheet to touch it.
I was reading a book on the
practice of spiritual healing in
which the writer pointed out
that the word harmony comes
from the Greek "harmos,"
meaning "joint." He went on
to say, in effect, that the only
real source of harmony is in
realizing that each one of us is
joined to the Principle of all
being and therefore harmoniously related to everyone else.
I saw at once that this painful joint was all tied up with
this disjointed relationship. I
began to think of all the lovely
things I could about true re-

lationship so that I lost all sense
of there being any relationship
that could be out of harmony.
I forgot all about knees, painful
or otherwise.
In the morning all the swelling had gone and I could bend
and skip about without the
slightest sign of pain. I realized
there was much more to my
sense of freedom than just the
healing of a painful joint.

Panacea for "Nerves"
There is a spate of advertisements of expensive products of
one kind and another designed
to "soothe the nerves." These
advertisements usually include
a picture of an anguished-looking man or woman holding his
or her head and below this pose
some such questions as "Are
your nerves all on edge? Are
you irritable? Are you perpetually strung up? Are you run
down? Do you spend sleepless
nights?" They then proceed to
recommend some tablets or
other as the only possible cure
for these ills.
The extraordinary thing is
that they make no allowance
for the very simple fact that
"nerviness" and irritability are
states of consciousness which
can be satisfactorily dispelled
only by a tranquil state of mind.
How could they ever be fully
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and finally dealt with by any
pill, tablet, tonic, sedative, or
cigarette under the sun?
Surely the only panacea is to
feed thought regularly and
gratefully on all that gives
balance and serenity to consciousness, to feed it from the
infinite source of those qualities.
Does not this take care of the
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nervous system quite naturally?
It must then cease to be obtrusive and become instead the
servant and the symbol of a
calm attitude ofheart and mind.
There are many who have
proved the truth of this and
liberated themselves from the
needless suffering caused by the
modern myth of "nerves."

Peeled Zero
The Jewel of Faith is found in strange places. We look for it in a
Tiffany setting, forgetting that the diamond is found in the ground, or as
a rough pebble in a gravel heap. Its brilliance depends on cutting and
polishing.
I found a Jewel of the first water in a smoker of a little train between
Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Kansas City, Missouri. Two porters were talking
religion. One was an older man with a quiet sure faith which did not
question. The other was a younger man, educated with that dangerous
"little knowledge" so typical of this generation's teachings. The younger
man was sniping at the older man's faith with all of the specious arguments
current these days. Finally the older man went quiet. I had lived among
these people and I knew that the quiet man was getting his A-bomb ready.
Finally he spoke ... and WITH AUTHORITY.

Lissen, Cepheus, you been away to college
And you got a lot of what you calls knowledge.
But, Boy, that ain't knowledge ... that's just book-learning,
Knowledge is what your heart knows concerning
Folks and loving and living.
There's less talk of taking and more of giving.
You may think you's what you calls a ay-the-ist
Or a Egg-nos-tick. I don't know what a nog is,
But I knows a egg when I sees one, and I knows a bad egg
when I smells it,
There's something in this room that ain't perfume.
And it ain't emanating from me or that white gentleman.
It's the smell of them foul things you's a-saying.
Louder than a jackass braying.
You says that the Good Book is full of contradictions.

PEELED ZERO

In fact, that it begins with a contradiction
Because it says, "In the beginning was the Word,"
And that a Word can't come out of nothing.
Boy, I just been listening to a mighty lot of words coming
out of nothing.
Because "Nothing" is you in your present frame of mind.
You's nothing trying to be something.
But you don't want to do nothing about being something.
You just goes around trying to make other folks nothinger
than you is.
And the more nothinger that you is, the more somethinger
you thinks you is.
You know what you reminds me of?
In arithmetic they's got a little figure they calls a Zeero.
A Zeero is Nothing with a line around it.
Nothing with a line around it. That's your present frame of mind.
And you know what's happened to you?
You was up on the corner zeeroing at the top of your voice.
You was zeeroing at all the pretty girls passing by, and I don't
blame you for that.
But that 01' Devil comes up behind you and sees this bunch
of nothing with a line around it called a Zeero.
And just like slipping the skin off of a grape, he skins that line
from around that Zeero.
And what's left?
... A PEELED ZERO. Yessir, a PEELED ZERO.
Just a big bunch of bare nothing without even its underwear
on.
And there ain't nothing in the world so cold and dismal and
lonesome as a peeled Zeero. Nothing around it. Nothing in front
of it. Nothing behind it. And giving off nothing in every direction.
I tells you what you gotta do, Boy, cause you's in a sad way.
You gotta get you some Faith.
How's you going to get what you ain't got and don't believe
in anyhow? I'll tell you, Boy. You's done it before.
·
Remember when you was a little shaver? You went out to
the Old Swimming Hole with the yuther boys. You sits on the
bank, skeered stiff of that old cold deep-looking water, because
you knows that you cain't swim.
But the yuther boys is in there snorting and cavorting, and
you wants to be in the swim, too. That's just human.
You puts your toe in. Then you gets knee-deep, then chindeep and finally you DUNKS.
It ain't so bad. But still you knows that you don't know how
to swim.
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You goes in for several days, and nobody don't know the
time between when you cain't and when you can swim. But the
next day you goes in, you takes a deep breath and you submits
yourself to the Element.
And you SWIMS.
Boy, what a sensation! You's the swimmingest boy in that
whole puddle. Then you tries to get the yuther little fellers to try,
cause that's getting Faith in a big way ... you wants to share it ...
everywhere.
Then you know what happens? That old peeled zeero begins
developing a skin around it again.
And you begins growing . .. up.
The old fat sides of that zeero begins slimming down ... as
the hot air leaks out of it . .. until there ain't no space between
them two sides, and they lengthens right out into a straight upand-down line. And you know what that straight line is?
It's the word "I."
Remember how Jesus said, "Before Abraham was, I AM?"
Well, now you's got the first part of "I AM."
When you get the "AM" part you'll be a man grown. You'll
be worth talking with then. Come back and see me.
In the meantime, God bless you, Boy. And now get them
shoes shined ... and good.
-From Joy is an Inside Job, by Don Blanding (Dodd, Mead & Go.,
New York).

Laughter
I have sought all my life to discover whether this precious
faculty oflaughter, which we so much enjoy, and which we use to
such healthful effect, is restricted to our lower nature, or will be
found in the end to be part and parcel of our higher selves. It has
been said of laughter that it is a sovrain corrective when our sense
of values has gone out of focus. I can say even better things of it
than that. It is the great solvent of personal misunderstandings;
a quick finisher of quarrels. Its sudden and incisive logic provides
short cuts through many an intellectual quandary. And finally,
and best of all, it is the playmate and the bosom friend oflove . . . .
That is the reason why I want to satisfy myself that Jesus
laughed on earth. And if He laughed on earth, why should we
not believe that He had brought laughter with Him from the
Kingdom of Heaven?
-From The Logic of the Christian Faith, a series ofB.B.C. broadcasts by
Dr. E. V. Rieu, C.B.E ., Hon. Litt.D.
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The purpose of this periodical is to emphasize the power of ideas.
Its unique plaiform is that
• ideas are fundamental in every field;
• they come from an infinite source;
• they are available to everyone;
• they operate in accordance with a peifect Principle.
The Editors welcome material from any source. They do not, however,
accept responsibility for views expressed by contributors, which may not
necessarily coincide with their own.
Editorial

The Bethlehem Birth
these days of rush and
pressure, to contemplate the
birth of a babe in a Bethlehem manger conjures up a
peaceful scene. One pictures
the quietude of the manger and
senses the calm and joyful
expectancy which must have
attended that great happenmg.
And yet, what was the general
physical environment of this
birth? According to Luke's
Gospel, Joseph and his wife,
Mary, had gone to Bethlehem
to partake in a census of the
nation, decreed by Ca:sar
Augustus. For this reason Bethlehem must have been teeming
with people, so much so that

I

N

Mary's babe had to be laid in
a manger, for there was no
room in the inn.
In the midst of all this hubbub was Jesus born. May this
not have a significant meaning
for us? Jesus' coming is commemorated as a great historical
event. Yet its value is enhan,ced
by the realization that whenever spiritual idealism is born
to any man anywhere, a type
of virgin birth takes place.
Rush-hurry-pressure. On
the surface these would seem
to be the factors that environ
modern life. But may not this
unique birth help us to realize
that amidst it all it is possible
for any man or woman quietly
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to nurture and eventually to
give birth to his own Christ
nature?
The question is: Do we really
want this birth to take place
with us? Do we welcome it? All
of us would welcome it if we
realized the tremendous power
of man conscious of his real
estate, his Christ nature.
Through the culture of his
Christ nature the man who was
born in 4 B .C. grew to dominate
the flesh, healing all types of
disease, obliterating sin's pretence to any part of manhood,
and ultimately laying off the
finality claim of death itself.
Would we not have such
power if we could? But how
does it originate? Primarily the
Christ nature comes through
virgin thought, pure thought,
pure spiritual sense, which is
the birthright of every man.
Then it involves a willingness
to come out from the material
world and be separate, not so
much in a physical way but
rather in one's approach to life.
Mary was one of the many who
went to take part in the census
in Bethlehem, probably undistinguishable from the crowd .
But, with all the throng around
her, her purity of thought must
have remained untainted, as
also her faith in the fulfilment
of the promise made to her,
and her willingness to be
obedient to it.
To-day one reads the daily

news, listens to the radio and
television, congregates at social
gatherings, and is immediately
''thronged"
with
disasters,
calamities, illnesses. Is it not
important that in the midst of
it all we should be conscious
of the seed of spiritual idealism
that is within every one of us?
And that we should realize that
if we value it and safely bring
it forth, it can help to leaven
the evils with which humanity
is faced?
Moreover, the encouraging
fact is that birth of any kind
is an irresistible process. Men
may be able to hasten or
slacken the pace of nature's
birth-processes, but they cannot accomplish them themselves. To open the petals of
a bud by hand is an impossibility. The flower, no matter
how small or common, contains within itself its own
natural unfoldment. Just so
with individual spiritual birth.
When the word "Christmas"
is once again resounding all
around us, how comforting it
is to realize that the advent of
that ideal presentation of manhood was not confined to time
and place. Indeed Jesus' very
mission has made the quiet
manger experience in the midst
of teeming Bethlehem, with all
the resultant power of that
birth, a present and continuous
possibility for every man today.

THE GREAT HEALING FACTORS
So MUCH ATTENTION is being
focused to-day on spiritual
healing that thought naturally
turns to Jesus Christ, the Master
healer, and ponders deeply
what spiritual factors made his
healing ministry infallible.
We have been made more
clearly aware of these spiritual
factors through re-reading a
book by John W. Doorly, a
man who devoted his life to
gaining an understanding of
spiritual reality and who for
forty-seven years had an outstanding measure of success in
proving the healing power of
that understanding. This book
is called Christian Science Practice
(The Foundational Book Co.,
36s.) and is a verbatim report
of lectures on this subject; for
a long period Mr. Doorly was
prominent in the Christian
Science movement and therefore speaks largely in that
idiom, but in his later years
he operated outside organized
church movement. He came to
realize that infinite Truth eventually impels freedom from the
rigidities of organized religion,
since it is universal and fundamentally non-sectarian.
In this book of his John
Doorly makes clear that there
are definite healing factors forever at work and with which
anyone can learn to co-operate.

*

A Divinely Mental Basis
It is obvious that spiritual
healing must come through
mentality. It is essential to see,
however, that the agent of
healing is not the human mind
but the divine Mind. John
Doorly writes : "The doctors are recognizing
more and more that disease is
mental; for instance, I remember a man at the Mayo Clinic
in America telling me that
their experience was that most
growths were due to a rebellious
state of thought in the patient,
either against himself or his
family or against some condition. At present they hope to
heal disease through the improved action of the human
Jllind, but that won't really do
the job. The only thing which
really heals is the Mind of
Christ in its Science and its
system, and some day they'll
see that."
"Treating a mere physical
effect," says John Doorly, "is
like cutting off the head of a
daisy, and it never gets at the
root of the trouble." The healer
must realize that his only patient
is what Paul called the carnal
mind, and that he must discern
which aspect of the carnal mind
is affecting the patient's mentality and therefore making his
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body ill. This diagnosis comes God, the divine Mind, and in
about as the practitioner obeys three weeks she was up and
the Scriptural injunction: "Let about, with every joint perfectthis Mind be in you which was ly normal. She was permanently
also in Christ Jesus." John healed."
Doorly gives a memorable
instance of this : The Purely Spiritual Factor
"There was a woman, a
doctor's sister, who for four
Jesus proclaimed unequivoyears had been in bed crippled cally, "It is the spirit that
in every joint by rheumatoid quickeneth; the flesh profiteth
arthritis, and nothing the nothing." Healing must theredoctors could do ever touched fore involve a spiritualization
that condition. She was kept of thought and outlook.
True spiritual healing does
constantly under drugs. One
day her brother, who was a not result from mingling the
prominent surgeon, came to see material and spiritual, although
me and asked me if I would this may appear to be the case.
help her, telling me that he had John Doorly makes this disonce seen a case of rheumatoid tinction very plain : arthritis healed by Christian
"Throughout the Bible you
can see brought out so clearly
Science.
"Well, I went and saw that that there is never a point at
woman, and I gained the im- which the flesh and the Spirit
pression that her thinking was mingle, any more than 2
2 =
what might be termed medium; 4 ever mingles with 2
2 = 5·
istic. I could see right away that It is utterly and entirely imshe had the kind of mentality possible. Now, in human exwhich was receptive to any perience it very often seems as
kind of mental influence, and, though the flesh and the Spirit
of course, living in a medical do mingle, but that isn't the
atmosphere where disease was truth.
"The truth is that with the
a constant topic of conversation,
she naturally picked it up and appearing of Truth you necesit was reproduced on her body. sarily get the disappearing of
"So I dealt with that con- error, ofmateriality, in a degree,
dition, not as rheumatoid ar- and the outcome is naturally
thritis at all, but as the false what looks like a better human
belief that man can be a medium manifestation, because there's
for disease or for anything un- less error. But that better manilike God. I realized that nothing festation has nothing to do with
influenced that woman but materiality or material systems

+

+
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of any kind; it is always to do of man was indicated by
with the breaking of the light of Jesus when he said to a
divine reality...
patient, "Thy sins are for"Suppose you had an arith- given," and to another, "Go,
metical calculation which had a and sin no more."
great many mistakes in it, and
John Doorly recounts a simiyou began to apply your know- lar incident:ledge of arithmetic to it. As you
"There was once a man who
went forward and some of the kept a public house, and his
mistakes were corrected, you wife brought him into my
would seem to have a better office one day on the verge
manifestation of arithmetic, but of delirium tremens-he was
that would not be because of hardly conscious of what was
the mistakes themselves im- happening. Although I was
proving-it would come about young and inexperienced at
only because the principle of that time, I knew even then
arithmetic was operating."
that man is sinless because God
Mr. Doorly also writes, "To- is sinless, and that man is God's
day, we work wholly on the idea, and so I just worked to
basis of the oneness ofbeing, but realize that clearly. Within fifwe see that that oneness means teen minutes that man went out
the allness of Spirit and the of my office as sober as could be.
nothingness of matter. We know Every sign of delirium or of
that that oneness includes drunkenness was gone.
nothing unlike good. Mathe"He went back to his public
house and served liquor there
matics is one, but 2
2 = 5 is
no part of that oneness. More- for a time, but he never touched
over, to-day our healing also it again, nor did he ever have
involves the intelligent discern- any desire to touch it, and
ment of Spirit, the intelligent after nine months he went into
analysis, uncovering, and an- another business. And so
nihilation of evil, because we that whole belief of drunkenare beginning to see the Science ness passed away in fifteen
of the Christ-idea."
minutes.
"If it were true that sin is
something which ought to be
The Sinless Factor
punished, instead of destroyed,
Healing also involves the and yet Jesus said, 'Thy sins are
acknowledgment of the innate forgiven', he would have been
sinlessness of man. This means breaking divine law. But the
a specific process of exchange fact is that Jesus understood
of false concepts. This sinlessness that law, and his opponents did

+
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not .... Of course, it's true that
sin punishes itself, just as 2
2 = 5 punishes itself. From a
relative point of view it may
seem that it is the operation of
God's law which punishes sin,
because it brings it to the surface and impels it to destroy itself, but the absolute fact is that
God knows nothing of sin, just
as mathematics knows nothing
about mistakes. In the words of
Habakkuk, 'Thou art of purer
eyes than to behold evil, and
canst not look on iniquity'."

+

An Impersonal Principle
A great necessity is to see
the impersonal and impartial
nature of the Principle of healing. It is no respecter of persons,
any more than is the principle
of engineering. It works with
authority and power for anyone who understands it and
allows it to operate.
Did not Jesus Christ give this
same sense of an impersonal
healing Principle when he said,
"I can of mine own self do
nothing . . . the Father that
dwelleth in me, He doeth the
works"?
John Doorly writes:"When you understand Principle, you get a sense of real
power. Principle is absolutely
infallible. It never fails, it
doesn't know how. When you
grasp an idea of the principle
of mathematics, it's bound to

work in the realm of mistakes as
well as in the realm of mathematics. Just so, when you grasp
an idea in the realm of divine
Principle,-in the realm of omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence, and omni-action, in
the realm of the one infinite,
the only Being,-it's bound to
work. . . . When you understand Principle, . . . it doesn't
matter where the patient is,
or who's talking about him, or
who's thinking about him, or
who's conversing with him,
or what surroundings he's in ...
no mortal proposition can stand
-it just goes down like a pack
of cards."

A Life-Giving Principle
This divine Principle of healing is life-giving. It operates to
renew, to revitalize, to resuscitate, to support and sustain, to
inspire and happifY, to give a
real sense of individuality. It
cannot Jail to do this if we are
receptive to it.
The great N azarene said of
the Christ-spirit which animated him and which can animate
us: "I am come that they might
have life, and that they might
have it more abundantly." John
Doorly tells of an example of
this:"I once had a very wonderful
proof of how an understanding
of God as Life will meet the
belief of blood as the essence of
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mortal life. There was a woman
who was going through what is
known as the 'change of life',
and she was suffering from very
severe hremorrhage. One morning her doctor, who was interested in Christian Science, telephoned me, and said, 'You've
got to do something about this
woman. She hasn't a drop of
blood in her body . . . . '
"So I said that I'd help, and
almost at once it came to me
that all there is to life is the
right idea of Life, and that that
idea is abundant, ever-present,
and ever-available; you can
have all of it that you want,
just as you can have all the
2
2 = 4 you want. I saw that
that woman as God's likeness
... possessed that right idea of
Life eternally, that it inspired
and exalted her thought, and
that she knew that she possessed it....
"The doctor telephoned me
that afternoon, and said, 'You
know, the most wonderful thing
has happened. I don't know
how it's happened, but that
woman's body is now full of
blood.' Now, why was that?
Because before an understanding of real Life the bondage of
that mortal belief that that
woman's life was dependent on
a little bit of blood disappeared,
and there was a better manifestation,-not in the flesh,
though it seemed to be, but in
spite ofthe flesh.''

+

**

A Principle that Imparts
Wholeness
Another of the properties of
the great healing Principle is
that it imparts a sense of conscious dominion and wholeness.
Jesus stated categorically: "Ye
shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free"; the
underlying truth is always of
man's dominion, not his submission to disease or deficiency
or a lack of wholeness. Health is
really a state of conscious wholeness, so that the body becomes
an unobtrusive servant, a mere
"outward and visible sign" of
an "inward and spiritual"
wholeness.
John Doorly states : "The story of Jesus' stilling
of the tempest, as told in Luke
8: 22- 25, gives a wonderful
sense of the dominion of true
manhood .... We can still both
the tempest of wind and wave
and the tempest in our own
mentality (whether it's some
disease raging through the body
in the attempt to wipe us out, or
whatever it is) when we've
learnt scientifically and systematically how to put on the Mind
of Christ and so to assert our
dominion as the son of God.
"Truth, the Christ-idea, forever going on, is forever translating itself to the mentality
which is open to it, and that is
why we can learn little by little,
'precept upon precept', to still
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the materiality, the hate, the
fear, the greed, the selfishness,
the self-centredness, the selfadvertisement,
the self-importance, and all that kind of
thing, in our own thinking.
When we can still that tempest,
we shall have no difficulty
whatever in stilling whatever
tempest arises- such as a row
in a business, or in a family.
"The birthright of the son of
God is conscious dominion, but
to have that conscious dominion
we must be willing to give up
all that mortal mind says about
us. We must come out into the
dignity and grandeur and dominion of the real man. . .
Let's be man- God's man."
A Loving Principle

The Principle of healing is
essentially supremely loving.
The New Testament brings out
this fact in the words of St.
John: "God is Love," and
"Perfect Love casteth out fear."
This healing Principle that is
Love always operates to cast
out fear in any mentality that is
open to it. It comforts and rests
us with the assurance of infinite
motherhood and care. It gives
the promise of full salvation
and recognizes no incurable
disease. The Psalmist simply
sang, "He healeth all thy diseases," and modern thought is
increasingly coming to the same
conclusion and recognizing that

the true, lasting, basic cure for
all disease lies in the spiritual
realm.
John Doorly gives several
remarkable instances of the
healing power of an understanding of divine Love. Here
is one such example:"There was a young married
woman in a mental home, and
she was very badly deranged.
I went out to this home to see
her, but the doctor in charge
said, 'We just don't know what
to do with her, she's so bad' ....
I looked up at the building,
and there at the window, which
was barred, was this woman,
with her hair all over the place,
and she was tugging at the
bars-just an awful sight.
"First of all I had a sense of
the hideousness of mortal mind,
and then as I gazed up, such a
great- sense of tenderness and
compassion came over me, and
I thanked God that there was a
remedy for that case and that
God could and would take care
of the situation. I had such a
sense of gratitude for divine
Love, such a sense of the glory
of divine Love. The next morning that woman was perfectly
healed.
"Now, here's the Science of
that healing: the woman had
inherited this tendency from
her mother. Her mother had
had the same condition. The
sense of compassion that came
to me was a sense of the divine
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motherhood, and that true sense Science and system, of divine
of motherhood destroyed the Love, that we're going to lose
false sense of motherhood which all our fear and our pride and
was binding that woman . ... In every thing of the kind, and
just a short while she was out there'll be a new era. We'll wait
of that mental home, and had to hear God speak, and that'll
no more trouble with that always be our great desire,belief."
to hear God speak."
In another passage John
Doorly writes : Ever-Available Factors
"You know, some day there
is going to come to us such a
One gains a sense from readsense of the nature of divine ing this book that these great
Love and of what Love really is, healing factors are as irresisand such a sense that Love al- tibly present as in the time of
ways has a Christ, a divine plan, Jesus. The more thought is
an infinite design, and that that awakened to their dynamic
Christ is always working on nature, the more sure, quick,
behalf of mankind and never and truly beneficent will healagainst it, and there's going to ing be. Does there not lie here
come to us such a sense of the a tremendous hope for the
nearness and dearness, the future?

In the realest and strictest sense, all healing is "spiritual." . ..
It is not something reserved for the "more difficult cases." All
illness, physical or mental, slight or serious, comes within the
scope of spiritual healing.- The Rev. Harry Hutchison in The Church
and Spiritual Healing (Rider and Go.).
I have the complete conviction that there is no such thing as an
incurable disease.-Christopher Woodard in A Doctor Heals by Faith
(Max Parrish).
No tissue of the human body is wholly removed from the influence of spirit.- British Medical Journal.
The Christian doctor is coming more and more to regard it as
scientifically unsound to pronounce any illness incurable, and is
recognizing the unseen factor of spiritual regeneration as his
greatest ally .-Dr. Rebecca Beard in Everyman's Search (Arthur ]ames
Ltd., Evesham), quoting the late William Temple, Archbishop cif York.

A German pastor's inspiring experience

Liberation in Captivity
called Unwilling Journey (S.C.M. Press, r6s.) by a
German pastor, Helmut Gollwitzer, is about the several years
which he spent in various Russian labour camps as a prisoner of
war. He writes of the difficulty of preserving any sense of individuality (of which he felt the priceless value) or even of humanity
and mental awareness in the midst of the hard and apparently
objectless existence they led, with its perpetual battle against
hunger and weakness.
He found that undoubtedly what helped him most was his
precious Bible and especially the Epistles of St. Paul. He began
to understand what the apostle's message must have meant to the
slaves of his own time. Instead of regarding his work (which
after all occupied a great part of his life) as pointless labour,
Gollwitzer began to adopt a different attitude towards it and to
conceive of it as done "to the Lord"-probably in the light of
Paul's statement, "Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the
Lord, and not unto men; knowing that of the Lord ye shall
receive the reward of the inheritance."
"Every thrust of a spade could be transformed from a task
undertaken with reluctance into a service done to the Lord. It
was not an exhortation from outside imposed from above, but
was a possibility promised as a gift- and thereby a door was
opened indeed: forced labour need not remain forced, it could be
transformed from a meaningless drudgery into a service full of
meaning (although all the external meaninglessness persisted!),
into a service offered to the Lord .... To me it was a completely
new experience. The dullest routine was made easier because I
consciously took an interest in it."
Elsewhere the pastor recalls that he had said to a fellowprisoner: "The love of God is the meaning of your life, and cannot
be destroyed even in the Jugoslav concentration camp." In many
instances he helped others to have "the joy that overcomes the
world." "We were all victims," he writes, "at the disposal of a
power to which we were of no account, which did not 'love' us,
to which we were replaceable specks of dust. But this position of
being exposed to victimization was the appearance and not the
truth of our lives: the fact that we were not specks of dust to God,
but that we were as important to Him as He is to Himself-that
is what the Gospel told us, that is what we went on telling each
other, and that was now to prove itself true." ·
Here is a remarkable passage from the book: "Once, when I
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was feeling particularly depressed, I tried to recall all the verses
in the Bible about 'fruit', and built of them a ladder, whose
steps led upwards from the gloomy abyss into the light, and I
realized that in Siberia or wherever else it might be, there would
be 'fruit' that no one could prevent me 'bringing forth'. 'He that
abideth in me and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit'
(John xv. 5). The indicative, 'bringeth'! No other power can
prevent it, it is automatic! Life in Siberia cannot then be fruitless
or meaningless ....
"There was no cause for despair, however sorely the heart
might grieve for homeland and loved ones. The loss of them could
not make life meaningless. Everything depended on whether or
not its roots reached down to the right 'rivers of water'. And these
rivers would not fail, they would be :flowing there too, they were
God Himself present in His word, that was speaking to us now so
powerfully. Never failing, inexhaustible, living water!
"Refreshed by that, one could endure hunger, even starvation.
I found myself during these days possessed by an inward conviction, which supported me and prevented me from becoming
an animal; it gave me strength not to think of myself alone, to
share the little that I had without reckoning how long it would
last me."
The pastor tells of a day when he and some fellow-prisoners
were put on a train, herded together in a compartment as narrow
as a small broom cupboard. He writes: "With the well-developed
instinct of one who had been a soldier for nine years, I had
manceuvred to get a place where there was a little light falling
through the grille, so that I could read, and throughout the
journey I read the Epistle to the Philippians, slowly and with
increasing thought and deep meditation, as though I had never
read it before . . . . I read the words of the Apostle, ... whose
heart had not been hardened, but was so full of joy that he was
able to pass on this joy and courageousness to his friends.
"This reading brought with it such unforgettable riches, and
the words yielded up their innermost meaning in such a way that
I imagined I was sitting beside the Apostle himself in his cell,
which was probably not much better than mine, and that he was
speaking quietly to me, closer than he had ever been before. Then
my thoughts turned to the future. The punishment camp had
lost its terrors."
When one comes to read this particular Epistle again, one
realizes the immense significance which such words as these must
have had for Gollwitzer: "Rejoice in the Lord alway: and again
I say, Rejoice," "And the peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus,"
"I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me."

Mother and
Man-VII

The sto1y of the Shunammite woman: how
motherhood accepts peifection and shuts the
door onfear

By RosALIE MAAS
MoTHERHOOD is a quality of
thought, an attitude of mind,
available to anyone, of whatever sex or age. That has been
very clear in this series of articles
on the spirit of motherhood as
illustrated in various Old Testament stories. Without it nothing is brought to a complete
and resting fulfilment, especially
if the passage towards that final
haven is one that needs a persistent patience, an unselfed
tender care for detail. "Let
patience have her perfect
work."
The story of the Shunammite
woman, of all these Old Testament stories, seems to me to
reveal the deepest truth of
motherhood,-that its glory is
to behold nothing less than the
imperishable perfection of the
relationship between "mother"
and "child" and never to rest
until that perfection is released
in the here and now of actual
experience. Then is the "child"
resurrected from any form of
death which fear, pressure, or
anything else may temporarily
have imposed upon it.

Elisha
and the Shunammite Woman
We read in II Kings 4 that
this Shunammite woman had

shown great kindness in her
welcome and hospitality to
Elisha, whom she early perceived to be "an holy man of
God." She gave him bread
whenever he passed by and
later made a little room, furnished with all necessities, which
was always kept ready for his
reception.
In his gratitude to her for her
gracious solicitude for his wellbeing and happiness, Elisha was
anxious to give her her heart's
desire. She apparently had no
wishes, but Elisha's servant Gehazi told his master, "Verily
she hath no child, and her
husband is old." So Elisha
called the woman and told her
that in due time she would bear
a son. She was incredulous"Nay, my lord, thou man of
God, do not lie unto thine handmaid." But it came about as
Elisha had foretold and a son
was indeed born to her.

Seeking Help
When the child was grown,
there came a day when he went
out to join his father among the
reapers, but soon complained
of a pain in his head. The father
told someone to carry him to his
mother, and this was done. She
took him on her lap, but the boy
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died at noon. Thereupon she
"went up, and laid him on the
bed of the man of God, and
shut the door upon him, and
went out."
Her first move was to take
her son up to the highest level
of consciousness that she knew
and next to turn away firmly
from the human evidence of
disaster. Then she asked her
husband for a young man and
an ass, so that she might go to
the man of God. Her husband
protested that it was neither
new moon nor sabbath and
therefore no good reason for
this visit to the man of God.
But his wife answered, "It shall
be well," and she hurried off,
giving instructions to the servant, "Slack not thy riding for
me."
The instincts of true motherhood in this woman caused her,
as they will always cause us, to
turn her back on contemplating
the terrible evidence of the
physical senses, instead of sorrowfully indulging it, and to
act at once upon the desire to
seek help from a spiritual source,
-in this case from the man of
God. She was not put off by
anything which tried to obstruct her, but with all speed
sought help. The conviction
that this came only from a
spiritual source formed part of
the Hebrew heritage, as expressed by the Psalmist, "My
help cometh from the Lord."

6g

Is it not the great necessity
at a time of tragedy to have the
desire to find an answer in the
realm of the spiritual, for do not
all physical disorders and accidents have their origin in some
acceptance of a mental position
that is alien to man as the image
and likeness of God? The physical is the sensitive recording
instrument of the human mind
and reflects the mental state.
In the case of a child, the fears
of his parents (and especially
his mother) may often be projected on to him.
"It Is Well"

The Shunammite was rewarded for her strenuous seeking by Elisha sending his servant
running to ask her if it was well
with her, her husband, and her
child. If we seek help from the
Lord, what seems to us His
compassion always seems to run
to meet us halfway. "Those that
seek Me early shall find Me."
Then to Elisha's question
came the magnificent reply of
the Shunammite: "It is well."
There is something in all of us
which knows and feels that perfection is the underlying and
encompassing factor of being,
and the mother in us touches in
consciousness that more real
level through true love and a
heartfelt turning from the material evidence.
Deep down we recognize that
unbroken perfection underlies
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relationship. At a time of crisis
we enter through great longing
that realm of consciousness
where Love dwells eternally in
peace, quite undismayed and
undisturbed by all the frantic
antics of the dream so-called
"real" world of pain, parting,
and fear. Mere human compassion may serve only to
accentuate the apparent reality
of the nightmare and thus prevent the awakening.
Most people have experienced the fact (often to their
surprise) that in moments of
disaster they have found embracing them a sense of the
reality of infinite Love, its
warmth and tenderness, deeper
than they perhaps ever knew
before. In their greatest extremity its presence made itself
felt.
There is an old saying, "Fear
knocked at the door. Faith
opened it-and there was no
one there." It must have been
no mean achievement for the
Shunammite to forbear yielding
to strong emotional stress due
to intense fear. A false sense of
motherhood tends to be fevered
by fear, rooted in the evidence
of the senses, and weakened by
sentimentality. True motherhood, on the other hand, is
made strong by its grasp on the
underlying realities.
How wonderful it is to realize
that nothing on earth and not
all the hosts of hell can prevent

us from seeking and finding
through a great acceptance this
conscious heaven; and we cannot know a full peace until we
do. This was presented by the
Psalmist in his own idiom when
he sang, "If I make my bed in
hell, behold, Thou art there."
It was in no way a merely
vague affirmation of well-being
which the Shunammite made,
for she went on to see it proved
that perfection of relationship
must be manifest humanly as
well as true spiritually, just as an
arithmetical fact is potent in the
realm of mistakes as well as in
its own pure and perfect realm.

The Root of the Trouble
This declaration of the underlying truth (which had still to
be worked out in human terms,
but which was nevertheless the
only possible basis on which to
work it out) seems to have led
to the exposure of the governing
error of mental attitude-a
deep-rooted cynicism.
"And when she came to the
man of God to the hill, she
caught him by the feet: but
Gehazi came near to thrust her
away. And the man of God said,
Let her alone ; for her soul is
vexed within her: and the Lord
hath hid it from me, and hath
not told me. Then she said, Did
I desire a son of my lord? did I
not say, Do not deceive me?"
The impression one gains is
that this woman can never have
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fully eradicated in herself the
feeling that the birth of her son
was something too good to be
true and that if she was to lose
him she would rather not have
borne him at all. There was a
deep-lying fear ofloss which had
to be faced and eliminated, for
an unresolved fear may attract
into our experience that which
we secretly dread. This "ghost"
can be exorcised only through
a greater acceptance of the
naturalness and eternity of
perfect relationship on a spiritual basis.

door upon them and then he
prayed to the Lord. Next he lay
upon the child and stretched
himself upon him, putting "his
mouth upon his mouth, and his
eyes upon his eyes, and his
hands upon his hands; and the
flesh of the child waxed warm."
There was a response to this
identification of the boy with
Elisha's own conception of man.
Finally, after walking to and
fro, Elisha stretched himself
again on the boy and this time
he sneezed seven times and
opened his eyes. It was as if the
child rid himself of all the
"I WiJl Not Leave Thee"
notions of imperfection which
Elisha decided to send Gehazi had attached themselves to him
ahead to lay his staff on the face and which stood in contradisof the child, but the woman tinction to the perfection symrefused to be satisfied with any- bolized in the Bible by "seven."
thing less than the highest Then he opened his eyes to the
understanding of God being normal perfection which had
brought to bear-she insisted never been absent except to
on Elisha and not Gehazi human sight and which needed
coming to her son. It was soon only the awakening of consciousfound that she was right in this ness to its presence.
insistence, for Gehazi failed to
The Psalmist wrote, "Open
awaken the child.
Thou mine eyes, that I may
Sometimes we too may try to behold wondrous things out of
fob off some situation with less Thy law." Heaven lies about us
than the best that we know of not only in our infancy, as
God, but it never suffices, and Wordsworth would have us
eventually like the Shunammite believe, but always and whenwe say, "As the Lord liveth, and ever we turn to accept it.
as thy soul liveth, I will not
The Child Restored
leave thee."
Elisha then restored the son
The Child Resurrected
to his mother. "She went in,
At last Elisha came with her and fell at his feet, and bowed
to the child and he too shut the herself to the ground, and took
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up her son, and went out." In a
new and very blessed humility,
as beautiful as the sun's clear
shining after a storm, she accepted the restoration of this
normal human symbol of her
right to happy and fearless
motherhood. That right had
had to be accepted as completely natural, instead of as " too
good to be true." The motherchild relationship is one that we
come to see in every sphere as
good enough to be true, lovely
enough to be true.
Motherhood never necessitates martyrdom, and that concept of martyrdom is surely one
which will gradually fade from
acceptance as we come to
understand the Science of good,
its rules and laws and methods
of application. A true mother
gives freely that which she
loves into the hands of an
infinitely greater motherhood
than her own and rests it there
with unfailing trust and freedom.

motive from envy to an unselfed
love made it possible for her to
bear the child for whom she
longed; Ruth-whose steadfast
and active loyalty to all that she
felt to be right enabled her to
find her own balanced selfhood
and therefore to enjoy a marriage whose issue was a son in
the direct line to J esus Christ;
the mother whom Solomon
discerned to be the rightful one
because of her impersonal, unpossessive love for her child;
the widow whose oil was multiplied through her more lively
and expansi vc exercise of love ;
Esther-who fearlessly exposed
the enemy and saw to the
specific reversal of his d ecree
and the annihilation of all fo es,
thereby being a true mother to
her fellow-countrymen in exile ;
and now the Shunammitewhose motherhood earned a
rest and peace, a new depth of
assurance, which we none of us
can know until we too eradicate
our latent fears of separation
from the "child" we love and
Seven Aspects
accept the naturalness and
of Motherhood
permanence of this relationIn looking back over our ship on a purely spiritual basis.
seven Old Testament mothers,
Motherhood, as we see it
how alive they seem as symbols expressed by men, women, and
of states of mind ! Moses' children, is one of the glories
mother-whose vision and wis- of human life, and as we learn
dom saw preserved for his great to follow its divine pattern
destiny a child apparently more closely, shall we not see it
doomed to death at birth; grow to a new strength and
H ann ah-whose purification of beauty in our lives?

MAN AND WOMAN
By

FLORIDA ScOTT-MAxWELL

The fact of man's God-given ability to express both manhood and womanhood is becoming more generally accepted to-da_y. We publish here as a
sign cif the times some extracts from a series cif talks given on the B.B.C.
by a psychologist, Mrs. Florida Scott-Maxwell:thing is certain, and that is that a talk such as this should
not be voiced, or listened to, unless you and I accept the fact
that every man and woman is both masculine and feminine. This
is true psychologically as well as physically, and modern psychological thought now takes it for granted. We each carry a dual
inheritance, and we shall flounder in generalities unless we agree
that our aim is to consider the masculine and the feminine sides
of the woman, and the feminine and masculine sides of the man ...
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Defining Manhood and Womanhood
It is foolhardy to attempt to define masculinity and femininity,
yet I must attempt a definition, though knowing I am near the
morass ofhalftruths. I follow other psychologists in saying "masculinity moves toward a goal." Continuing from that, one can say
that it acts, so a change takes place, and something has been
defined. He who acts is responsible for his act, thus danger is
faced, since a former pattern has been broken. Standing by his
act, he has become an individual, then thought and force are
required of him. The taut bow and pointed arrow of the masculine
principle were needed if civilizations were to be born, and life was
to move forward . . . .
Having taken a flickering glance at masculinity, dare I try to
encircle femininity? Perhaps not what it is, but what it is expected
to be. I would then say that life, and men, ask mercy of women.
They ask for generosity, and for the compassion of acceptance.
They ask for joy, kindness and blindness, work, and forgetfulness;
and too often for indulgence. In short, they ask for many aspects
of love. They also ask to be allowed to stop being strong, and they
enjoy not being clear. Women must, for their own and for life's
sake, respect and admire men, and we have to agree that as a
whole men are more differentiated than women. Men have gone
far in impersonal achievement and in codified thought, and they
have created many specialized worlds. But when a man comes to
a woman, he comes so often to recover his simple humanity ....
Shall we agree, then, that man does not appear to be always
masculine, and is it time to ask ifwoman is always feminine? Does
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she always show mercy anc;l compassion? But these are love, and
at its highest level. If these are expected of woman she is greatly
honoured. Mercy is a divine attribute .... So somewhere men and
women revere each other. Let us be glad, even awestruck, if they
seem to seek the divine in each other....

A Time of Emergence for Women
This is a time of emergence for women, and increased consciousness is being forced on us whether we like it or not; so that to
deepen our understanding of ourselves appears to be one of our
new tasks .. ..
As woman's participation in life so often entails an extreme of
selfless giving, one might suppose she would always have been
greatly honoured; and, as there was real danger of her losing herself, that she would have been warned. If we could look at it with
fresh eyes, we would expect that common caution would make a
deep awareness of her innate duality the chief thing taught to
women. But that is not at all how it has been. No garnered wisdom
has said to women: "As you will give, make sure that you give
from fullness . Otherwise you are flotsam, and cling from emptiness.
As you will have to accept, and will sometimes receive what repels
you, be sure you create clear values, so that your 'Yes' and your
'No' both protect life. As you are bound to know helplessness,
learn to be steadfast. As you will have to conform, have a value
in your own heart to which you can always be true .... "
Instead, we have listened to society, and what society seemed
to say to us was something like this : "You don't belong to
yourselves, but to others. It is the claim of others that will decide
your lives. So forget yourselves, and try to be what others want
you to be .... "
Women have reached a place from where we may evolve our
own reality or from where we can attempt to deny our depths.
We are free to escape into our protest at being women, into arid
thought, and a desperate hold on our own egos. Or we may learn
to see ourselves, and be ourselves, even when living for others . .. .

Women Finding Their Manhood
\1\'henever women do anything new, it is always said they are
about to lose their femininity . Society is constantly alarmed about
this, as though femininity were important, but fugitive. It may
be so. Society almost seems to fear that if women were left to
themselves, they would cease to be women. This too may be true.
It certainly looks as though women have a tendency to escape
from the role assigned them, and now no one can say just what
that role is. It has many new facets, and a woman always has to
combine the new things with the old. At present she is professional
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and domestic at the same time, and she works. like any ten men.
The modern home does not seem to be sufficiently full of life to
hold women in it, and the husband's life is not regarded as
requiring two to live it. The women need money and know they
can earn it, but above all else women have energies for which they
need an impersonal outlet. At present it is this thirst for the impersonal that appears to be their strongest urge ....

Men Finding Their Womanhood
I want to stress again that while woman's direction has become
markedly outward, those men whose fate it is to live the birth of
the new value out of the breakdown of the old tend to be turned
inward. One has to suppose that this has happened because man
in general has gone too far in his development of the rational, and
has thus created a world too barren to nourish him. This has forced
many of the finest men to go in search of feeling and what can
only be called their own femininity. They seek the life-giving
values that rise from our deepest sources. Many poets and writers
speak from these places, saying things that puzzle and irritate,
but which proclaim the missing thing. They are saying that the
world needs feminine oneness from which to be reborn,-that
humanity, now having seen its power to destroy, thirsts for love
and mercy, and that the way to creative life lies through the individual soul. ...

A New Balance Between Man and Woman
Is there a new balance forming between the masculine and the
feminine? Both within man and woman, and between them?
If this is so, may it not be a new promise, a new hope'? A new
integration, not yet begun, barely glimpsed? It will entail more
new things, though many of them are already among us. It will
certainly entail new tasks, but fruitful ones I believe . ...
Falling in love seems, very often, to be a uniting with that part
of ourselves of which we were least aware. Nature confronting us
with what is truly ours, and in the blindness she puts upon us we
accept our worst and our greatest possibilities. We take on the
hidden sides without which we are not ourselves. Then, naturally,
when we begin to see our own blind fault in our partner, we dislike it intensely. We find it alien, inexplicable, and wholly unacceptable....
If by courage, grace, and insight, or just the wear and tear of
marriage, we gain the humility to see that this quality of our
partner is also in us, that it is mutual, indeed unites us, is the very
dark spot in us that most needs our redeeming acceptance, then
we may reach a wholeness that was perhaps the fullness and goodness foreshadowed in the first enhancement of love ....
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And if before marriage a man has learned to honour his feeling,
and a woman to guard her masculinity as her courage and her
wisdom, then could there not be a new-found clarity between
man and woman, and perhaps a new ease in giving the love each
longs to receive?
GOOD relationship between two fully developed people has
a pattern like a dance and is built on some of the same rules.
The partners do not need to hold on tightly, because they move
confidently in the same pattern, intricate but gay and free. To
touch heavily would be to arrest the pattern and freeze the
movement, to check the endlessly changing beauty of its unfolding.... One cannot dance well unless one is completely in time
with the music, not leaning back to the last step or pressing
forward to the next one, but poised directly on the present step
as it comes ....
What makes us hesitate and stumble? It is fear, I think, that
makes one cling nostalgically to the last moment or clutch
greedily towards the next. But how to exorcize fear? It can only
be exorcized by its opposite, love. When the heart is flooded with
love, there is no room in it for fear, for doubt, for hesitation.
When each partner loves so completely that he has forgotten to
ask himself whether or not he is loved in return; when he knows
only that he loves and is moving to its music-then, and then
only, are two people able to dance perfectly in tune to the same
rhythm.-From Gift from the Sea (Pantheon Books Inc., New York)
by Anne Morrow Lindbergh.
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HE pull and stress in relationships come if things are not
balanced. If on the one side there is a "he-man,"-and that
sense of things often attracts in a physical way,-this tends to
bring stress unless it is balanced by the development of womanhood,-tenderness, kindness, consideration, thinking for the
other,-in that same individual. Again, if there is a weak and
effeminate sense on the female side, instead of the true sense of
womanhood,-of accepting,-coupled with the sense of being
creative, or true manhood, that may also be the cause of strain
and stress. And so ... each of us must be married to our own
complete ideal, and if we are married to the balanced nature
of this ideal,-balanced by that sense of the male and female of
God's creating, true manhood and true womanhood, expressed
in one individuality,-then we're safe, because never in any
circumstances will that balance put an unequal strain on anyone
else. Now, that leaves the solution to problems of relationship
always with the individual and not between two persons.
-C.B.S.

T

FROM THE FOUR CORNERSIN A B.B.C. broadcast called
"The Price of Peace" Professor
Sir Llewellyn Woodward of
Princeton gave a striking summary of the position facing the
world to-day. Assuming that
the price of war would be the
collapse of our civilization and
therefore that we can no longer
afford to pay the price of war,
we must ask ourselves whether
we should be morally right in
tolerating injustice and evil
merely because the price of war
has become intolerably high.
In retreat from this difficult
question, many people suggest
as an alternative the setting up
of a world authority, thus
abolishing nation states as sovereign entities and surrendering
to it the control of all destructive weapons. But this authority
to be effectual would have to
have absolute power. It could
not tolerate opposition. It would
become "an impersonal tyranny." Therefore in setting up
this world government "in our
search for perpetual peace as
an escape from destruction, we
could tilt the balance over in the
direction of perpetual serfdom."
Sir Llewellyn's conclusion
makes it clear that the only way
out of the impasse is a spiritual
one:"If the pacifist answer appears merely to evade the

problem, if a world of rival
nation states has become too
dangerous, if a world government would keep us alive but
only at the cost of nearly everything which makes life worth
living-what then? Can we
afford neither the price of war
nor the price of peace? Is there
no other answer to my questions?
"There may be no other
answer. It may be, as H. G.
Wells thought in his last years,
that homo sapiens has passed his
zenith. For what my opinion is
worth, I do not think so. Nevertheless there have been earlier
times when the future looked as
sinister as it does to-day, and
yet society has managed to right
itself by some curious gyroscopic action just when it was on
the point of toppling into the
abyss. That is only a metaphor,
but it describes something real;
you may or may not choose to
call this reality the will of God.
"I believe that my questions
will be answered, but I should
warn you, as I have to warn
myself, against two opposite and
unhelpful attitudes of mind. We
shall not get rid of our troubles
merely by mumbling comfortable words; resolutions inviting
governments to 'ban' the new
instruments of war are no more
than a mumble of comfortable
words.
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"On the other hand, the cerned with the effect his fearless
answers for which I am search- thinking was having on those
ing will probably not be found around, but he was desperately
in some grandiose act of state concerned that he should know
or some vast transformation of the truth and tell it to men.
our political machinery. They
It was this gift of singleare more likely to steal in on us mindedness, this ability to get
unawares, through some un- nearer and nearer the truth
expected channel, and, accord- without being hindered by outing to the saying used so often ward opinions, that enabled
in the New Testament about Luther to accomplish what he
the coming of the Kingdom, did.
like a thief in the night. This
But back of it all, bigger than
saying is now nearly two thou- Luther, was the great onward
sand years old. It does not sweep of enlightenment which
flatter our pride, but it has been can never be held back, and
strangely verified in the chequer- which inevitably makes itself
ed course which we make bold felt wherever there is a mind
to call 'human progress.'"
still enough to hear.

*

*

*

*
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A correspondent writes : In a conversation with Esther
After seeing the film Martin
Salaman in rg25, recently reLuther I came away confident of
ported, Einstein said, "I want
the inevitability of truth. In
my peace (!eh will meine Rulze
seeing the build-up of events
haben). I want to know how God
and circumstances which imcreated this world (wie sich Gott
pelled Martin Luther to take
die Welt bescha.ffen). I'm not
his stand and ultimately state
interested in this or that phehis fail).OUS ninety-five theses, I
nomenon, in the spectrum of
realized that during this period
this or that element. I want to
all that he himself did was to
know His thoughts, the rest are
pursue ceaselessly his search for
details."
truth.
He did not engineer the
* * *
situation-he did not have to
In a recent broadcast in the
twist and pull strings to get his
views accepted. He merely B.B.C. series "Frankly Speakstated truth, and stuck to it, and ing" Colonel Laurens van der
busied himself with learning Post said that one of the great
and acquiring a deeper know- things one learns in life is that
ledge of truth. He was not con- there is a level, a dimension, in

THE DOUGHNUT AND THE HOLE

the human spirit where hatred
does not exist and could never
exist. He was a prisoner of war
in Japanese hands, and when
he was asked if he nursed any
feelings of hatred against his
captors, he said that with himself and most of his fellow-
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prisoners there was no hatred
left. They were sorry for the
Japanese, sorry that they felt so
strongly that they did such
awful things to them. To them
it was the Japanese who were
imprisoned and not they themselves.

The Doughnut and the Hole

A

WAG

once wrote
T wixt optimist and pessimist
The difference is droll;
The optimist sees the doughnut
The jJessimist the hole!

But really the difference is not so much droll as enormous.
A hole is a nothingness and with a nothingness you can do nothing,
but a doughnut is something and you can do something with it.
You can eat it. The pessimist goes hungry. The optimist is fedthough indeed a doughnut falls short of a whole meal.
To do anything worth while, one must believe in the possibility
of doing it. To live, to grow, to build, all demand the prior
requisite of faith, which St. Paul defines as "the substance of
things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen." The substance
of things hoped for must be in the heart and the head before they
can be built into the world of things. The evidence of things not
seen must be accepted as the condition of seeing anything clearly
and seeing it whole.
Two men look out fimn prison bars:
One sees mud, the other stars.

Of the two there is little doubt which will have the better chance
of getting out from behind the bars.
Pessimism induces a paralysis of the will. The man whose
attitude is summed up in the words "What's the good of anything
-why nothing; let's go out into the garden and eat worms!"
will never do anything. Probably he won't even go out into the
garden to eat worms, for there's no good in that either.
-Diogenes in Time and Tide, N!ay 21st, 1955·

ON NOT SP.O ILING CHILDREN
Two successful mothers give their views on the prevention and cure
of spoilt children:You SPOIL a child by bringing him up in such a way that
he becomes excessively selfish
and a source of unhappin ess to
himself and others.

Parental Motives
Most parents are tempted to
spoil their child because it is the
path of least resistance. It is
always easier, and quicker, to
tidy away his toys rather than
watch him do it himself, and it
is the same with fetching his
shoes, feeding his mice, and
declining his help with the
washing-up. This behaviour
may disguise itself as parental
love and is often acclaimed by
misguided friends, who say,
"How sweet they are to that
child, and what a good example they are setting!" But
are they?
His parents' behaviour is the
child's environment for some
years, and therefore it behoves
them to think carefully before
acting and to make sure that
their motives for any action
are right ones. What is the
motive for letting the child
stay up too late every night
watching television? Love, or
fear of a "scene"? The latter
may be more likely.
Do they want him to grow

into a person who has not the
courage to do what he knows to
be right? To a child, as it should
be to an adult, an apparently
small matter is as important as
a large one in a matter of
principle.
From earliest days parents
should bear in mind the Christian ideal, knowing that the
child can attain this if not hampered by himself.

Growing Up
A child's great need is security. For a time his parents' loving
care is sufficient, but gradually
his dependence on them must
grow into dependence upon the
infinite love of God and a knowledge that the "everlasting
arms" are always about him.
This transitiOn cannot be
hurried or sudden, and the
parents' love must be abiding
and never in doubt.
A child should be able to express himself harmoniously as
an individual and as a member
of a community. This condition
is best arrived at by treating the
child from babyhood with the
respect and politeness accorded
to a beloved friend.
For instance, as an individual
his possessions are his own and
therefore permission should be
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asked before they are borrowed,
and equally he must ask permission before using any personal
belonging of his parents or
friends.

reasons are given, as often as
time allows, when commands or
refusals are necessary.
As soon as a child is old
enough, it is wise to explain
that it is essential to be in the
Giving Commands
habit of obeying a command
Very often it is wise to obtain instantaneously, for reasons of
his co-operation before taking safety; but afterwards always
some action which is likely to be willing to go into details of
cause him inconvenience, so why the order was given. This
that he too may think before he reasoning is good for the child
does something which may an- in another way, as it teaches
noy others, and possibly, in him to make a sound judgment
thinking of it, decide against for himself when at a later date
he has a choice of action.
doing it at all.
Childish tantrums are someLastly, it is grand for a child
times a problem to parents. If to realize that it is lovely for
children are recognized from himself if he is loving. It brings
the first to be intelligent, though him happiness and joy and
of course their intelligence ap- satisfaction. In fact, it is not
pears to increase as they de- just something that he has to be,
velop, causes for rage should be so much as something that he
few. Feelings of intense frustra- wants to be, because he finds
tion will not occur if sound fulfilment in love.
THE OLD MAXIM "Prevention
is better than cure" is true
indeed with regard to the less
happy experiences of children.
In one of his essays Leigh Hunt,
speaking of tears, says that
"most are caused through our
being unwise." There are so
many ways in which a little
wisdom would prevent those
tears and make happy the expenence of both parent and
child.

Pausing to Think
Pamela's mother told me the

other day that the child sudden7
ly and stubbornly refused to go
to church with the family. As
so often happens, preparations
had been left to the last moment
and so in exasperation the
mother said, "Very well, then,
you shan't go to play with your
cousin this afternoon."
The child was left at home
(with their helper) sobbing
bitterly. The mother was unhappy too, probably thinking,
"Oh, why was I so impatient?
Couldn't I have told her there
was no time to talk about it
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then, but that she could tell me
what was troubling her when
I got back?" Had she said that,
the matter could have been
talked over unhurriedly and a
wise decision made.
Impatience does seem to
cause many a.voidable clashes
and misunderstandings and
sometimes leads to injustice,
whereas pausing to think brings
us the wisdom we need.

Priorities
Frequently the excuse is made
of lack of time. Surely the
children must have their share
of our time and consideration.
Does a little dust here and
there matter more than Bobby's
eager request that Mummy will
come and help him fix up some
toy he is trying to make, or
mend a broken wheel? (We
might even get up a little earlier
to clear away that dust!)
If Mummy won't stop to
help, the child wonders, why
won't she come? This need to
see each other's point of view is
so vital. It often needs patient
effort, but children are reasonable little beings and soon understand that others beside themselves have claims on Mother's
time. "Come along, Bobby,
help me to take in Daddy's
breakfast so that he catches his
train" may stop the tears just
starting. "We'll have time to
play by and by."

A Calm Atmosphere
In an atmosphere of calm
and understanding love, how
children flourish! We may sometimes give a sharp, irritating
command to a sensitive child,
with the result that there is a
tearful protest which could have
been avoided altogether.
Let me give you another
instance of how a calm atmosphere helps. Arthur had just
said good-bye to his parents and
come to school for the first time
at the age of seven. A desk was
waiting for him in the front row
of the classroom, but he refused
to move from the door which
had just closed on his parents.
Understanding his troubled feelings, his teacher quietly went
on with the Nature lesson which
she had purposely changed to
this period. Children love animals, and she made this talk on
elephants as interesting as she
knew how. Slowly Arthur crept
forward and soon, "unnoticed,"
was sitting in his seat in the
front, where he could better see
the illustrations on the wall.
Discipline
Discipline must be maintained if the home is to be happy
for everyone in it, and obedience
must be enforced to the law of
loving consideration for others.
Explaining that parents also
have to keep this law often helps
to ease tension by showing that
rules are not arbitrary corn-
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mands. A sense of camaraderie
is set up.
If a mother constantly gives
way on matters of principle in a
foolish bid for the child's affection, the child recognizes the
mother's weakness and turns it
to its own advantage. But true
love is based on respect, and a
child innately loves what is fair.
We expect children to say
they are sorry when they have
done wrong, but do we ever
confess to them if we too have
made a mistake and say that we
are sorry? Far from lessening
their respect and love, it increases it if we do.

Johnny's main interest? It is
ideas thatJohnny wants, not any
more things. Help him to create,
with what he has, something
that appeals to him-a crane
for his railway, perhaps.

Presenting an Ideal
It is so important that we
should give our children ideals
to live up to. There is an
abundance of material in stories
ofheroes and heroines. Children
eagerly welcome Bible stories
also when their spiritual meaning is discussed, and parents
can certainly learn a great deal
from their children.
Bed time is often a good time
for this. Children seem more
"reachable" when they cuddle
down in bed and will then
more readily confide any little
troubles, which can be straightened out together.
Do let us remember that
without a good model being
presented to them it is no
wonder that children fall into
bad habits by accepting less
desirable models.

Creative Occupation
Maybe the cause for waywardness is that a child has not
enough to keep him occupied.
This is not a question of costly
toys, but of encouraging the
child to make use of easily
found materials, such as sand
and match boxes. A little help
and approval keep things going.
But what about the child who
has too much and so many
expensive toys? "Oh, I look
Love, the Unfailing
after Johnny all right," says his
The arrival after nearly four
mother, "he's got everything he
wants." But has he? He is years of a little sister for J amie
bewildered with it all, can never has caused no jealousy at all, for
settle to anything, and is con- J amie was wisely prepared for
stantly clamouring for more.
this event and while he knows that
This is where his mother his mother cannot give him so
could really help. Why not put much of her time, he knows too
away some of the over-supply that love for the baby does not
and concentrate on what is mean one jot less love for him.
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How much appreciation
helps! I remember Mary's
happy face when her mother
thanked and praised her for so
carefully clearing the supper
table with nothing broken or
spilt, although she was barely
four.
Whatever the difficulties,
there is proof abundant that
wisdom and patient love will
win when all else fails. The
spoilt boy who came on a visit
to relatives was at first a great
trial because of his egotism, his
appalling manners, and his
point-blank refusals to do anything to help. But very soon he
was a changed child. What
brought it about? Great wisdom
and ceaseless love-not a long
series of Don'ts, but helpful
suggestions that boys of his age
usually do things "this way."
Behind every effort to bring
about the improvement so badly needed was a really loving

desire to draw forth his innate
goodness, which always responds to such effort.

Challenge and Reward
On my dressing table through
all my years as teacher, mother,
and grandmother have stood
these words from Amiel's writings:"Never to tire, never to grow
cold, to be patient, sympathetic,
tender ; to look for the budding
flower and the opening heart ;
to hope always, like God; to
love always-this is Duty." And
duty steeped in love is no longer
duty, but joy.
It will be such a reward if in
days to come our children, in
the words of Solomon, "arise
up" and call us "blessed,"
because they have been able to
say of us, "She openeth her
mouth with wisdom; and in her
tongue is the law of kindness."

is Eliot trying to say through this farcical tale
oflost children, mislaid sons, bogus fosterW
mothers? Mr. Eliot's seriousness of purpose suggests that whereas his
HAT

[The

Confidential Clerk]

earlier puzzle, The Cocktail Party, dealt ultimately with the question
of Christian vocation and the importance of knowing what you
can do, this play deals with the problem of knowing who you are.
Unless one knows who one's father is, or more specifically who
Our Father is, one cannot begin to know oneself; at the same time
one can only know oneself through knowing, and indeed loving,
other people. In other words, an enormous amount of the unhappiness and loneliness in life is caused by what detectives call
Mistaken Identity: likewise, Mistaken Heredity or what Sir
Claude Mulhammer calls "the conditions which life imposes on
us."
-Philip Hope- Wallace in The Listener, July zBth, 1955·
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The purpose of this periodical is to emphasize the power of ideas.
Its unique plaiform is that
• ideas are fundamental in every field;
• they come from an infinite source;
• they are available to everyone;
• they operate in accordance with a perfect Principle.
The Editors welcome material from any source. They do not, however,
accept responsibility for views expressed by contributors, which may not
necessarily coincide with their own.
Editorial

The Deeper Truth
THE scientifically trained minds
of to-day are in the habit of
looking for the truth in a realm
beyond the reach of the physical
senses. As Professor C. A. Coulson says, atoms, electrons, and
so forth are only mental concepts invented to try to account
for particular physical phenomena. Even time and space
are recognized as man-made
dimensions.
This process of distrusting
mere sense testimony and looking ever deeper for the underlying truth must surely lead to
going deeper still, until we see
that even the atom doesn't
account for the basic, vital
substance and forces of the
universe in which we live.

That vital substance and
power is really nothing material
at all, but is made up of ideas.
H.M. the Queen referred in
her Christmas Day broadcast
to the power of love as the
greatest in the world and that
is a power entirely immaterial.
Pure love is always of the nature
of idea. Ideas, not atoms, rule
our lives. The mental, not the
molecule, is in every sphere
the master.
The migrant bird's activities
cannot finally be explained in
terms of anything but instinctive response to an overall
intelligence. (See page 106.)
Human beings have much to
learn from animals in this respect, for as Schweitzer has said,
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abode. There he must have
placed her so securely and so
surely that the human picture
melted to make way for this
new and truer image to be
The Woman Taken in Adultery impressed upon· it. A higher
Again, take the problem of law than the human was the
good and evil and consider ruling factor in the case. .
what would happen if the
science and morality of to-day
A Question of Level
were confronted with the
At a certain level, the level
Gospel
woman
taken m
of the physical senses, matter
adultery.
The theory of physical and evil are the final truth. But
science (which in itself is quite is man ever content to remain
amoral) would be that the at that level,-with all its
woman had responded to an contradictions and inherent
irresistible biological urge and agonies?
No! H e is perpetually comthat the scribes and Pharisees
in condemning her were pelled to go deeper. Even his
victims of an outworn bour- sufferings demand this. At a
geois morality.
physical level a man may lose
Morality would condemn the the - individual most dear to
woman for not keeping under him, but as he turns sooner or
control her depraved instincts later from the grief which this
and would regard the infliction picture holds, does he not come
of the death penalty by stoning at last to rest on the deeper
as a deterrent to others.
truth,-that love is unquenchBut Jesus of Nazareth went ably living, that death and
deeper than either of these- separation are actually meanbeyond the visible sin to the ingless where love is alive?
The deeper man probes, the
unsatisfied longing which it
expressed and then beyond that more the veils of matter and
to the realm of consciousness evil split, until what is finally
where every longing is forever revealed is the naked reality
satisfied and where condemna- of good alone, forever evolving,
tion and accusation have no forever enduring.

men have tended to substitute
the arid operations of the intellect for the higher inspirations
of the soul.

Whatever we see with our souls is real and permanent and
cannot be destroyed.-Glen Clark in New Outlook.

"BLACK" AND "WHITE"
ARE STATES OF MIND
ALL OVER the world nations are
urgently face to face with the
problem of getting on with socalled "inferior," less cultured,
and less civilized peoples.
Although one may not agree
with the author at every point,
a book which makes a most
valuable contribution to the
thinking out of this problem is
The Dark Eye in Africa (The
Hogarth Press, London, 1955)
by Colonel Laurens van der
Post, himself an Afrikaner by
birth. He is concerned mainly
with race relations in Africa,
but his thesis is just as applicable
in other parts of the globe.

mg m the innermost being of
modern man, which prevents
the white man from seeing the
black man as he really is. The
white man can see in the black
man only those aspects which
confirm and justifY his own
projection and enable it to pass
itself off as an outward and
genuinely objective conditionwhich it is not. ...
"Since the European possesses
the physical power, this dreadful
confusion compels him to create
a form of society wherein the
black man is condemned to play
only that part which the increasingly exacting projection of the
white man demands ofhim. The
The Nature of the Conflict
black man is thereby prevented
He begs us not to mistake the from being himself and from
conflict without for the conflict living out his own unique
within. He sees the present being....
policies of segregation as not
"The black man too, therebasically the outcome of the fore, has an unlived aspect
conflict between black and of himself, a darker brother
white, but rather as the outward within, which constant denial
and visible sign of the refusal of daily makes great with the
the white races to face up to spirit of revenge and powerful
"the black man within them- with unused energies, and
selves." They therefore project which is fast growing into an
on to the black races their own angry giant about to burst his
unresolved conflict.
bonds and use his strength like
"It is this very projection," a colossus."
writes van der Post, "outcome
Colonel van der Post insists
of the insidious civil war rag- that his countrymen in Africa

*
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are attempting the impossible in
trying consciously to determine
what shall be the shape of their
society in the centuries to come.
"They are trying," he says,
"to legislate what role the black
man shall play in their society
so that an 'uncontaminated'
white society shall continue in
existence for the next thousand
years or more. They are taking
on themselves an improper and
impossible role that belongs
only to Time. If they left it also
to Time, I am certain that long
before a thousand years the
causes that to-day make black
skins so repugnant to them will
have vanished."
The blackness which his
countrymen fear, says van der
Post, is not the colour in the
African skin, but rather the
nature of their own darkness.
If they would realize that "the
blackness which threatens their
civilization is largely within
themselves," he is certain that
colour prejudice would quickly
lose its point.
Undoubtedly the lesson will
be learned one day, and it need
not be through suffering, but
the author warns that if we cannot learn the discipline of proportion freely from within, we
have to learn it from disaster
without.
Throwing Off the Past

As an example of how the
individual can throw off the

impositiOn of a sick collective
concept, Colonel van der Post
tells of his own experience :
"We had a war in South Africa
at the beginning of this century
which we felt to be a cruel and
unjust war and wherein we were
defeated by the British. I was
born four years after that war,
yet war went on raging inside
me right through my adolescence. I laboured under it as an
individual sense of defeat in my
heart that made it quite impossible for me to be my normal
adventurous
forward-moving
young self.
"I cannot tell you how my
life was conditioned to this
dreary automatic reflex of defeat and how ill it made me at
times until one day I realized
that it was an improper invasion
of the past into my own urgent
being. The moment I recognized this invasion for what
it was, I was able to banish
its foreign content from my
life.
"Now I have a feeling that
the same sort of thing is going
on all over the world in a bigger
way. Many individuals are
finding that they have been so
busy living history that they
were not living their 'now' at
all. With a sub-sonic tremor of
new music and a reverberation
of the feet of the new community
in their ears, they then discover
themselves becoming whole
directly they refuse to remain
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identified with the sick and
dying aspects of their societies."
The Right Look in the Eye

The author rejects the claim
that economic causes are basic
factors in the conflict between
races. He says, "Economics
explains little of African unrest.
It is not the first cause, but
rather one of the mediums
through which the invisible
potential of man reveals itself,
and in which his observance or
transgression of the laws of his
spirit express themselves."
He throws light on a worldwide problem when he writes
in the same context, "The
greatest economist of our time
made his reputation by writing
a book called The Economic
Consequences of the Peace Treaty of
Versailles. The book that really
needs to be written is The
Economic Consequences of theNature
of Man. For this over-worked
importance of economics in our
values more than any other
factor is responsible for the
grim shocks that we have had to
endure in our relationships with
Asiatic and African peoples.
"I shall never forget a sad,
embittered moment after the
war when the Dutch leaders in
Java realized for the first time
that the desire of the Indonesians
to see them leave those lovely
emerald islands of the East was
no passing emotion and that
their Empire, the third largest

8g

in the world, was tumbling
down about them."
The Governor-General turned
to van der Post and said that he
could not understand it after all
that they had done for them and
the benefits they had conferred.
"Can you tell me why they want
us to go?" He replied, "Yes, I
think I can: I'm afraid it is
because you've never had the
right look in the eye when you
spoke to them."
Colonel van der Post goes on :
"It may sound inadequate, but
just think, for one moment, of
the light that is in the eye of a
human being when he looks at
another human being he loves
and respects as an equal. Then
remember the look in the eye of
the average European when he
is in contact with 'a lesser breed
without the law,' and you will
understand what I mean. The
difference between the two is, I
believe, the explosive that has
blown the Europeans out of one
country after another during
our time."
Learning from Each Other

The white man, once he has
seen that "black" and "white"
are states of mind, must begin
to discern the good in the black
races,-that they represent
those "rich intmtlve and
instinctive promptings" which
have been "summarily thrown
out of the courts of our reasonjust as the aborigines of our
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time have been despised and
rejected by western man."
One of our tasks as western
man is, in van der Post's eyes, to
go out not to teach but to sit
down humbly beside the primitive man in our societies and
patiently listen to the natural
language of the spirit expressing
itself through him and then to
learn to translate it into our own
equivalent.
In order to do that, he says,
"we must humble our daily
practical and rational selves who
scorn this way, who cannot see
the riches and the magic behind
the squalor and the dirt and the
dust wherein so much of the
primitive world has been confined." If we do this, we shall
find more of our own individual
wholeness.
Van der Post says of his
countrymen that if instead of
believing "that they are the
only chosen people, they could
believe that we are all chosen
people charged in our unique
and several ways to bring the
journey to its contracted end,
our differences honourable,
equal in dignity and adding to
the variety and wonder of life,
then all could be well."
The Onlooker's Role

Asked how the onlooker (say
in Europe or America) can help
the situation in Africa, Colonel
van der Post replies that
example-the "unsoliciting mis-

sion of example" -is the only
way to pass on what one
imagines to be one's own experience of what is true and
helpful to other human beings
who are in need of it.
Then he begs us not to allow
ourselves to hate and despise
the white man in Africa. To
hate him is not to realize that
"the difficulties that beset a
minority civilization in such a
vast primitive context as Africa
are real in a way which Europeans cannot adequately understand." Moreover, the average
white man out there feels that
he is acting rightly.
The onlooker can help "by
trying to find out with us in
Africa to-day the meaning of
this misguided 'right' which is
expressing itself in this conflict.
The worst thing that anyone
can do in these circumstances is
to add to the race or individual's
sense of ostracism .... The best
priests are not those who are
horrified by sin, but those for
whom sin confirms the warm,
searching, indefatigable humanity of the sinners in their charge
. . . . The European in Africa
cannot be punished or hated
into being a better person."
The author pleads, "If you
could ... try to prevent yourselves from taking sides in the
battle that rages in Africa,
urging only that its solution
shall come out of all the peoples,
races, and colours of Africa and
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not out of any particular section
of them, then you would help us
a great deal. For the only sane
concept of society is one wherein
constituent interests cannot possibly diverge and where the
interest of the whole is resolutely
defended against anyone or
anything that would splinter it
apart."
Another relevant piece of
advice that van der Post gives
is this: "refuse to work off on
Africa the moral ardour which
you need for your own lives in
Europe or America. Prevent
yourselves from projecting on to
us in Africa this deep conflict
which rages also in the spirit of
modern man elsewhere."
"The right solution anywhere," he believes, "can only
come out of the lives of the
people who have to live the

solution, and cannot be thought
out for them by others."
A Radar of the Spirit

One of van der Post's positive
conclusions is that there does
exist "a kind of radar which, if
we are properly tuned in, can
bring us to our appropriate
landing-ground through the
thickest fogs and darknesses of
existence.''
And so to-day our need surely
is to keep in touch with that
radar of the spirit which tells us
that at the deepest level man is
man, whatever his colour or
creed, and that men can live
together in peace if they accept
their own wholeness, including
a true concept of their fellows,
and reject as the common enemy
all that would try to blind them
to this tremendous fact.

Out of the Cage
A Christmas broadcast by H. M. Queen Juliana qf the Netherlands

individual is often wise, but man in groups often shows
T a frightening
short-sightedness. He shuts his eyes to abuses
HE

elsewhere, he refuses to realize that they only threaten to get
worse, and therefore prefers to cease thinking; he then just
forgets that the bill for what goes wrong elsewhere may one day
be presented to him at home.
Man in our time has become lonely in his own circle. The
bigger and denser the crowd surrounding him, the more lost
he feels. An individual alone in the desert is as lonely as a nameless number in the masses .... The only feeling of relief he
sometimes experiences in his life is in working together with
others for an end that serves not his own, but a greater and
higher interest. Strangely enough, he then feels himself, through
the satisfaction this gives; he comes into his own again, his
loneliness and fear diminish, and he has the feeling that his
being has broadened.

**
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The big difficulty, on the whole, is that we have always come
to love our limitations. We are in a cage; through the bars we
see the sunlight. We would like to spread our wings and enter
the full light. But it means effort to leave the cage-yes, perhaps
pain. This seems inacceptable. " Oh, let's stay inside." The cage
is so cosy and shuts out so much that we shrink from-yes, but
not our downfall, and we do realize this, with a deep longing
for liberty. For many know from their own experience how
strong is the strength of mind through which a human being
can rise to great heights, whence his view becomes much wider ....
We must not all together go on turning round in a circle and
on the same low level, which thereby tends to become even
lower. For our preservation, we must together move to a higher
level. ...
The wonder of life is that it can change everything, even tf,te
most absolute evil into the most absolute good. It is given to
everyone to have a hand in this. A situation can change as if by
magic, we say, and we alone possess the wand-that is the gift
which God gave us at our birth, to be able to create and preserve
everything that is humanly conceivable, to raise life to a higher
plane. Only this will show what opportunities lie hidden in
life, how it can meet us and help us, and how it can thus be
revealed to us what life in man can achieve ... .
The finest task of all now lies before us ... all together to
make of this world (out of love for God, who gave it to us as a
temporary abode) once more the hospitable place which God
intended it to be, and thereby to preserve on earth that peace
in which He has pleasure.
There's an old fable about a devil and a saint quarrelling over
who would have control over the various powers and influences
of men. Finally the evil one bargained, "Take all the controlstake everything except strife. Leave that to me." He knew that
he could destroy all the good influences that men possess, if
he could get within their minds and slyly plant the seeds of
discord.
Everyone desires to improve, to succeed and to progress, and
the first step towards progress comes from within. Browning
said: "When a man's fight begins within himself, he is worth
something."
Benjamin Franklin said, "It takes initiative and control from
within in order to really understand and forgive." All reforms
and improvements begin from within.

-R. Roy Keaton in Lions International Magazine, July I955·

Jacob-The
Spiritual Striver

A story of every man's struggle to
make his idealism practical

By PEGGY M. BROOK
The Bible Re-Interpreted

means of people, things, and
historical
events the working
To-DAY the Bible is being
out
of
these
fundamentals in
regarded increasingly as a symevery
man's
experience.
It thus
bolic presentation of eternal
fulfils
Peter's
statement
that
one
truths disguised as people,
day
with
the
Lord
is
as
a
places, and things. Less and less
thousand
years.
(See
11
Peter
do spiritual thinkers take its
stories as mere records of his- 3 :8.)
In previous articles we have
torical incidents. Writers like
taken
the first two thousand
Maurice Nicoll, for instance, in
years
of
Bible history and the
his books The New Man and The
beginning
of the third, and
Mark interpret people and
considered
how
they show the
events in the Scriptures in living
living
operation
of the first
terms of every man's mental
three
days
of
creation,-the
and spiritual journey.
As one looks deeper, however, great fundamentals of b eing
one finds even more than this. symbolized by the light, the
One discerns that the Bible con- firmament, and the dry land.*
tains a definite pattern of spiritual . In the third thousand years,
idealism, an essentially ordered Illustrating the appearing of the
way. This is infinite in variety, dry land,-definite spiritual
though based on unchangeable identity,-we are seeing the
common denominators, just as various mental and spiritual
music is vast in its scope though qualities necessary to manifest
based on seven notes and the this identity. First Abraham-a
few functions of tone, melody, symbol of fidelity; next Isaac- ·
a symbol of happiness and
rhythm, and harmony.
assurance;
and now J acobThe Bible opens by presenting
the
spiritual
striver.
in ordered sequence seven great
spiritual fundamentals, symboA Story of Contrasts
lized as "days of creation."
When we think of the patriThen, through the medium of arch Jacob, two familiar pieclearly defined periods of his* See IDEAS OF To-DAY, Januarytory, each consisting of one f!ebruary
1954, and the three subsequent
thousand years, it shows by zssues.
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tures usually spring to mind.
The one is of Jacob's dream,
where he saw the ladder reaching from earth to heaven with
angels ascending and descending
upon it. The other is of J acob's
struggle, when he wrestled all
night with an angel and as a
result his name was changed
from Jacob to Israel, "a prince
of God."
These incidents, taken together, give the key to the whole
import of the Jacob story.
Jacob, as a character, symbolizes
the great contrasts in man's
experience, the two ends of the
ladder-earth and heaven. And
his life story illustrates the
warfare each man must undertake in order to resolve this dual
concept of existence.
All through this narrative we
are presented with contrasts,
with a twofold sense of things
which has to be resolved. Jacob
is born a twin. His uncle Laban,
to whom he flees in time of
trouble, has two daughters, who
become Jacob's two wives. He
also weds their two handmaidens.
Again and again the symbol of
"two" appears, and confirms this
theme of the warfare between
man's fundamental spiritual
nature and the carnal mind's
lie about him.
The True Supplanter

As we find our way through
the Old Testament, though,
there is a recurring pattern

from which we can derive
comfort. This focuses in the
story of Jacob and Esau. Although twins, Esau-a symbol
of the material- emerges first
from Rebekah's womb, and
Jacob-a symbol of the spiritual
-second. Esau is the elder,
therefore, and the promise to
their mother before they are
born is that "two manner of
people shall be separated from
thy bowels ; and the one people
shall be stronger than the other
people ; and the elder shall
serve the younger." This is the
recurring pattern. Always the
younger child is the symbol of
the spiritual and becomes the
superior, taking on the status of
the "firstborn."
What does this imply in man's
experience? That which appears
to every one of us to be the
elder in our make-up and to
have been with us the longer is
so often the material sense of
existence. The Cains and the
Esaus claim to have the place of
"firstborn" with us. Happily the
Bible record shows that this is
not a permanent state of affairs.
Our new-born spiritual sense,
which may seem younger and
less familiar to us, eventually
takes its rightful place as the
fundamental reality ofour being,
and it is fruitful and governs the
material concept. This transition seldom takes place without
a struggle. Hence the necessity
of Jacob, whose name means

JACOB-THE SPIRITUAL STRIVER

"striver with God" and also
"supplanter," illustrating the
supplanting ofthe material outlook by the spiritual.
Right from the outset, Jacob
exemplifies the tackling of this
argument of the devil that man's
primal nature is material. As the
boys came out of the womb it is
related of J acob that "his hand
took hold on Esau's heel." Our
sense of spiritual good may be a
"babe," but the determination
to grapple with the merely
material concept of life inevitably strengthens that babe until
its dominion is natural and no
longer a struggle.
The next step in our warfare
with the flesh is to put first
things first. We read in Genesis
25 that Esau comes in faint from
the field and demands from
Jacob some ofhis "red pottage"
to sustain him. The latter seizes
the opportunity to grant this
sustenance in exchange for the
birthright, and the deal is
made.
The material sense of existence gets weary and faint from
its unsatisfied chasing ofunsubstantial matter. In its weariness
it turns to the spiritual element
for relief. And its need is met,
but quite naturally in exchange
for the acknowledgment of the
superiority of the spiritual, its
identity as "firstborn," -its
right to first place in man's
trust and affections. Sooner or
later the physical has to hand
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over its sense of initiative and
dominion to the spiritual element, because the spiritual is
the First Cause, the supreme
power in the universe.
The birthright carried with it
a blessing, which was bestowed
on the firstborn by the father.
In this instance Isaac, with eyes
that are dim, sets out to bless
Esau. But Rebekah, overhearing
Isaac's intention, determines
that J acob shall be the recipient
of the blessing instead, for she
recognizes his worth. She therefore disguises J acob as Esau and,
thus deceived, Isaac pronounces
the blessing on J acob.
Here it appears that questionable means are used to forward
the interests ofthe spiritual. But
may we not draw this parallel in
human experience? If we have
an alert motherhood sense which
values and loves the spiritual
and sees its wonderful possibilities, we at all costs promote it.
Sometimes we may not know
enough to do it graciously and
harmlessly and as a consequence
we are forced to flee from the
ferment that our immature grapplings produce, even as J acob is
forced to flee from the wrath of
Esau. But we have established
something in the right direction.
In our early zeal we are sometimes tempted into trusting
material methods for the promotion of spiritual ends, but if
our desire is sincere, then it is
taken care of ultimately.
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Jacob's Ladder
And so J acob fiees to Laban,
but on his way, when the sun is
set, he comes to a certain place
and remains there all night. He
takes of the stones of that place
and makes them into a pillow
and rests. As he rests, he sees a
ladder reaching up to heaven
and the angels of God ascending
and descending upon it. He
discerns the wonderful fact of
the correspondence of the divine
with the human.
Often when the "sun is set"
in man's experience,-there is
no fresh revelation coming
through,-it is wise to "take
of the stones ofthe place" where
we are,:_the spiritual facts that
are tangible to us and which are
within our reach. If we rest on
them, we inevitably begin to
feel the power of God both
lifting us up to fresh revelation
and also showing us the right
footsteps to take humanly.
When Jacob saw this vision,
he said, "Surely God is in this
place, and I knew it not." We
often have the sense that the
divine power is present in a
church or when we are with
spiritual thinkers or even alone
with our uplifted thoughts, but
that our everyday life is divorced
from this power. We therefore
try to gain good through material
ways. We soon see our mistake
and begin to recognize that the
divine Principle of being is
present and available to us in

every phase ofhuman experience,
for there can be nothing outside
of infinity. When we fully
realize this, the conflict between
the human and the divine
begins to be resolved.
"Faithful over a Few Things"

And so J acob goes on his way
until he comes to his uncle
Laban's house. Laban has two
daughters, Leah and Rachel.
Again, Leah, the elder, seems to
symbolize the merely human
good, whilstRachel, theyounger,
represents the divine. J acob falls
in love with Rachel and agrees
to serve Laban seven years for
her hand. At the end of this
period he is given Leah instead,
and is forced to serve another
seven years for Rachel.
Who would not want, like
J acob, to be wedded to the
spiritual ideal,-a state ofunderstanding that has dominion and
is at peace? We are often willing
to work for it to the exclusion of
all else, but we have to learn
also that we cannot side-step
the working out of human
existence. We must allow our
spiritual idealism to transform
our daily lives. No one can
jump into a sense of glorified
being, andJacob's "go-getting"
nature is tempered by his experiences with Laban. He learns
that there is an ordered way of
Life, and that being "faithful
over a few things" inevitably
makes us "ruler over many."
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As we become aware of the
fact that there is an ordered way
and that spiritual unfoldment is
not a haphazard journey, our
thought becomes receptive to an
understanding of what constitutes this ordered way. And so it
is logical that at this point in the
story Jacob's wives, Leah and
Rachel, give birth to twelve
sons, for when their purpose as
Scriptural symbols is considered,
the order of their birth clearly
presents the ordered unfoldment
of spiritual idealism in human
experience.
Jacob's Struggle
It is when] acob leaves Laban
and is on his way to meet Esau
again that he goes through the
tremendous struggle at Peniel.
Here he is alone, wrestling all
night with an angel until the
breaking of the day. As the
light dawns, the angel is
prepared to end the encounter,
but Jacob protests, "I will
not let thee go, except thou
bless me." He sees, through
great warfare (as many men
have done), that the breaking of
the light must be accompanied
by a corresponding change of
name or nature, or it is not "the
light of the world." And so his
name is changed from J acob,
"striver with God," to Israel,
"a prince of God."
And the angel at Peniel now
declares, "As a prince hast thou
power with God and with men."
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Not only must we be conscious
of the dominion that the
spiritual gives us, but this must
also be demonstrated "with
men,"-in the realm ofhuman
experience as well. It was only
because of this that Jacob
could meet Esau fearlessly
face to face on a new basis, and
have such a meeting result in
blessing.
The vital point about this
whole illustration of Jacob is
that we can only solve the problem of the relationship between
the human and the divine in the
proportion that we recognize
the fact that there is only
one fundamental reality,-the
divine. So long as human problems sit heavily on us, or we are
frightened of them or antagonistic towards them, then the
material and finite is obviously
still a very real factor to us.
When J acob met Esau again,
he said that he saw his brother's
face "as though I had seen the
face of God." May not this
statement mean that we eventually shall see that spiritual
fact lies behind every phenomenon and that the only reality of
that
phenomenon is
the
spiritual? True spiritual sense
can gaze fearlessly and lovingly
on every situation and translate it or reverse it to yield a
blessing, for it sees through
appearances to the fundamental
spiritual fact, which is always
good.
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Translating Every Situation
into a Blessing

never operates until we are
willing to deal with the human
It is interesting that the last picture through realizing that
picture given of J acob is where spiritual reality alone is fundahe is re-united to his favourite mental. We cannot discern the
son in Egypt at the time of clear-cut way of Life when
famine. The J acob symbol of thought is befogged by belief in
wrestling meets the J oseph sym- Spirit and matter as equal
bol of true translation and it is realities.
this latter process which we now
And so the Jacob saga with
its working out of "doublebegin to use more consciously.
Before J aco b leaves the scene, mindedness" merges naturally
he pronounces blessings on all into the wonderful story of
his twelve sons. Our wrestlings Joseph, with its message ofhow
lead us to see the place and to turn every adverse circumpurpose of each stage in man's stance into a blessing. Thus the
spiritual journey as represented Bible story leads us on from
by these sons, and the blessing stage to stage logically, simply,
of each stage. This discernment and irresistibly.

Gazing at a Cornfield
By LAURENCE EASTERBROOK
HE thing we call a plant is only the outward form of the real
plant. That is not mysticism. It is the evidence of our eyes,
for the outward form is never static. It changes all the time from
when it is a seedling to when it reaches five feet in height and grows
to the full ear.
Even then the seed within the ear is, in reality, the same
fundamental thing, ready to start once more on its journey of
physical changes we so mistakenly call its "life."
Its true life is that inner, fundamental thing that makes it live
and grow and express its nature in changing shapes.
It is not a physical thing at all but a thought or idea, created we
know not where or in whose mind-but beyond all shadow of
doubt created. That could not happen unless there were a
creator....
The trouble is, of course, that I can see the outward forms the
rye takes but cannot see the real essential thing that is the rye, for
the simple reason that you cannot see an idea; at best you can
try to understand it.
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But because I can only understand it so very, very imperfectly
is no reason whatever for saying that the outward form must
therefore be reality and its inner existence-its spiritual reality,
if you like-is an illusion.
If there is any illusion at all, it lies in the physical appearance
of the plant; for as this is changing all the time, it cannot be
exactly the same for two minutes together.
These were my thoughts as I sat on a fallen tree in the sunshine
gazing at a field of autumn corn.
-News Chronicle, November r4th, I955·

YEHUDI MENUHIN
The Violinist Speaks
YEHUDI MENUHIN is the most
famous violinist in the world
to-day and one whose success
has been consistent since his
infant prodigy days. Yet Sir
Thomas Beecham recently
described him as the only
genuinely modest artist he has
known in all his years in music.
Pride and Humility
In an interview with IDEAS OF
To-DAY Menuhin said that in
his opinion people are sometimes proud for unjustifiable
reasons, such as when they find
oil on their property and attain
the economic independence for
which they have always longed.
"I think one can be justifiably
proud only if one has overcome

one's self, achieved a certain
balance of mind, and trained
oneself to a specific end.
"So if I know that I have
played a piece particularly well,
I may have a certain justification for a feeling of pride, and
at that moment I am ready to
defend against anyone what I
have played. But that feeling of
pride is squashed at once by the
thought that ifi'm to play even
the same work as well on any
other occasion, I must prepare
all over again and live it all over
again."
If he tries to ignore the
discipline involved-the equivalent, as he says, of "prayer and
fasting" in religion-the same
pitch of excellence may be
denied him at a subsequent
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performance. "So that pride is
just an illusory and passing
thing," he points out.
Wanting is Not Sufficient

Menuhin maintains that one
has to be gifted in a musical way
-it's not enough just to want
to be a good musician, although
besides being gifted one also has
to have the capacity for sustained effort. But there must be
a latent inspiration.
"We all have to discover all
that we already have," he said.
"Wanting alone is not sufficient.
It's not wanting that gets us
what we want, very often. We
shouldn't actually want anything: we should just work in
humility. The more we want,
the less we get."
"When I think of my ·own
failures," he went on, "I realize
that even the best of intentions ·
don't always achieve their
object. I've had moments of
great struggle and difficulty,
but I've always been able to
learn and improve and find a
new solution. So I've always
got through those difficult times
-with the aid of faith and trust
and patience and sincerity and
perseverance-and thus it's
never been a dead end, although
it seemed to be at the time."
Asked if he ever wanted to
be a composer, he replied,
"Again, it's not a question of
wanting-it would be wonderful, but I would have to lead

a different life. I'd have to
spend years studying counterpoint and fugue, and so forth,
and also discovering what I
had to say and discovering
whether I had any style of my
own. I don't know whether I
would have or not."
As an interpreter Menuhin
calls himself "polygamous." He
is at home in many, many
different styles, but as a composer he would have to go deep
into himself to find out what
he had to say that was unique.
Preparing a Work

Menuhin does as much work
without the violin as with it.
When he is not playing, he is
revolving concertos and sonatas
continually in his mind if he is
preparing them for a concert ;
and this holds good whether
they are new to him or not.
"I think through a whole
work," he says, "appreciating
it and analysing it and going
over it to see if I remember it
all. In that process certain
passages may emerge as uncertain-! feel it as I go through
-and so I can set to work and
get them clear in my mind
before I play them on the
instrument."
Menuhin is convinced that
there is an organic process that
can't be hurried beyond a
certain point in preparing a
work. "I can learn a new work
in a few days, but there are
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certain things that happen
during months that can't happen in a few days."
Relaxation is Essential

Relaxation, Menuhin believes, is essential if one is to
achieve one's best-both mentally and physically. "It is
only in complete stillness," he
says, "that one can achieve
control and objectivity, only by
getting out of the way everything that is extraneous to a
particular purpose. Tension is
extraneous."
Tension is caused by wasted
or
misdirected
effort- for
instance, through conflicting
emotions or frustration. "In a
certain sense," he points out,
"it's a form of inefficiency, if
you think of efficiency as the
greatest focusing of purpose to
a specific end, with the least
possible wastage of effort."
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mood," he explains, "a certain
atmosphere, a certain perfection
of sound, but the exact shape
that the notes take is largely a
matter of inspiration. So the
ideal is an open one. If it were
something fixed and formulated,
my playing of a work would
only be a copy of an ideal that
I would try to reproduce."
Asked why he always enjoys
playing when he is playing as
he would like, he said that it
was because of its being a form
of self-expression and that it was
bound to be a thing of enjoyment since he was concerned
with something that had perfect
beauty, something whole in
itself, a whole cosmos in itself.
Audiences

About the part played by the
audience, Menuhin says that he
is always primarily concerned
with playing for the sake of the
music and for himself, but that
A Living Ideal
there is an added satisfaction
It is interesting that Menuhin if he knows that he is achieving
as often reaches his pitch of the right mood and that his
capacity when he is playing to own conception of the work
himself alone as when he is has been properly projected so
playing to an audience.
that an audience is sharing it.
"I play to please myself," he
"It's a wonderful thing," he
says, "to please an ideal, you says, "to feel an audience follow
might say, but not a fixed ideal, with bated breath every sound,
except from the point of view every note, every smallest inthat its height doesn't vary. flection. To play for a large
It's flexible, it's not rigid, not audience and receive its gratea crystallized dead ideal. It's a ful tribute is very pleasant, but
live ideal.
one's first devotion must be to
"I want to achieve a certain the music. If the tribute of the
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audience ever becomes an end
in itself, that's the end of the
artist. The audience's acclaim
is very welcome and even·
inspiring, but it's utterly incidental."
Menuhin is emphatic that an
audience must be ready, in the
sense that people must have
made the effort to get the
tickets and have been looking
forward to the concert. They
must know exactly what they
are coming for and deliberately
gather and have the desire to
sit quietly and immerse themselves in the medium of music.
"The indiscriminate offering
of what one has to offer is
not advisable," he concludes.
"There must be a public that
knows the value of what it is
coming for. A thing is valued
only in proportion to the
demand or desire for it. A
hungry person values a bit of
bread, whereas someone who
is replete doesn't."
Menuhin likes a critical audience that knows and understands the music, although it is
touching and very satisfying to
play to unsophisticated audiences who are really grateful
for the new experience. What
he does not like is a halfeducated audience that is critical on an artificial basis of
comparisons, without really
knowing anything about the
music and just for the sake of
self-advertisement.

Music Can't Save Humanity

"As a child," says Menuhin,
"I used to fancy that through
music I could exert an extraordinary power, but now I am
very disillusioned about that
because I realize that music has
no power at all to alter the
destined course of things." So
one of the finest exponents of
music on earth does not believe
that music can save humanity.
Because it is so direct an
expression of states of being,
music reflects more faithfully
than any other medium (in
Menuhin's view) every aspect
of a culture and of its mind and
heart.
"For instance," he said, "I
was fascinated by Indian music
because it is such a clear
reflection of their desire to
sublimate emotions, instead of
stimulating and stirring them
as so much Western music does.
The aim of Indian music is to
direct the emotions into meditation and union with the One
as they conceive it."
The Music of Bach

Menuhin spoke about the
composers who had meant most
to him since he was a boy and
how he had gone through
periods of liking and not liking
particular composers. Bach he
loved from the age of eight or
nme.
He went on, "Bach is the
most romantic of all composers
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-not perhaps in the ordinary
sense of romantic, but there is
intense depth of feeling and a
moving quality in his musicpartly because of its very
restraint. There's always a frame
of tremendous power to his
music." He mentioned the Adagio of the G Minor Sonata as
one of the most wonderful
and moving pieces that could
exist.
"Of course," he said, "you
get serenity always in Bach,
and so the emotion in his work
can't be played 'out and out,'
as an exhibition of sentiment-
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it must be interior, but it's all
the deeper for that. His music
is very positive and clean and
wholesome, and we need that
music to-day more than ever.
It's a refuge."
It may well be true, as
Menuhin says, that music can't
save humanity, but certainly
the values for which he stands
as a violinist,-the sincerity,
the humility, the discipline, the
enjoyment, the pure fidelity to
a live ideal,-are values which
have always inspired men and
which do actually save the
human situation time and again.

When a man spends the fewest number of movements in a
certain definite action, that is grace.
-Anton Chekov

Looking at a Picture
The spectator has his part to play. I shall not hear New York
ifl am tuned in to Stockholm, nor shall I hear Stockholm ifl try
to give its message myself. I must cut out all other communications, and be still. This stillness is far removed from the vacant
laxity which falls a prey to uprushes of material sensation or to
the illusion of dream. The mind must stand in full attention,
quiet, firm, outward turning. Do I hold theories about this and
that of which confirmation, perhaps, is present? Lay them down.
Have I interests, cultural, psychological, philosophical, technical?
Put them by. The work is courteous: it will not interrupt: it will
not speak while I am speaking. If it is my ideas, my thoughts, my
theories which absorb me, then I shall go away empty, having
received nothing. When the child in the temple said : Speak, thy
servant heareth, he used words which must be used in other places
also if their messages are to be heard. If we will maintain silence,
and continue to look, the work will give its own message. Perhaps nothing at all from the standpoint of art; a poor little
message from a poor little thing. Perhaps something splendid.
But it will speak.-quoted in Art and Everyman by Margaret H.
Bulley (Batsjord).

THE LANGUAGE OF ANIMALS
By A. C. Garrett
What man can learn from lzis "dumb" friends

WE TALK so MUCH and, really,
we know so little. Often a fog of
words seems to obscure perception. Instead of having spontaneous understanding through
our inner sensibility, we plough
through a forest of verbiage
and congratulate ourselves on
our ability to originate and
communicate ideas and to illustrate them to others from our
own small field of knowledge.
That is one of the higher
uses to which we put speech,
although of course the highest
is when words are recognized
and used as mere vehicles for
the expression and communication of the very spirit of ideas,
which themselves are the real
agents of communication. But
in the descending scale of employment speech may become
only the means of interchange
of opinions or a safety valve
for our speculations, rapidly
degenerating into a source of
confusion and even conflict. It
frequently erects an unrecognized barrier between our inner
understanding and its outward
expressiOn.
Dumb Animals?

In his arrogance man refers
to the animals as the poor

dumb creatures. But are they
really so poor on this account?
We can all of us, no doubt,
recall instances of spontaneous
response to our unspoken
thoughts by many kinds of
animals.
We think of the dog who
knows when we have decided
to go for a walk and is up and
wagging his tail in front of us,
long before we have said a
word about it or stirred in our
chair; of the horse we have
ridden who has sensed our
thoughts when our hands or
knees have given no indication
of our purpose to stop or
change direction; and of the
cat that will stalk to the gate at
the correct time to meet its
owner's returning car. In all
these instances the animal
desires to know something and
is enabled in some unaccountable way to obtain the information it needs.
There is, too, that mysterious
faculty of the dog and the cat
to find their way unerringly
through strange country. In my
own experience we had a
Scottish terrier taken fifty miles
by train, who returned and was
found lying exhausted on the
doormat forty-eight hours later.
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That fifty miles of country was
entirely unknown to him.
Which of us, I wonder, could
perform this feat without compass, map, or signpost? We
would most certainly rely upon
speech to ask the way !
I am reminded too of the
instance of an elderly sow, that
we had petted, being sold to a
neighbour four miles away.
Although the journey had been
made by cart, two days later she
returned,-not to her sty, as
one might have imagined, but
through the shrubbery into the
midst of an astonished tennis
party. She refused to be turned
away
until
we
children
appeared. We knew that she
knew that we had mourned her
loss!
Mutual Understanding

The observation of animals
and young children playing
together will often reveal a
high degree of understanding
between them, regardless of the
absence of speech; and watching them, one is filled with
humility and stirred with appreciation for something above
and beyond our clumsy methods
of communication that are so
open to abuse and hypocrisy.
As children at home we
played games with the cows,games that required quite a
high level of perceptive intelligence and forethought. The
cows entered wholeheartedly
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into the silent action, and if we
children laughed when they
made a mistake, they would
even enter into the humour
of the situation by skittishly
dancing round and kicking up
their heels, until we started the
game all over again.
Besides the dog, which might
be thought to have had his
feelings "educated" by domestication, one constantly hears
of other animals and birds
showing deep compassion for
each other and for man when he
is in trouble. This seems to
show that they share with man
one of the highest spiritual
sentiments derived from a
common Mind.
It would appear from observation of cats that they find it
hard to believe if obtuse owners
cannot understand their silent
demands-for the opening of
a door, food, the whereabouts
of the ping-pong ball for a
game, and so on. The crass
stupidity of some humans, with
their reliance on only five
senses, must indeed be puzzling
to the alert and aware feline
mentality!
But of course with human
beings too the unspoken communication can, and often does,
convey much more than words.
I think I am right in citing the
example of Sidney and Beatrice
Webb, whose lives and work
were so beautifully reciprocal
that thoughts would constantly
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pass between them in complete
silence.
The Migrant Bird

The wonders of migration
and instances of animals moving
long distances to better feeding
grounds do not in themselves
prove or even suggest the
possible action of an intelligence
above the animal's own instinctive self-preservation. Such
things may well be only the
result of sense testimony,-the
feel of the atmosphere, the smell
of vegetation, or something of
that kind. But the directional
certainty of a migrant bird, or
an eel returning to its home
waters, does postulate the
natural awareness and use of
an available intelligence that
could only be what one might
call the conscious action of an
overall Mind.
That the migrant bird is
merely blindly following some
inherited pattern through what
we vaguely call instinct is not
supported by the experiments
of a bird-watcher of repute who
is known to me. This man dug
a number of Manx shearwaters
out of their burrows-these
birds return each night to their
burrows in the cliffs- ringed
them and sent them to different
parts of the United Kingdom
and one to America. The shearwater sent to America returned,
as did many of the others, to
its own burrow. I do not know

how long it took over the
journey, but this proves that the
directional instinct is not dependent upon climatic conditions
or heredity or lessons learnt
from parents, but is a subjective
faculty that can be adapted to
any occaswn.
Impersonal Knowing

What, then, is this instinctive
knowing, this certainty of
intuitive sense which requires
no human medium of communication and which man
appears almost to have lost?
Is it not some endowment of
Mind, the very consciousness
of creative intelligence? If this
intelligence is not personal nor
localized, but is, as it were, the
action of an enveloping Mind
which is present as our inmost
being, available to all,-as ideas
and their functions and operations,-we may all have ready
access to this gift, although we
are at present unaware of it.
Are we not invited by faith and
understanding to step forward
out of our little preconceived
notions and our habits of reading from matter and the
testimony of the senses, into the
reality and certainty of impersonal ideas working in the
unfailing order of one infinite
system?
To personalize knowing is
to limit knowledge. We are
disastrously prone to considering ourselves as
the
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ongmators of ideas, and so we
lose the infinite possibilities of
actually being that which Mind
designates as the correct action
of every purpose. But birds and
animals which have very little,
if any, personal sense as we use
that term, may well be the
recipients, when need be, of an
impersonal generalized understanding. Without the limitations of finite communication,
when
this
understanding,
particularized, is certain knowledge, not sense testimony, and
therefore absolutely reliable.
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The one Mind, which is
all intelligence, does when
unobscured by ignorance individualize itself as the mind of
bird or the mind of pig or vole
or badger, or, whenever he
lays down his self-conscious
creative sense, the mind of man.
If men would always accept
this, they would then know
from within what they now
learn with so much labour
empirically. And we might
more often, as Revelation puts
it, have silence in heaven for
the space of half-an-hour!

STAR, A GREAT TIT OF GENIUS
her previous book, Birds as Individuals, Miss Howard told
how she won the trust of the tits in her garden until they
became her close companions, and how through intimate
observation of their habits, games, quarrels, and love affairs
she was able to distinguish their separate personalities and
characters. It was clear that she had managed, through patience,
sensibility and an almost Franciscan quality, to get on closer
terms with wild birds than any previous naturalist who had left
us a record.
Her book made an important contribution to biology because
it emphasized the differences in behaviour-patterns which occur
within a species: i.e., that all Great Tits do not react to similar
emergencies or circumstances in the same way. They act according
to their characters, as human beings do. The theories of the
purely mechanistic scientists, of which I imagine there are pretty
few left, were utterly confounded by this careful record of a
woman living alone in a cottage, whose only apparatus was a
sharp eye, a truthful pen, and love.
In Living with Birds (Collins, 15s.) she continues the story
and tells of her extraordinary discovery concerning Star, whom
she properly describes as "a Great Tit of genius." Miss Howard
was able to study this female bird from 1946 until its death in
1953, when it was probably nine years old. During all this time
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it lived the normal life of a wild bird, mating four times and
rearing three broods; though like Miss Howard's other tits
it became friendly with her, frequently entered her house, and
took nuts from her hand.
Its exceptionally intelligent behaviour in connection with
nesting problems suggested to Miss Howard that it might be a
good subject for a counting experiment. She therefore taught it
to tap out numbers, rewarding it with nuts; and before long
Star would not only imitate exactly the tapping of a pencil but
would tap out any number from two to eight in response to the word only.
Moreover it would vary the rhythm, responding to "Tap eight"
with 4-4, with 2.2.2.2, or with 2.4.2 , and so demonstrating a
mathematical sense, an ability to add. These experiments
continued for six years, with intervals between them when Star
was courting or nesting. It was clearly interested in its lessons,
which it undertook not s.o much for food as for fun . . . .
Miss Howard seems to have stood on the brink of communication with a wild bird, something till now hardly conceivable,
and indeed nearly as awe-inspiring as communication with
Martians-whom it has been suggested we could also approach
mathematically, through 7T, our commqn experience of the
relation of a circle to its diameter ....
When one reads this wonderful book one has a sense that a
kind of "sound-barrier" between humans and wild birds has been
momentarily breached.
-From a review by John Moore in The Observer, Janumy 8th, 1956.

\

The Robin and the Thrush
I have noticed with interest that birds sometimes make friends
of different species, and one particular robin and thrush always
came together to my bird-table: this is unusual, I think, because
robins are mainly solitary. Last winter on a bitterly cold day, I
became aware that the robin was chirping incessantly on the
verandah. I gave him food and drink, but he paid no attention
and continued. Then he hopped across the lawn in the snow,
stopping every now and then. I followed him into the shrubbery.
There was the thrush, lying apparently dead. Taking him up,' I
found his heart beating, though feebly. So I carried him into the
cottage and did my best for him with a li'ttle food and warmth.
Next morning when I opened the verandah door, the robin was
waiting and the thrush flew out: they went off together, probably
singing "Hallelujah !"-Nancy Price in a B.B.C. broadcast.

FROM THE FOUR CORNERSLIEUTENANT-COLONEL John
Paul Stapp, U.S. Air Force
surgeon, who spends his time
proving that man is not half so
vulnerable
as
aeronautical
engineers insist, asks, "Why are
we always underrating man?
Take for example, the fourminute mile. For years we
thought that was a physical
limit beyond human reach.
Well, it was a ps_ychological limit
-like the sound barrier. Once
there was a break-through, the
barrier seemed never to have
existed."
Roger Bannister wrote in an
article in The Sunday Times on
January 8th: "If progress
depends on unreasonable men,
as Shaw maintained, athletes
last year were highly unreasonable. Just look at their progress.
More than forty world records
were broken . . . among them
the 3000-metre steeplechase
record no fewer than five times.
. . . Each feat represents an
advance in speed and endurance. Record-breaking is not
accidental : it is inevitable. As
soon as a record is broken,
sights are immediately focused
on the new target. . . . The
human body seems to be as
tough as we care to make it."

*

*

*

Bertrand de Jouvenel in a
talk on the B.B.C. spoke of the
solution to the problem of
making work enjoyable as being
of more importance as a contribution to man's happiness than
finding out how to cut down the
number of hours of work.
He said, "I call upon all those
who, like me, have the privilege
of doing work to which they are
devoted. Do we not cherish this
boon? Do we not regard the
goods accruing to us as means
of fitting ourselves and our
children for work of this kind?
Do we not then, in fact, reverse
the
accepted
relationship
between goods and work,
making the goods means and
the activity the end which they
serve? As this is a cardinal
element in our contentment,
should we not desire it also for
an ever-increasing number of
our fellow men?"

*

*

*

Ritchie Calder, scientific
journalist, said in a lecture in
London recently that it was
proved at the Geneva atomic
conference that where there is
science, with universally valid
principles and ideas, secrecy
becomes outmoded and unworkable. Six nations, some big
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and some small, were found to
have reached independently the
same conclusions regarding the
development of atomic power.

*

*

*

Asked about gambling, Malcolm Muggeridge, editor of
Punch, said in a recent B.B.C.

programme that he never
gambled because if one believed
that life had pattern and
meaning and significance of
any kind, even if one could not
fuliy define it, it would be
falsifying this conception of
things to introduce the element
of chance and the irrational
through gambling.

Science To-day
Fortunately science to-day is moving out of that shallow
nineteenth century depression and more and more acknowledges
and respects the unknown. In the past the astronomer faced
mystery without. But now already in physics the scientist has
found that matter which feels so solid beneath his feet becomes on
investigation more and more insubstantial, eccentric, mysterious,
and "unlawful" until finally at the far end of his electronic
microscope it melts into thin air like Prospero's vision leaving
him with "such stuff as dreams are made on."
-Laurens van der Post, The Dark Eye in Africa.
There is no force of gravitation except in our own minds as they
try to comprehend the falling stone; there is no electron except
in our imagination as we seek to understand the behaviour of a
wireless valve; there is no radioactive nucleus unless it be a
creature of our own invention, conceived and born that we may
the better make sense of flashes oflight on a fluorescent screen, or
the falling together of the leaves of an electroscope.
-From Science and Christian Belief by C. A. Coulson, F.R.S.,
Prcifessor of Applied Mathematics in the University of Oxford.
When I and other humanists say we do not believe in God, it
means merely that we do not believe that the hypothesis of personal
supernatural beings influencing the natural world is true, and
that it ought to be abandoned in favour of some more adequate and
more fruitful one. But, of course, it does not mean that we don't
believe in the essential facts on which the god-concept is based and
which it sets out to interpret and explain.-Julian Huxley.

IDEAS IN ACTION
A MOTHER was once travelling to make conversation, "I can't
out by sea to join her husband keep anything down-not even
on the other side of the world, orange juice." This woman
leaving her children behind at found herself saying, "That's
no part of you-you're God's
home.
She spent most of her time child and you're perfect now."
on board studying the Bible The little girl simply said,
and holding her thought to the "Yes," and she got up and
highest idea of perfection which was completely well from that
this revealed to her. She kept moment. It seemed a miracle
aloof from the other passengers to her parents and to others on
and
especially
from
the board.
Afterwards the child would
children, who reminded her of
her separation from her own seek out this woman and spend
some part of every day with
children.
One extremely hot day in the her, loving to be with her new
Indian Ocean she became friend.
The experience proved that
aware of a crowd gathered
round the ship's doctor and if thought is genuinely inspired
nurse, who had brought on with the truth of man's perdeck a little girl. She was told fection as the likeness of a
that the child was very ill and perfect God, healing takes place
that nothing more could be naturally and spontaneously.
done for her. She felt impelled And in this case it healed not
to go up to the crowd and then only the child, but also this
she found herself telling the woman of her sense of lonelimother (in an authoritative way ness. In expanding her circle
which surprised even herself) of motherhood (almost in spite
to go and get some sleep-she of herself) beyond her own
had not left her daughter's side immediate family, she found the
for three days and nights-and joy of giving love in a wider and
that she would sit with the child. very wonderful way and thereSoon she was alone with the fore of receiving it in a form
little girl, who said, in an effort that touched her deeply.

Every event on its finer side introduces God into the world.
-A. N. Whitehead, Religion in the Making.

~'AUNT

W

JEMIMA"

had an old car. We called her Jemima. I'm the sort of
chap who's just as happy under a car as in it, and I loved her.
She was a trusted and devoted family friend-almost Aunt
Jemima. As such, we naturally accompanied her on her annual
trip to the coast and she gave us a trouble-free rest.
Well, who would have thought that a beautiful friendship like
that could ever have been broken up? But it happened when
Aunt Jemima was taking a hill as befitted her time of life.
Instead of contentedly admiring the passing show, we ungratefully began to turn our thoughts to the Other Cars stampeding
past in a veritable cattle rush to the top of the hill. Our minds
were full of Jaguars and Rolls, and pretty soon Aunt J emima
no longer appeared so dear in our eyes, but rather (I hate to
say it) a hopeless old stack of bits.
Anyone who has ever doubted that a car responds to dislike
or disturbance any less than a human being would have been
confounded and convinced on this sad occasion, for within the
shortest time Aunt Jemima in her wounded pride sprang a
puncture upon us. It was her first in the three and a half years we
had had her. And then-for good measure-she did it again.
At last, after many hours, we reached home, this time as if
escorting a criminal in handcuffs. I in despair and she in disgrace,
we went to the local garage. There sat my good friend Ben. Now,
Ben loves nothing better than an old jaloppy. Soon he was all
over Aunt Jemima, smoothing her, soothing her, and caressing
her with his kind words and heartfelt admiration. "You can't beat
these old cars," said Ben.
While Ben was enthusing and dispensing various suggestions,
a transformation scene took place before my gaze. AuntJemima
resumed her warm lovability in my humbled eyes. Her loyalty
shone before me. I saw more beauty "in an autumnal face" than
in all the brassy May queens in the world of cars.
And then with my new-found love came a flood of ideas for a
new look and a new heart for Aunt Jemima. I fiddled and
twiddled in the usual way and by the following week-end she was
her old contented self once more. She insisted on a drive to the
sea. How she loved that outing! And it was good to be back on
the old footing with a new affection.
Very soon after, there was a rise in the family income and we
felt the time had come to take our leave of Aunt Jemima, but
now it wasn't like parting with a broken-down unloved scrap-heap
-we just saw a wonderful warrior go on to younger nephews
and nieces.
So never scorn the car that brings you home.
E
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The purpose of this periodical is to emphasize the power of ideas.
Its unique platform is that
• ideas are fundamental in every field;
• they come from an infinite source;
• they are available to everyone;
• they operate in accordance with a perfect Principle.
The Editors welcome material from any source. They do not, however,
accept responsibility for views expressed by contributors, which may not
necessarily coincide with their own.
Editorial

Easter: Challenge and Response
EASTER is a season which than we can bear. We too may
celebrates Jesus Christ's resur- have our Gethsemane of tears
rection from the dead, but what and sweat before we are willing
Easter stands for in the mind to accept this challenge.
and heart of man is a permanent
The new challenge opens a
factor, a perpetual promise and new door to new possibilities
and fresh liberties, but it also
possibility.
Whenever men rise from demands a forward movement
some "tomb" of despair, or of to a new and freer self. The
disease, or whatever it may be, response to challenge comes
is not this an Easter? The only through daring to let go,original Easter was a supreme to let go of some preconceived
challenge and a supreme res- notion which always before
ponse, and the "Easters" in our limited and bedevilled our
lives have the same dynamic achievement.
We cling to these restrictive
quality.
A situation faces us which mental practices as a would-be
constitutes the biggest challenge swimmer sometimes clings to
we have so far encountered. We his instructor, convinced that
may feel like refusing it as more he will sink if he ever lets go and
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yet knowing in his heart that to
let go is what he is destined to
do. But finally something impels
us to let go, just as the swimming
instructor eventually throws his
pupil from him because he
knows that he will never enjoy
the freedom of swimming until
he does abandon the outworn
position of security and puts
into practice what he has
learned. The desperate clinging
to the old and outdated is the
only thing which is preventing
him from finding a new security
in a fresh realm. He must release
himself to the principles which
govern the activity of swimming.
The Real Resurrection
Did not Jesus of Nazareth
at the crucifixion release himself as never before to a complete
and final trust in the great
Principle which had already
upheld him so magnificently
throughout his career? But the
new demand meant a new and
deeper, a more unselfed obedience, for any principle requires
this obedience and no mere
emotional lip-service.
At one point, it seems, the
great Master felt forsaken by his

God, but this was the very
moment when the experience
was upon him which was to
show with unparalleled glory
that he was not forsaken. All that
was forsaken was the fear that
man can ever find himself in a
situation where the right hand
of God, or the power of the one
infinite Principle of good, is not
there to uphold, to preserve, to
resurrect, and to bless abundantly, "above all that we ask
or think."
Jesus rose from the dead
because he reached out to
accept in full the Life that
knows no death, the Life that is
his and ours forever,-a fact
which we recognize whenever
we cease to be mesmerized by
the mortal viewpoint and dare,
like him, to let go. A mighty
challenge and one that invites a
dynamic response. But without
it man would be an unprogressive cabbage in an uninspiring
row.
May we not sum up the
Easter message, now as always,
in Isaiah's words: "Arise, shine;
for thy light is come, and the
glory of the Lord is risen upon
thee"?

A little consideration of what takes place every day would show
us that a higher law than our own regulates events, that our
painful labours are unnecessary and fruitless; that only in our
easy, simple, spontaneous action are we strong, and by contenting
ourselves with obedience we become divine.-Ralph Waldo Emerson.

a

Your God Is Too Small))
Extracts from a book by J. B. Phillips
(London, The Epworth Press, 1952.)

HE trouble with many people to-day is that they have not
found a God big enough for modern needs. While their
experience of life has grown in a score of directions, and their
mental horizons have been expanded to the point o f bewilderment by world events and by scientific discoveries, their ideas of
God have remained largely static ....

T

Some Inadequate Concepts of God
All Christians, whatever their Church, would of course
instantly repudiate the idea that their god was a super-example
of their own denomination, and it is not suggested that the
worship is conscious. Nevertheless, beneath the conscious critical
level of the mind it is perfectly possible for the Anglo-Catholic, for
example, to conceiv€ God as particularly pleased with AngloCatholicism, doubtful about Evangelicalism, and frankly displeased by all forms of Nonconformity. The Roman Catholic who
asserts positively that ordination in the Anglican Church is
"invalid," and that no "grace" is receivable through the Anglican
sacraments, is plainly worshipping a god who is a Roman Catholic,
and who operates reluctantly, if at all, through non-Roman
channels. The tragedy of these examples, which could be
reproduced ad nauseam any day of the week, is not difference of
opinion, which will probably be with us till the Day of Judgment,
but the outrageous folly and damnable sin of trying to regard
God as the Party Leader of a particular point of view ....
Man may be made in the image of God; but it is not sufficient
to conceive God as nothing more than an infinitely magnified man.
There are, for example, those who are considerably worried by
the thought of God simultaneously hearing and answering the
prayers and aspirations of people all ov< r the world. That' may be
because their mental picture is of a harassed telephone operator
answering callers at a switchboard of superhuman size.
A Vaster Concept
1
We shall never want to serve God in our real and secret hearts
if He looms in our subconscious mind as an arbitrary Dictator or
a Spoil-sport, or as on<'.. who takes advantage of His position to
make us poor mortals feel guilty and afraid. We have not onl y to
be impressed by the "size" and unlimited power of God, we have
to be moved to genuine admiration, respect, and affection, if we
are ever to worship Him.

*
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First, however, let us fling wide the doors and windows of our
minds and make some attempt to appreciate the "size" of God.
He must not be limited to religious matters or even to the
"religious" interpretation of life. He must not be confined to one
particular section of time nor must we imagine Him as the local
god of this planet or even only of the universe that astronomical
survey has so far discovered. It is not, of course, physical size that
we are trying to establish in our minds. (Physical size is not
important. By any reasonable scale of values a human being is of
vastly greater worth than a mountain ten million times his physical
size.) It is rather to see the immensely broad sweep of the Creator's
activity, the astonishing complexity of His mental processes which
science laboriously uncovers, the vast sea of what we can only call
"God" in a small corner of which man lives and moves and has
his being....

What Is Reality?
The discovery of the enormous energy released by nuclear
fission and the unforgettable demonstrations of the destructive
power of the "atom bomb" have done us a service in our quest
for Reality that perhaps we hardly realize. They have demonstrated before the whole world that what we call "matter" is in
fact destructible. Those things that we formerly regarded as
a lmost imperishable, such as armour-plate and concrete, could,
under certain conditions, be dissipated into vapour less substantial
than the smoke from a cigarette. Indeed, since the whole stuff of
our planet, animate and inanimate, is composed of variously
arranged atoms, it is by no means unthinkable that some experiment or deliberate act might result in a chain-reaction, exploding,
so to speak, every atom of which this world is composed. Whether
we like it or not we live now under the shadow of such universal
disintegration.
This can hardly do other than set our minds to value far more
highly than ever before the "spiritual" values. By these we mean
the qualities of spirit, of personality, which are recognizable and
assessable, but are incapable either of scientific weighing or
measuring-and incapable of physical destruction. In the light of
the probable ultimate fate of the planet and of the present (far
more impressive) threat to human life, we are driven to reconsider
whether after all there is reality beyond the physical, measurable,
reality. We begin to wonder whether the whole position is not
now the reverse of wh a t men once thought. They used to talk of
the "spiritual" values as shadowy and unsubstantial, and the
physical as solid and "real" and reliable. They are beginning to
see that the opposite may well be true. We can certainly see
evidence of the universal destructibility of matter: perhaps it is
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after all true that "reality" lies in another realm altogether, and
that its values are not unsubstantial after all. ...
A man used to be a ble to reckon on a good number of years of
active material life, which were a most efficient buffer between
him and the naked spiritual realities which in his more vulnerable
moments he suspected might be true. Now his buffer of material
things has been shown to be far from dependable. At any moment
he might be pitchforked into the world of the spirit. His anchors
are slipping, and if he feels the need of anchorage (and who, at
heart, does not?) he must find it in the world of the spirit-he must
find God ....

The Life That Knows No Death
Jesus Christ on more than one occasion is reported to have
spoken of "eternal life" as being entered into now, though plainly
to extend without limitation after the present incident that we
call life. The man who believes in the authenticity of His message
and puts his confidence in it already possesses the quality of
"eternal life" (John 3: g6; 5: 24; 6: 47, etc.). He comes to bring
men not merely "life," but life of a deeper and more enduring
quality (John IO: ro, 28; I 7: 3, etc. ).
If we accept this, we shall not be too surprised to find Christ
teaching an astonishing thing about physical death: not merely
that it is an experience robbed of its terror, but that as an
experience it does not exist at all. For some reason or other Christ's
words ... are taken with more than a pinch of salt when He talks
about the common experience of death as it affects the man whose
basic trust is in Himself. "If any man keep my saying he shall never
see death" (John 8: SI), "Whosoever liveth and believeth on Me
shall never die" (John I I : 26). It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that the meaning that Christ intended to convey was that
death was a completely negligible experience to the man who had
already begun to live life of the eternal quality.
"Jesus Christ hath abolished death," wrote Paul many years
ago, but there have been very few since his day who appear to
have believed it ....
Infinite Possibilities
We are all "conditioned" by the modern outlook, which
regards the whole of life as a closed system. A great many things
may happen inside that system, but it is unthinkable that the
whole huge cause-and-effect process should in any way be interfered with from "outside." ...
We may here point out the great difference that has come to
exist between the Christianity of the early days and that of to-day.
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To us it has become a performance, a keeping of rules, while to
the men of those days it was, plainly, an invasion of their lives by
a new quality oflife altogether. The difference is due surely to the
fact that we are so very slow (even though we realize our impotence)
to discard the closed-system idea ....
Without a power from outside the teaching of Christ re-mains a
beautiful ideal, tantalizing but unattainable. With the closedsystem sooner or later you have to say: "You can't change
human nature." Ideals fail for very spiritual poverty, and cynicism
and despair take their place.
But the fact of Christ's coming is itself a shattering denial of the
closed-system idea which dominates our thinking. And what else
is His continual advice to "have faith in God" but a call to refuse,
despite all appearances, to be taken in by the closed-system type
of thinking? "Ask and ye shall receive, seek and ye shall find,
knock and it shall be opened unto you"-what are these famous
words but an invitation to reach out for the Permanent and the
Real? If we want to co-operate, the Spirit is immediately available.
"If ye then, for all your evil, know how to give good gifts unto
your children, how much more shall your heavenly Father give
the Holy Spirit to them that ask Him?"

Are You Taxed?
An accountant looks at the question from a fundamental viewpoint
recently serious
attention has been drawn to
the problem of inflation and
possible measures to curb it. It
has been stated that inflation
must be halted, and so we are
"squeezed" into a general sense
of limitation and restriction.
During an inflationary period
there is more and more a
departure from "real income."
Wages cannot buy the same
quantity and quality of goods
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as they could before the rise in
prices. Prices go up, the value of
money comes down.
Under such pressure one may
sometimes wonder at the
obvious : how money-a manmade device-can play such an
important part in our lives and,
if we are not careful, dictate
and rule over us.
Perhaps if money were more
widely seen in its true light-by
money is meant notes and coins,
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together with the banking system of cheques and other credit
devices-and it were understood that it is nothing of itself,
but merely a means of exchange,
then the substance behind the
interplay of money might become more apparent and so the
fear and the thousand other
negative reactions to money
would recede.
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medium therefore becomes
necessary which will bridge the
gap or time-lag between goods
sold and goods purchased. The
characteristic of money, then, is
that people who use it can
safely take it in exchange for
goods and services, keep it, and
later hand it over to others for
their services, etc.
Money has value only because
it is generally accepted as a
medium of trade and possesses
utility only in so far as it can be
again exchanged for goods and
services, which constitute the
substance of the business relationship and money merely the
means. How often we lose sight
of the substance through being
mesmerized by the means.

The Meaning of Money
The writer does not intend to
go into monetary theory, but by
considering one of the main
definitions of money and applying it to an example of a trading
transaction, the reader will see
how money is the servant and
not the master of man.
Let us take as our definiOur Real Income
tion of money "a means of
exchange." An exchange of
If money is but a symbol and
what? An exchange of one's a means of exchange, then when
goods and services for another's wages or salaries are received,
goods and services. In practice, one may again ask, "What has
of course, exchange is not so been exchanged? And for what
directly effected. A simple purpose has money been accepexample would be where A ted?" If we here again regard
offers to purchase goods from B money only as a means of
at a price ; B will agree to sell exchange, and see that the
only because by selling to A he wage earner is merely exchangin turn can offer to purchase ing his services for the goods
what C has to sell; and so on in and services of others, what then
the case of C. Exchange is there- is one's real income, the actual
fore necessary if people are to substance of it?
satisfy their wants.
Does not the answer lie at a
It is obvious that m an much deeper level than the
advanced society, with desires outward symbol of money, or
so diversified, barter would even goods and services, and
clearly not be the answer. A exist rather in consciousness, in

• **
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the activity of ideas? And are not
the goods and services but an
outward effect, with money as a
convenient part of that effect?
An acknowledgment of this
would, for instance, take our
gaze away from an employer
or some other person as the one
primarily responsible for the
level of our incomes and bring
us face to face with the real
source of income,-the source
of ideas. For do not ideas constitute our basic income? In
proportion as we awake to
and accept their fundamental
activity, shall we not see the
important fact that idea cannot
be subject to inflation or deflation, because idea is not a manmade device but the outcome of
one infinite Mind?
A New Outlook
If our bank balance is
dropping, shall we not first of
all turn away from the mere
symbol to the real and substantial form of income, rather than
first complain and seek (say) a
wage increase? Of course, a
wage increase or its equivalent
may then rightfully follow, but
in a more spontaneous and less
painful way. It is, however,
becoming more and more
apparent that mere wage increases alone do not increase
our standard of living but
rather add to the inflation.
When our sense of income
becomes less fixed by the mes-

meric effect of coins, etc., and is
exchanged for a more fundamental concept of it, we shall
constantly recalculate within
our own mentality our right
to ever-available good ideas,
rather than hastily compute the
overheads, interest and taxation
charges which are eating into
our bank balance with renewed
vigour!
Once the common symbol of
income, i.e. money, is exchanged
for the real substance behind it,
i.e.
ideas
accepted
and
expressed, the concept of the
relationship between employer
and employee will also be
changed from that of competitive forces to that of common
producers deriving their income
from a common source and
exchanging their produce on a
mutually beneficial basis.
Jesus tlte Taxpayer
A sublime example of a truly
fundamental attitude towards
income and expenditure may
be found in the Gospels. In
Matthew I 7: 24-27 it is recorded that Jesus was asked
indirectly
(through
Peter)
whether or not he paid taxesaccording to the custom of that
time. On speaking about this
with Peter afterwards, Jesus
asked him, "Of whom do the
kings of the earth take custom
or tribute? Of their own children [their own subjects], or of
strangers?" Peter answered, "Of
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strangers," to which Jesus·
replied, "Then are the children
free."
At first sight it seems strange
that Jesus should ask this question of Peter. And why should
he emphasize that "the children
are free," when he was about to
tell Peter how to pay the customary tax? Considered at a
deeper level, however, is it not
true that it is our "stranger"
-our symbol of income, i.e.
money-which is taxed and
paid away, whereas "the children"-our individual right to
ideas-cannot be taxed? That
right is something of which we
cannot be deprived.
The Master's attitude, however, was not to sidestep the
obligation, but to meet the
demand with a dynamic understanding of the abundance of
untaxable ideas and their availability. He said to Peter, "go
thou to the sea, and cast an
hook, and take up the fish that
first cometh up; and when
thou hast opened his mouth,
thou shalt find a piece of money :
that take, and give unto them
for me and thee."
As we accept increasingly
that our income is basically
made up of ideas, emanating
from an infinite and neverdiminishing source, so shall we
step by step begin to find that
this leads to an improved ability
to meet all reasonable demands
on our pocket. Peter had first to
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turn to a sense of abundance,
symbolized by the teeming.
universe of the sea. Having
acknowledged this, he then had
to do something. If we too are
looking for the wherewithal to
meet an obligation, we must,
like Peter, turn to a sense of
abundance and then seek to
render a service that is within
our ability. But through acknowledging the infinitude and
ever-presence of ideas, we shall
find it becoming more spontaneous and unlaboured than
ev:er before, and we shall reap
the benefit which in turn will
enable us to meet the demand
upon us.
The Cost of Living
Is not the first exchange, then,
that of exchanging our limited
sense of life for that of abundance in terms of ideas? And is
not this the real cost of living?
When we have to meet rising
costs, taxation, etc., and feel
that expenses are raining down
upon us, money looms up to
present itself as a very real
factor. This tends to make us
feel that it is a demand to part
with our actual substance and
to give up something which we
want to keep. If we reverse this
negative attitude foisted on us
by loose ways of thinking and
reckon instead in terms of
ideas, which operate unspent,
what we shall be giving up will
merely be a sense of limitation
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and the accompanying feelings
of resentment and so forthwhich in practice only add to
the cost and tax us more !
Shall we not regard the cost
of living as the demand to "put
off" the old sense of income and
seek to express a new sense of
expenditure-in practical terms
to think on a deeper level and

so to cultivate a more genuine
desire to serve, expressed in
better service and producing
higher quality goods?
Inflation need not be a
part of our individual experience when our basis of income
is idea and service, soundlybased principle and consistent
practice.

Ideas Are Productive
In his book Your Prayers Are Always Answered, the American
writer Alexander Lake tells the story of John and Jessie Fernald,
both in their fifties, who were in despair when their high hopes of
making a living from some land they had bought two years before
in Southern Oregon were dashed by prolonged rain which
ruined their crop of daffodils.
Jessie suggested that this was the time to pray, but John felt
that there was nothing left to pray about. There was no work to
be had, and their savings were gone. It seemed that they had
come to a land offew opportunities, in which most people accepted
poverty as normal.
John carried some driftwood from the beach into the house
and made a fire. As they watched the flames, the wife prayed.
Abruptly the fire crackled and thin blue flames spurted here and
there from the logs.
"I was praying that God show us the best way out of our
troubles, and those beautiful flames sprang to life," said Jessie.
"I know they're an answer."
"We can't eat blue flames. What's the answer?" asked John.
"I don't quite know yet, John, but it's there. It'll come clear,
and work out."
That nightJessie gradually began to understand God's answer.
The beach was covered with driftwood, all there for them to use,
and she saw that they could cut it into Christmas logs and use
chemical formulre to produce red, blue, green, yellow, mauve,
and purple flames from them.
They knew that the logs would have to soak in the different
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solutions and that a great deal more remained to be done by the
next Christmas, nine months away. In the meantime they had
only about fifteen dollars. But Jessie was convinced that God
would help them with that problem too.
About a week later the Mayor of San Francisco who was also a
leading florist visited the locality and offered to take a shipment
of ferns from the hillside owned by the Fernalds. Tha t brought
them more than roo dollars the first month.
When their chemical experiment with the logs proved successful,
they still had to find a market. They gave six logs to a local hotel,
to which came a chain-store executive from Denver. He became
fascinated by the possibilities of coloured fires from real logs. He
too visited the Fernalds, discussed things with them, and finally
agreed to buy all the logs they could turn out.
Mrs. Fernald said, three years later, after they had sold their
coast farm, "Our experiment with the coloured fire logs taught
us the truth of Luke xviii, r-that men ought always to pray and
not to faint; and that the full answer to prayer does not always
come in a single revelation, but that God reveals His plans for us
according to our ability to accept them; that those seeking God's
help in a difficult endeavour should pray for understanding.
"We learned also that no matter how lacking in opportunities
an area may seem, God has placed an abundance there. He will
reveal it to us if we ask Him in humility and faith."

Education To-day:
DESTINATION GOD
An interview with the Headmaster of a County Secondary School

"WE

ARE

LIKE A SHIP'

with captain, officers,
and crew-but no
'passengers'! Now, a ship must
have a destination. And our
destination can be put quite
simply. It is God. By learning,
we come to an understanding of
God."
These were the words of the
young Headmaster in his opening address at a beautiful new

County Secondary (generally,
but wrongly, called Secondary
Modern) school in a large
industrial city in the north of
England.
This
splendidly
equipped school caters for boys
and girls from eleven to fifteen
who have not qualified to go to
County Grammar or Technical
schools.
The point of education, in
the Headmaster's view, is the
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study of man's relationship to
man and ultimately of man's
relationship to God. And with a
definite purpose of this kind, the
school is a very happy one, for
happiness springs from having
a goal and moving towards it.
"Truth Shall Prevail"
Because he felt that we are all
seekers after Truth,-the Truth
which is the meaning of our own
lives and of everything else,the Headmaster chose as the
school motto the words of John
Wycliffe when he was denounced as a heretic in the
fourteenth century: "Truth
shall prevail." This is interpreted as applying both to
honesty in all the little things
and also to the actual ascendancy of Truth itself, or God.
The Headmaster is convinced
that since every individual has
constantly
to
face
issues
squarely, to come down to
brass tacks with himself before
Truth itself either sooner or
later, children should be encouraged or compelled to do
so ; and no issue is too small to
be unimportant as an educator
when it is probed to the bottom.
When the truth is insisted
upon in some particular incident, this is not for the purpose
of exposing a liar, but rather to
see the child arrive at his own
latent manhood through facing
the issue and discarding the lie,
for the Headmaster maintains

that the truth of man Is his
essential goodness.
A Good Teacher
Asked what makes a good
teacher, the Headmaster replied,
"The desire to share. The desire
to help someone else to see what
you feel you see about what
matters, about what life means
and the purpose of it. Good
teaching does not come from a
desire to put over what you
know as a learned person on
someone else who is ignorant,
but rather from a desire to
share experience."
The other qualities he mentioned were sensitiveness, a sense
of humour, and the capacity to
love.
By sensitiveness he means
awareness, receptivity to ideas
and to all those things which go
between people but need no
words to define them, and
responsiveness to everything
beautiful. Unless we have this
awareness, we are, in Browning's
words, "finished and finite
clods, untroubled by a spark."
The Headmaster also quotes
Jesus' statement, "Freely ye
have received, freely give,"
which he feels sums up the sort
of attitude a teacher should
have.
In talking about a sense of
humour as part of a teacher's
equipment, he cites CrockerHarris's line in Terence Rattigan's play The Browning Version:
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"More things are taught by
laughter than by seriousness."
This sense of humour is what
prevents a teacher from laying
down the law, becoming pedantic, and losing his sense of
proportion. It keeps him on the
alert all the time looking for the
best in others rather than the
worst.
By the capacity to love, not
sentimentality is meant but
willingness to respect every
pupil as an individual and as
someone who is an equal in the
eyes of God. Teacher and student are on an equality in
the fundamental, never-to-be
forgotten sense that they are
both ideas in the Mind which is
God.
The Great Model
"The great model," the
Headmaster says, "is naturally
Jesus ofNazareth, who is known
as the Master, the greatest
teacher of all time. (So teaching
must surely be a not unhonourable profession.) He was always
trying to give to others what he
had himself and knew to be
latent in them.
"Jesus as a teacher seems to
me to be saying, 'Look, chum,
I've got the goods and I know I
have. If you're willing to listen,
you'll see. What I've got doesn't
belong to me personally and I
want to tell you about it so that
you get it on the beam-not in
a busybody way but so that you
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see how to work out your· own
salvation.'
"Of course, what anyone will
tell you is that a teacher teaches
not a subject, but himself." He
went on, "I don't think teaching
is ever a question of straining to
talk down to the child's level,
and children are the first to
recognize hypocrisy simply
because they are not natural
liars or dissemblers. If anyone
condescends to them, they seem
to cry out, 'Be yourself!' "
Teaching v. Instruction
The Headmaster distinguishes
between teaching and instruction. "Instruction is a matter of
the three R's, and of imparting
information, and of presenting
them in such a way that the
child wants to get hold of them.
"Teaching is something that
happens. It's what takes place
when suddenly something goes
click, and teacher and pupil are
there, together, though they can't
put it into words."
As an example, he instanced
an unprepossessing and not very
bright twelve-year-old boy who
wasn't wanted at home. He
wasn't lovable on a sentimental
basis and was always getting
into trouble.
"He was pathetically grateful
for the time spent on trying to
help him with his reading and
one felt a 'heel' for not finding
him very attractive. Then one
day when the class filed out, this
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lad as he passed said, 'Good
morning, sir,' and smiled.
"It was the first time we had
ever seen him smile and in that
moment he ceased to be a
nonentity and seemed to come
alive. It was a wonderful
moment, and I and the other
member of staff who was present
felt that it was the result of the
way we had tried to approach
him over a period. There was
response at last!
"That kind of thing may
happen two or three times a
term, whereas instruction goes
on all the time, but those two or
three occasions are what convince you that there's just
nothing like teaching."
Aims of the School

The H eadmaster expanded
on the aims of the school.
"Every child must feel that he
or she matters and 'belongs'.
Mter all, they are as necessary
to the teacher as the teacher is
to them if there is to be a school
at all. Everyone has something
to give and receive, and that is
the basis of security."
He went on to say that the
school aims to give the child the
ability to think-not just on the
first level of how to mend a
puncture or bake a cake, but on
deeper levels. By the time they
leave, the children should have
become aware that there is such
a thing as the spiritual factor
and at least have had their faces

turned towards it. They should
realize that it is their individual
responsibility to work out their
own salvation and should see
some purpose in their living.
Naturally the school's job is
to give the child the tools of
reading, writing, and numbering, so that he has a basis on
which to build.
Order and discipline are also
of paramount importance. The
school prides itself on its very
strict discipline. "Instead of
25% or more of the time being
spent on controlling the class
and the rest on getting on with
the lesson, we can spend roo %
on the actual lesson,' ' said the
Senior Master, and the other
members of the staff are equally
enthusiastic about this. With
order established as a matter of
course, the teacher can be a far
happier and more pleasant
person.
The keen discipline contributes to the sense of order which
pervades the school and to the
atmosphere of security, since
every child knows what it may
and may not do and also knows
that the Headmaster and staff
will never be other than frank,
honest, and just. No child is
punished without being quite
clear as to the reason for it.
Only twice has a boy said that
he thought he was being unfairly treated, and each time the
Headmaster talked the matter
out with him till he was satisfied.
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Religious Instruction
The real point of all school
Of
great interest are the
discipline, in the Headmaster's
classes
in Religious Instruction,
opinion, is that it is a reflection
in
which
the children are made
of the fact that there is fundato
think
for
themselves. The top
mentally no such thing as free
had
been
set an examinaform
will-there is only one Will, the
tion
paper
as
follows
:will of infinite good, and since
we are all individually part of
I. Name
at least two world
a great pattern and purpose,
religions other than Christhe sooner we accept this the
tianity. What are the basic
better. Basically it is not a
differences between Chrisquestion of school imposing
tianity and other world
religions?
discipline on child, but of
2. It is often said that "Chrisall of us accepting discipline
tianity is a way of life." What
within,--the discipline that
do
you understand by this?
leads to joy and love and
3·
What
are the differences, if
freedom.
any, between the approach of
The school aims to instil good
physical science to creation,
manners, politeness, and conand the approach of the
sideration and tolerance of
Christian religion?
others. This includes, of course,
4· What is the difference in
such things as not occupying a
meaning between "eternity"
and "infinity"? Discuss this
seat on a bus while anyone
difference in relation to the
older is standing, and rememstatement "I AM THAT I
bering to greet the Headmaster
AM" attributed to God in the
or any other member of the
Old Testament.
staff out of school hours-"as
5· Ask yoursdf the question
you would any member of a
"Who am I?" and then write
family, and after all, we are a
your answer as fully as posfamily."
sible.
Another goal is to send out
6. Write notes on any five of the
the child with as wide a view of
following:- (a) St. Paul,
life as possible, to give him a
(b) Genesis, (c) galaxies,
(d) voodoo, (e) the marriage at
sense throughout the school of
Cana, (f) mind over matter,
how everything fits in with
(g) Gethsemane, (h) the wise
everything else in a purposeful
men, (i) thinking, (j) pain and
unity.
suffering.
And finally the aim of the
school is to show the child, in
Their answers to Question 5,
Whitehead's words, the mean- for instance, ranged from the
ing and value of duty and superbly honest to the subreverence.
limely thoughtful. One boy
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wrote: "I am a person who has
never realy tried to lead a good
cristian way oflife as my mother
often says all I think about is
going to the flix and playing
out. And I think the next time I
go to church will be to get Wed."
A girl's answer read, "'Who
am I?' We have all asked ourselves this question. Well I
think I am who I think I am.
I think I am mind, soul, spirit
and body. I think that when my
body dies, my mind, soul and
spirit will live on because I
think my body is just a covering
for the most important part of
me."
And another fourteen-yearold girl wrote: "I am who I
think I am. I am in God's
image. We are all in God's
image. God said 'Let us make
man in our image.' We don't
know if we are alike or not

because we all think differently.
So we must be like God and if
God never ends neither do we.
If God's a spirit, so are we."
A Happy Devotion

The single thing that is
calculated to impress a visitor
most is the sheer beauty of
character in the faces of all the
staff,-the beauty that comes
of unassuming devotion to their
work and their happiness to be
there helping t~ build up a new
and worth-while school where
Truth shall prevail.
The school badge points to
this with its sword of Truth in
the position of victory (on a
purple ground) and white
wings rising from either side of
its haft, for Truth is clearly a
constant and dynamic inspiration in this County Secondary
school.

Memorable Teaching
The old notion that lessons should have "no nonsense" about them and
should just "get on with the job" is yielding more and more to the idea that
subjects must be presented in a way that wins from the pupil a genuine love
for those subjects. The teacher's individual work is to be open to new ideas cif
presentation. Two examples cif teaching that inspired boys and girls are
given in these extracts from an article by ]esse Stuart which appeared in the
American magazine National Parent-Teacher cif November 1955:When I recall the great teachers I have known, I think first of
Alice Boswell, who taught mathematics in the high school of
which I once was a principal. I myself had failed both algebra and
plane geometry in high school, but if Miss Boswell had been my
teacher I would not have failed. In later years I went back and
mastered these subjects so that I could teach them. But I couldn't
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really teach them, even after I'd learned how to solve problems
and reason propositions, until I sat in Miss Boswell's classes and
listened to her.
Here is the fascinating way she taught high school algebra and
plane geometry: she said that algebra was akin to poetry and
music. An accomplished pianist herself, she co-ordinated the
exactness of algebra and music and explained the rhythm of
algebraic symbols and musical notes. In the beginning she never
rushed her students but, lecturing daily, taught them by rote
until they became interested in the subject. She told them algebra
and plane geometry were as easy to learn as the alphabet. And the
way she taught them, they were.
She went beyond mere subject matter. In her plane geometry
classes she taught the beauty of lines-just a straight line and an
angle. She made her boys and girls ·a ware of the lines in their
clothes. Many times in the autumn she took her geometry class
outside the schoolroom. With white heavy cording that wouldn't
give and with stakes to set in the ground they surveyed walks and
made foundations for buildings. The immaculate white cords
stretching over the brown, barren ground not only fascinated her
own class but every student in the high school. It took Miss
Boswell to show me there was beauty in plane geometry and in
algebra ....
Mrs. Lanning . . . taught grammar in such a way that it became
a concrete thing. Each part of speech was somehow related to
building materials and carpenter tools. Verbs were hammers and
handsaws, conjunctions were nails that held boards together,
nouns were boards, and adjectives were various colours of paint.
Mrs. Lanning and her pupils, after acquainting themselves with
tools and materials, built a house. First they worked on a sentence
that was a part of the foundation. They diagramed sentences on
the blackboard until diagraming became almost an exact science
and a thing of beauty. Pupils learned it was very simple the way
Mrs. Lanning taught. With these sentences they made a paragraph
which was the end, side, or roof of a house. Then they tied a
number of paragraphs together to make the whole of a house. And
when they had finished the process they had an essay, a theme, a
story.

The task of the teacher is to open doors, not to push pupils
through them.-Artur Schnabel.
Children have more need of models than of critics.-Joseph
Joubert.

The Twelve Tribes
of Israel

How they form a unique guide to
every man's spiritual development

By PEGGY M. BROOK
THEORIES, including
the well-known Anglo-Israelite
theory, have arisen about the
twelve tribes of Israel, but the
aspect which surely concerns us
most is that of their relevance to
the lives of every man and
woman.
One might ask, What have
Israelitish tribes to do with my
life? The answer is, Nothingas tribes. But as symbols of
states of thought they form an
amazing pattern which teems
with life and purpose.
In this article we shall confine
ourselves to one phase of this
pattern, and that is the tremendous significance to every
individual of the order of their
birth.
These tribes developed from
the twelve sons of Jacob, eleven
of whom were born to him
during his sojourn with Laban.
This period with Laban symbolizes experiences we all go
through in order for our
idealism to become practical.
We see that we cannot invade
the kingdom of heaven, and
begin to realize that there is an
ordered way. So it is natural at
this point that the birth of these
sons, as recorded · in Genesis,
Chapters 29 and 30, should
MANY

present a wonderfully ordered
unfoldment of every man's
spiritual journey.
Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah:
Man Awakens

Jacob was wedded to Rachel
and Leah, Rachel typifying
spiritual idealism and Leah
merely human good. Jacob
loved Rachel, but it sometimes
seems as though our spiritual
ideal does not always bring
forth at once. The merely human
good claims to be more fruitful,
and so it is Leah who first gives
birth. She calls her firstborn
Reuben. His name means "See, a
son." It is as if the human
proposition is saying to us, "I
am fruitful, I can bring forth
fruit for you." In the prophetic
blessings on his twelve sons
before he dies Jacob accuses
Reuben of defiling his father's
bed. This is what the human
claims to do. It claims to be the
"father" of all our experiences,
until we wake up to see that all
origin is in a divine Cause.
But "Leah" goes on bringing
forth, trying to make herself
attractive. And so Simeon is
born. Simeon means "hearing."
The human picture ingratiates
itself with us through custom
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and education-just hearing
and accepting popular belief.
Nothing much is recorded of
Simeon acting on his own. This
is natural, for being merely a
hearer never gets man anywhere. The apostle J ames said
of spiritual education, "Be ye
doers of the word, and not
hearers only."
The trouble with just being a
hearer is that that state of
consciousness so often leads to
joining up with a more dominant power, and this is what
happens to Simeon. He is
always associated with Levi,
the next son to be born to Leah.
Levi means "joined." It was
from the tribe of Levi that the
priesthood came. Does not
priesthood claim to join man to
God and thus fool many
"hearers"? Jesus, on the other
hand, said that "the kingdom
of God is within you," and
therefore every man is irresistibly joined to God direct,
not needing any intermediary.
The priesthood gradually drifted into a form of ecclesiastical
despotism, and so often when
that happens with us we wake
up!
Here the human yields to
disclose Judah, the next son.
Jesus was descended from the
line ofJudah-he was "the lion
of the tribe of Judah." At this
point there dawns a spiritual
understanding of God and man.
When Judah is born, it is the

first time Leah speaks of God,
and it also says that then she
"left bearing."
From Reuben toJudah, then,
a picture of mortals in their
initial search for God is clearly
portrayed. The human level
claims to be a creator-not
only of mankind but of all our
experiences. We become hearers
of every theory and join ourselves to something that we
believe will carry us to God,
until the seed of true spiritual
sense that is within every man
asserts itself-"Judah" is born.
Our experiences lead us to the
point where we open our
thought to the possibility
of individually understanding
spiritual Truth. Jesus' declaration rings true for every individual, "Ye shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you
free." No one has to know it for
us. We are all capable of
knowing it for ourselves.
As in all Bible interpretation,
one can also take the purely
positive aspect of these births.
A true idea of God is born
(Reuben), we listen and hear
the divine message (Simeon),
we find ourselves joined to its
eternal Principle (Levi), and a
Christlike understanding comes
to light (Judah).
Dan, Naphtali, Gad: Man
Overcomes and Progresses
After Judah is born, our
spiritual ideal, Rachel, begins
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to become active, and her
handmaid, Bilhah, brings forth
Dan. Dan means "judgment,"
and is used in the Bible to
symbolize the activities of the
carnal mind. J acob calls him
"an adder in the path." It is as
if our many troubled experiences (Bilhah = "troubled")
compel us to see that there is a
carnal mind, the old serpent, to
be dealt with, before our spiritual idealism can really be
fruitful and yield to us the
dominion that Jesus had.
To deal with this serpent
whomJesus called a "liar" may
initially mean many wrestlings
between our newly awakened
spiritual sense and the insistent
human picture, even as Rachel
at this point wrestled with
Leah. And so the next son born
to Bilhah is Naphtali, whose
name means "wrestling."
Through our wrestlings we
begin to prove that the spiritual
alone is real, so that the merely
human proposition yields to a
sense of spiritual progress. And
the son born at this point is
Gad, whose name means "a
troop." Our experiences show
us over and over again that
once we awaken to the fact that
there is a claim of a serpent to
be handled and we resolve to
take up the challenge to deal
with it, our wrestlings lead us to
a great measure of spiritual
progress. It is said at the birth of
Gad, "A troop cometh."

Asher, Issachar, Zebulon:
Man Bears Fruit from God

And inevitably the next son
is born, Asher ("happy"). J acob
said of him that "his bread
shall be fat, and he shall yield
royal dainties." It would seem
at this point that true spiritual
progress enriches us and blesses
us through bringing into our
lives great fruitfulness in health,
substance, and dominion. It is
an interesting fact that Zilpah,
Leah's handmaid, brings forth
the last two sons, for her name
is associated with bitterness. So
often we allow the bitter experience of the human picture to
force us to spiritual progress
and fruitage, when we could all
come the positive way if we
would and not the way . of
suffering.
Asher seems to be the stage of
development when we have to
be very alert and awake. Jesus
was always instant about this
particular phase. When we
are yielding "royal dainties,"
or spiritual understanding is
bringing forth fruit, we need to
watch that the false creative
sense-believing that we ourselves are originators or creators
-does not reassert itself. Jesus
always insisted on the fact that
"I do nothing of myself ... the
Father that dwelleth in me, he
doeth the works."
Reuben re-enters the story at
this point and brings mandrakes
or "love-apples" to Leah. These
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were meant to promote conception. If we in any way believe
that spiritual fruitage is the
result of our own efforts, we are
back where we started,-giving
power to the merely human
proposition, and the outcome of
it will be Issachar, the next son.
Issachar means "hire," for
Rachel had hired her husband
to Leah in exchange for the
mandrakes. And so our ideal
becomes temporarily defiled in
our thought, with the result that
we become burdened with a
false weight of responsibility.
Jacob said of Issachar that he
was "a strong ass couching down
between two burdens." He
"bowed his shoulder to bear,
and became a servant unto
tribute." How like us that is
when we take on the onus of
spiritual fruitage ourselves, instead of granting it all to a
divine source !
Because we are dwelling in
the lower human realm and
have temporarily laid aside our
pure ideal, we drift into /{,ebulon,
whose name means "dwelling."
Of Zebulon Jacob said he
should be "an haven of ships."
With the false "Issachar" ruling,
the tendency is to take in every
kind of "foreign ship" carrying
"foreign goods," for we have
temporarily allowed the standard of one supreme power to
lapse.
How different this sequence
from Asher to Zebulon can be
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when seen in the positive light!
When we reckon all spiritual
fruitage as coming from God
(Asher) then we are able to bear
any burden, for it is never seen
as our responsibility, but God's
(Issachar). Jesus exemplified
this when he said, "My yoke is
easy, and my burden is light."
And inevitably we become a
true "haven of ships," able to
give shelter and rest to all who
come our way (Zebulon). Jesus'
"Zebulon" was "Come unto me,
all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest."
Joseph and Benjamin:
Man Finds God as All-in-All
Salvation is always irresistible,
because there can only be one
fundamental Truth, to which
sooner or later every man must
awaken. And so the climax of
this spiritual journey begins to
appear.
Dinah, the female of "Dan,"
has to be dealt with at this point.
She is Leah's last attempt at
conception. Dinah symbolizes
the erroneous female sense in
every mortal which would masquerade as a false sense of
fulfilment of the human personality rather than fulfilment
of the divine.
This makes room for our
spiritual ideal to bring forth,
and finally Rachel for the first
time conceives. She bears Joseph,
a wonderful symbol of true
womanhood. His name means
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"adding," and there is no end
to the increase that can come to
all of us when our spiritual ideal
brings forth freely and effortlessly. The blessing on Joseph
which Jacob pronounces is very
lovely. He says thatJoseph is "a
fruitful bough by a well; whose
branches run over the wall" :
and the whole blessing teems
with the sense of true womanhood and motherhood.
It is at this point that Jacob
leaves Laban. It was not until
after he had met Esau, Dinah
had been exposed, and J a cob
had returned to Bethel that
Rachel gave birth to the last
son, Benjamin. At his birth
Rachel died, and she called him
"Ben-oni," "son of sorrow,"
but his father called him "Benjamin," "son of my right hand."
This particular phase of the
spiritual ideal has fulfilled itself,
and now "the right hand" of
God fills the picture. May not
Rachel's death symbolize that
at this stage man fully realizes
that the mothering and tending
of his own true selfhood, or
indeed of any activity, belongs
to God alone? The divine
Cause is the only power and
will ultimately be recognized
as such.
The Message of the "Twelve"

And so this twelve-fold cycle
has a very pertinent message for
us. Here it is instanced by the

twelve tribes. Later and on a
higher level it is illustrated by
the twelve disciples. The number
"twelve" of itself means nothing,
but it is said that its use by
ancient writers was derived
from the twelve signs of the
Zodiac which were believed to
control the affairs of men. In
the Bible it seems to illustrate
the ordered workings of spiritual
fact in man's experience.
Does not this particular
instance that we have taken
offer a unique guide to spiritual
development? Firstly it shows
that the forever facts of spiritual
reality are continually awakening man's spiritual sense; then,
his divine nature aroused, he
inevitably begins to deal with
the carnal mind and progress
spiritually; the outcome of this
is abundant fruitage and blessing; and finally he learns that
the divine Power is All-in-All.
This symbol of the twelve
tribes has been but lightly
touched upon here. As, with
spiritual sense, one quietly ponders its detail and enlargement,
it yields rich treasures, for the
purpose of all these Biblical
symbols is a spiritual one. They
are alive and vital to-day if we
have eyes to see.
No wonder the twelve foundations of the city of God in
Revelation were "garnished
with all manner of precious
stones."

FROM THE FOUR CORNERSMiss jENNY joHNSON, a
twenty-three-year-old London
girl, can sing four and a half
octaves effortlessly, whereas the
normal range of the trained
human voice is two and a half
octaves, with exceptional singers
using three or just over.
Miss J ohnson's voice is said
to be at once sweet and powerful. Some Swiss laryngologists
have examined her and found
no structural abnormalities,
"only an unusual functional
relaxation." Her teacher, Alfred
Wolfsohn, believes that her
voice is the best justification so
far of his belief that the conventional divisions-soprano, contralto, tenor, bass-are imposed
not by physical structure, but
by psychological preconceptions
and habits.
A new vista opens up for
composers to write music for
singers with this new range, and
another of the human mind's
self-imposed "sound barriers"
has been broken.

self. I see enough bitterness in
your heart to cause you injury
unless you check it." He went
on, "You are going to a new
country because you are unhappy and want to escape. Can
you escape from yourself? Will
you find happiness outside when
there is bitterness in your heart?
Think it over. Be a little humble.
. . . Must you inflict further
injury on yourself because you
lack courage to cleanse your
own heart?"
Gandhi's words would not
leave her until she made her
peace with her relatives, and
again and again in the ten years
which have followed, his advice
has helped her to keep a sense
of proportion and an inner
stability.

*

*

*

In a recent B.B.C. broadcast
the Radio Doctor read a passage describing the increasing
stresses and strains of modern
life and how they led to illhealth. He then surprised his
hearers by revealing that the
*
*
*
In the February Reader's article was written in I 8go, not
Digest Mrs. Pandit, High Com- I 956, and he pointed out that
missioner for India in London, the pace of life has perennially
tells of how Gandhi helped her seemed "more than man can
at a time when she was full of bear." And yet it is not things
resentment against relatives in themselves which determine
who, she felt, were trying to their effect upon us, but rather
harm her. He said to her, "No what those things mean to us.
Man is well, the doctor said,
one can harm you except your-
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only if he adapts himself to his prayer, especially in times of
environment or adapts that crisis and challenge. She menenvironment to himself. He tions that after President Eisenmaintained that it is lack of hower had asked the American
security which contributes in people on radio and TV prolarge measure to ill-health- grammes last July for prayer
not financial security, but the about the Geneva Conference,
lack of things like feeling wanted the result was that something
as a baby, having a place in the took place during those days at
family, having a job that seems Geneva which was new and
worth doing, and having a goal unprecedented, something that
even hardened diplomats had
of some sort.
"It's not going faster and never felt before. The later
faster that is the trouble," he Conference ofForeign Ministers
concluded, "but it's not know- was not backed up by similar
ing where one is going faster prayer and its atmosphere was
and faster to-that's enough to negative.
Mrs. Marshall says that some
make anyone ill."
may feel that prayer is hardly a
real man's job, but her answer
*
*
*
In an outspoken article called is that on the contrary there is
"Our Forgotten Ally" in the no discipline like that of waiting
American
magazine
Think on God. Rushing to conferences
(March 1956) Catherine Mar- is child's play, she maintains,
shall, author of the best-seller A compared with putting ourMan Called Peter, pleads for the selves at God's disposal.
people of her country to realize
Pleading for much more than
the power of prayer, as the a return to the traditional
British experienced it so un- worship of the established
forgettably at the time of churches, she calls for a
Dunkirk.
"thoughtful pin-pointing of a
The need, she says, is for new and vital spiritual interest
spiritual shock troops who will which has swept the nation in
back up the political leaders by the past few years."

Democracy: Groundwork and Goal
Our rationalistic attitude would have us believe that we can
work wonders by means of organizations, by imposing new laws,
or by similar well-meaning devices. But in re-ality the spirit of the
nation can only be renewed through a change in the attitude of
the individual.-Dr. C. G. ]ung.

DEMOCRACY: GROUNDVVORK AND GOAL
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No laborious efforts are required of trees in order to bloom,
to bring to light their innate loveliness. Their major efforts are
obviously expended on the groundwork. Experience, it seems,
has taught them that their growth must needs keep pace with
their roots: that stunted roots mean stunted growth, whereas an
expansive root system results in unrestricted, majestic growth.
Apparently they also know that once the roots are firmly established and their foundation secure, their future is assured, the
fruitage automatically follows. A salutary lesson, surely, for those
of us who are obsessed with the external phenomena, the outward
pictures, and try to change them, instead of attending to our
, roots-our thinking, the thoughts that produce the pictmes. If,
like the trees, we too would look to the groundwork, the fundamentals, and send out our roots deep into the soil of spiritual
living and loving,-thereby enriching our inner life,- then each
successive year would witness our inevitable unfoldment also.
Our fulfilment and fruitage would be equally assured.-Pilu Dady.
Democracy is a method of accounting for everyone, through the
little work of many hands, the little loves of many hearts, the little
lights of many minds. It accounts for everyone through the little
applications of universal principles-in the home, in the backyard, in the office, in the factory, in the little world in which each
of us can act. That is the challenge. The country that accepts it
will change the history of the world.
-From The Dignity of Man by Russell Davenport.
The message of democracy is the message of freedom and
equality. It is essentially a spiritual message, though it finds
expression in political or social garbs. As such, the establishment
of freedom and equality can never be done on the basis of a
mere political or economic view of man, or by mere political
or economic methods. The urge for freedom and equality is a
spiritual urge. Freedom of man derives from this his spiritual
nature; equality is the recognition of this divine thread of unity
behind all apparent differences of personality ....
True democracy is inconsistent with a nanow self-sufficient
nationalism or sectarianism; it must tend to reach out to the
universal. Breaking the barriers of caste and creed, race and sex,
high and low, the democratic idea, deriving its sustenance from
the divinity in man, marches on, without obstruction, to the
realization of the universaL-Swami Ranganathananda in the New
Delhi Bulletin of the Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture,
September r 955·

IDEAS IN ACTION
Defeating Witchcraft
AN

EAST

AFRICAN

READER

writes:S., an African, is a cook who
likes his job. One day I noticed
that he was becoming uninterested in his work, so I asked him
why. He answered, "I am sick
and losing all my strength and
A. does not like me." However,
he decided to continue working
for the time being.
S. soon became very sick with
a serious internal difficulty, and
I had him taken to hospital.
There he told me that A. had
been paying a professional witch
to make him ill.
I immediately saw A., a
fellow servant of S., and asked
him whether he disliked S. He
did not reply. I then asked A.
whether he had asked a witch
to make S. ill. He again made
no reply.
Thereupon I said to A.,
"Please tell the witch that I am
looking after S. If he wants to
attack S., he has to attack me
first. Tell him too that we stand
for the one God who is good and
all-powerful and that neither I
nor S. is afraid of him and that
we know that he cannot do us
any harm so long as we are
unafraid of him."
S. quickly recovered and
left hospital. To me it was a
proof that his physical trouble

had been mentally implanted.
His trouble disappeared when
he ceased to be afraid of the
mesmeric power of the witch.
That was three years ago. S.
and A. have ever since been the
best of friends and, although
now working in separate households, often visit each other and
send each other greetings.
Teaching and Love

A teacher writes:In looking back at my experiences over the years, I feel that
the one that has helped me most
in dealing with young children
was one that I had when I first
started to teach. The work of
teaching small children seemed
to me the most sacred trust and
I wanted very much to give
them something that would
help them to cope with things
throughout their lives.
When introducing me to my
very first pupils, the headmaster pointed out to me one
particular small boy and then,
drawing me aside, began to tell
me what a terror he was and
how difficult to handle. He had
apparently driven my predecessor to distraction. Later that day
other members of the staff
recited some of the poor child's
misdeeds and called him the
terror of the school.
During the few days that
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followed he most certainly lived
up to his bad name. He was
disobedient and aggressive,
fighting the other children and
snatching from them whatever
he fancied.
After a day or two of this I
knew that I must do something
about it, and I could see that it
was not punishment that was
needed, but more love. I found
out, though, that he was the
only child of quite loving
parents. I prayed about it most
earnestly, because I desired very
much to do the right thing and
I knew that only God could
give me the answer.
It was then that I saw that
this aggressive behaviour was at
bottom nothing to do with the
child at all : he was merely
doing what was expected ofhim,
and doing it very well. I decided
then and there not to accept
these bad reports of him, but to
expect of him the same
behaviour as I did from any of
the others. I also felt a great
sense of love for that small boy.
At school I began to give him
the little jobs of trust to do for
me, leaving him in charge of the
form if ever I had to leave it for
a few minutes. The other children began to invite him to join
in their games and to ask his
advice. Indeed, in a surprisingly
short time he was my star pupil
and a great favourite with all
the others.
We used to build an "ark"
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each day,-a mental ark,-by
thinking of all the good and
lovely things we knew about
God, and into this ark we put
all those we loved. The children
loved doing this. They loved too
all the Bible stories that I told
them each day and seemed to
apply them quite naturally to the
things they did during the day.
After two years I left this
school, but returned a year
later and again had this boy in
the class I was then teaching.
He was a normal little boy of
eight and a very happy child.
His mother told me he had
never forgotten the things I had
taught him. She once said to
me that she was amazed at the
things he told her about God
and the Bible, because she and
her husband were not r eligious
folk and yet he so readily
accepted the truths of God and
applied them to his daily life.
This experience has helped
me many times over the years.
I find there are always some
who, with a misguided sense of
being helpful, will pour out
disparaging stories about pupils
who are new to one. I will never
listen to such reports, because I
believe that we certainly see
before us our own impressions of
a child. If we go to a new class
expecting the best from each one
of them, I find that the most
surprising and lovely qualities
often develop, as in the case of
this particular small boy.

Everyman's Self
I see myself as God sees me
And find it wholly good,
And as I stand there, I can see
It's where I've always stood.
I see myself as wholly wise,
Intelligently led;
In Mind's own light my mental eyes
Were fashioned, born, and bred.
I see myself as wholly clear,
Uncomplicated, clean,
And as I watch, I have no fearIt's where I've always been.
I see myself as wholly calm,
As satisfied, serene,
And as I do, I feel the balm
Of what has always been.
I see myself obedient
To God's own Science pure,
As subject to the government
Of harmony that's sure.
I see myself as wholly fresh,
ln•pired, progressive, rich,
And so I sing the deathlessness
Of my eternal niche.
I see myself as healthy man,
Unerring, undiseased,
And this whole truth that ne' er began
Has never changed or ceased.
I see myself as wholly blessed,
Much loved, adorable,
And sharing this, I meekly rest
In Love forever full.
R. S. M.
Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.-Christ Jesus.
To love our neighbour is to see the Godlike in him and to love
ourselves to identify ourselves with the Godlike.-Sylvia V. Powell.
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The purpose of this periodical is to emphasize the power of ideas.
Its unique plaiform is that
• ideas are fundamental in every field;
• they come from an infinite source;
• they are available to everyone;
• they operate in accordance with a perfect Principle.
The Editors welcome material from any source. They do not, however,
accept responsibility for views expressed by contributors, which may not
necessarily coincide with their own.
Editorial

The Voicing of the Truth
LIEUTENANT-GENERAL Sir John
Glubb said recently that his own
experience has convinced him
that ideas are more powerful
than weapons. "Is it not possible," he said, "that, with these
terrible weapons with which we
are now being threatened, there
will not be another hot war?
The world will be conquered
by using ideas rather than shells
and bombs and missiles. Neither
the Army, the Navy, nor the
Air Force individually can lose
a continent overnight, but the
war of ideas can."
But what is meant by ideas?
Do we mean any political
theory backed up sometimes
by distortions or lies? Or do we
mean basic non-material values
which have some other ultimate

home than a human mind?
From a short-term point of
view political and economic
theories may appear to thrive
and multiply, but in the long
run only those ideas survive
whose origin is the infinite
Intelligence.
Finally, too, only an idea
which has its source in this
infinite Intelligence, or eternal
Mind, is able to rule all nations
with a rod of iron.
An idea such as democracy
stems from a non-human Source
which recognizes all men as
equal. It has no support whatever from the testimony of the
physical senses. It has been
nourished through the ages by
man's spiritual instincts, which
assure and reassure him of its
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truth in spite of all appearances
to the contrary.

all they needed for action on
the human plane.
To-day we need a new and
Propaganda
truer interpretation of propaHow is such an idea to be ganda. Truth must be voiced
put over, as it must be put over in so far as men sincerely see it.
in this age of mass communica- The democratic idea is one that
tion? Here it seems that the we ourselves take for granted
experience of the apostles on the when surely we should pause
day of Pentecost affords a clue. again and again to value it
The apostles were filled with a consciously, rejoice in its basis
dynamic conviction of being in fundamental truth, and long
"with one accord in one place" for others to share in its deep
in more than just the literal satisfactions. Then will the voicsense. May they not have felt ing of truth be infinitely more
closely and warrply united in than a matter of words, which
the one Mind which is the same in themselves can be so barren.
for all men and links all men? The voicing of truth must be
Apparently this sense of things permeated with a living atmoso inspired them that they sphere and h·ave about it a spirifound themselves able to speak tual quality which makes it more
of "the wonderful works of than just superficially attractive.
God" in the mother tongues of
Lies may poison for a time,
all the men in Jerusalem, who but truth purifies and inviincluded men of many nations, gorates; and it multiplies
including Egyptians, Arabs, and because all men are one in
Asians.
truth. Only there is their
That linguistic ability was peace. Lies of any kind are a
only an outward confirmation shapeless garment that evenin human terms of their inward tually falls from man, rejected
and spiritual conviction of the in favour of the truth that truly
unity of all men. It was that "fits." But truth must be voiced
conviction which brought them and not forever left unsaid.

~
The human spirit is being served by words, ideas, and world
concepts that have become totally inadequate for the meaning
which it is trying to express and the being which it is trying to
create. I believe that of all the means which man uses in order
to win his way through life with dignity and honour, the spirit
of man and the ideas wherein that spirit expresses itself are by
far the most important.
-Laurens van der Post, The Dark Eye in Africa.

To-day's Search for Meaning
While you are struggling to get social security, you have not
much time to think of anything else. But once social security is
more or less guaranteed, people begin to ask for more meaning in
their lives.
A hundred years ago Gladstone was worried and puzzled by
the fact that as civilization improved, religion declined. He was
not the only one to think that as social conditions got better,
support for the Churches should grow. In fact, the opposite happened. The more we concentrated on improving our civilization,
the more people dispensed with the observance of religion, until,
with the achievement of the welfare state in the last decade,
churchgoing got to its low-water mark.
I believe that we are actually at the turn of the tide. I do not
mean that people are going to flood back into the churches
within the next few years. I doubt if we shall see in this twentieth
century the full expression of the movement back to religion
which is beginning in this particular decade. But there are signs
that many people are finding already that the highest material
standard of living for all is no more than the circumference of
man's existence, and that it can become unbearably fiat and dull
unless something gives it depth and meaning beyond itself. "A
man's life does not consist in the abundance of things he possesses." For a while, even for whole generations at a time, we can
behave as if we thought it did. But there is something in us which
in time makes itself felt as a desire for a relationship with the
unknown God. A man one day discovers that he wants to be
assured of the real meaning of himself, and he searches for a
faith. That is what is already happening to people in the England
of to-day.
-The Rev. Joseph McCulloch in She, June I956.

To the Children of England
Tell the children of England that the truths they feel deep
down in their hearts are the real truths. God's love speaks to us
in our hearts and tries to work through us in the world. We must
listen to this voice; as a pure and distant melody that comes
across the noise of the world's doings.
Some say: "When we are grown up we will listen; now, while
we are young, we would rather think of other things." But the
voice of love with which God speaks to us in the secret places of
the heart, speaks to us when we are young so that our youth may
be really youth-and that we may become the children of God.

•

-Dr. Albert Schweitzer•

Happy Relationships Make
for Health
By

RosALIE MAAS

'
a definite connection between health and a
healthy sense of relationship.
That is more and more the conclusion of modern thought. It is
generally recognized that many
diseased conditions have their
origin in feelings of resentment,
dislike, irritation with others,
continual criticism, etc., and
that the removal of these feelings
constitutes the major healing
influence.

T

HERE IS

Misconceptions
In his new book Prescription for
Anxiety Dr. Leslie Weatherhead
writes: "Sometimes our picture
of ourselves is of one who has
been wronged or slighted or
misunderstood. . . . 'I am the
poor thing I am,' we argue,
'because I was treated thus by
so-and-so.' The question is:
'What are we doing about it?
What are we making out of it?'
What matters most is not what
happens to us, but our reaction
to what happens to us. The
self must not be allowed to
wriggle out of facing life by
retreating into illness .... Our
criticism of others, especially
those who seem hindrances or
rivals, is frequently a projection

of our dissatisfaction with ourselves."
It may seem easy to blame an
unhappy relationship on to the
other party concerned. All
would be well, we may feel, if
only he or she were not so
unkind, so unreasonable, or
whatever it may be. But it is
actually easier in the long runbecause we can readily do something about it-to see that the
trouble lies at our door, in our
continuing acceptance of a misconception of another, which
we can reject. This misconception is the projection of
a deficient view of ourselves, and
again is it not we alone who
can remedy that?
Plato said, "What thou seest,
that thou beest." It is we
ourselves whom we see in a
thousand different mirrors, and
this may either be a perpetual
inspiration and joy or else we
may not like what we see.
It is the aggressive feelings
we allow to remain unextirpated in ourselves, in our view of
man, which react strongly to
the aggression of others; the
selfishness we hug to ourselves
which is irritated by the selfishness we see in another; our
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uneradieated littleness which sight of this. As he opens his
we see reflected in someone thought to it, however, a
conviction of it is new born to
else ; and so forth .
If we had cast out the notion him, and in the fresh assurance
that self-will is part of the of its truth the old feelings of
essential truth of man, we inadequacy are crowded out.
should see self-will in others
When we speak of loving ouronly as a temporary imposition selves, we do not mean loving
and never as a reality of their the medley of characteristics
innermost selves ; and, more- which heredity and environover, we should bring out the ment have imposed on us, but
latent unselfishness.
rather separating ourselves from
Certain it is that not until the that and loving man, including
heart sincerely desires to turn ourselves, in the image and
from the chills and heat of likeness of a good God, or (if
dislike to find a new and truer you prefer it) loving our essential
estimate of some relationship is identity as the emanation of the
there any hope of a permanent great creative Principle which
remedy for the mental and is Love. The matrix of man's
physical ills which result from a real nature is that Love.
false sense of it.
As we learn to love man and
so to love ourselves, we inLove Yourself
evitably build a truer concepIf, as we have seen, the tion of others as equally lovable.
trouble is basically that we have Our own inner happiness is
allowed a deficient sense of reflected in finding them more
man, including ourselves, to lovely than ever, and we see
becloud our relationships with new lovabilities released m
others, then surely the way to them that we were unaware of
begin is by es·t ablishing a truer before.
concept of man and thus of
Deeper than the Senses
ourselves?
Man's essential self we inNo one who wants to be
stinctively know to be not selfish happy and healthy can afford
and small-minded, but more to entertain views of a relationloving,-more genuinely com- ship that are dictated merely
passionate, more forgiving, un- by the ups and downs evidenced
selfish, generous, grateful, and by the physical senses. The little
lovable,-than he sometimes deficiencies, so patent to those
permits himself to be. At heart senses, are not apparent as the
man is loving and beloved, truth to a deeper level of thinka] though he may often lose ing, where the harmony of the
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relationship remains sweetly and
surely untouched by the passing
discards. Our thoughts of the
relationship must constantly be
refreshed by resort to that
deeper level where its truth lies,
entire and whole and perfect.
And our basic actions and
reactions should be towards
that ideal of relationship and not
to the temporary and limited
sense of it. Moreover, that
course of action always achieves
positive results.
Shakespeare wrote:Love is not love
Which alters when it alteration
finds,
Or bends with the remover to
remove:
0 no! it is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests, and is
never shaken ;
It is the star to every wandering
bark,
Whose worth's unknown,
although his height be taken.
To brood on the things which
seem worthy of resentment, to
ponder long and bitterly on
how ungrateful, unappreciative,
cruel, or selfish someone else
seems to be is such folly, when
the truth of the relationship is
so beautiful and incidentally as
health-giving as warm sunshine.
Our thought is sometimes
twisted by the feeling that someone does not love us and therefore either that we must make
desperate efforts to wrench that
appreciation from them or else

that we in our turn must hurt
because we feel we have been
hurt. The only practical relief
in those cases is to turn from
that unhappy picture, detach it
from persons, and see it as an
impersonal veil hiding the
actual underlying truth of
affection and mutual gratitude. There alone can thought
rest.
Expressing Love
That truth, however, demands that we act upon it. For
instance, we must forestall the
irritated, resentful, or critical
thought with something positive
and therefore full of blessing.
Our love is measured by its
expression in appropriate ways.
It must be shown forth in a
spontaneous, unlaboured
warmth. A sense of duty, of
self-righteousness, in giving love
is not enough, for love must be
a living thing dynamically
expressed.
It is often good to ask, "How
can I express my love in such a
manner that this particular
individual will feel its warmth
in a way that will most bless
him?" The freedom of this
genuine love dispels all the stiff
tension induced by a withholding of it.
It is a great truth that if one
individual maintains a heartfelt but unpossessive warmth of
love for another,-and maintains it fearlessly and without
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self-assertion,-it sooner or later
attracts that other individual
to his or her own latent lovingness. And so the underlying
picture becomes true in human
terms as it already is in the
reality of the relationship.
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asked to go and see him when
he was unconscious, and I was
told that for some time nothing
had functioned in his body. I
went to see him and I was told
that in his delirium he had
cursed his secretary, and that
gave me the clue to the whole
thing."
Love Casts Out Hate
This practitioner became
Feeling acute dislike is just conscious of the fact that divine
as likely as fear is to affect Love is forever expressing itself
adversely the physical body as through every channel. That
the sensitive recording instru- evening the man was well, and
ment of the human mind. The the next morning he was back at
basic remedy, then, is not physi- his office.
"When that man was well,"
cal treatment, but the thorough
obliteration of feelings of hate relates the practitiOner, "I
from individual consciousness ; began to talk to him about his
and this can come about only secretary, and I found that he
through the understanding of had been having a row with
love as the actual truth of indivi- her. He had got fed to the teeth
dual consciousness as a trans- because she had been making
parency for divine, infinite mistakes, and yet his nature was
to be loving and kind. So the
Love.
In Revelation and Demonstration hate in that man's thought
for You by Clifford and Daisy stopped every organ in his body
Stamp there is a story of a man . from functioning. But the underwho called upon a Christian standing of the one infinite
Science practitioner for help for Love completely changed the
a very serious physical condi- whole condition."
Does not all this point to the
tion. The practitioner writes :
"I had heard of two similar fact that we can be truly healthy
cases, in which the individuals only when we are entertaining
concerned had both passed on the whole truth about ourselves
after an operation, and here· and others? And to be wholly
was I asked to help someone true that truth must surely be
with the same trouble .... I was "altogether lovely."

**
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One of the sayings of Jesus on which I have often pondered is
"Judge not, that ye be not judged." ...
Who or what is it that, when' we judge, judges us? It is not
some distant deity, nor is the judgment on us a postmortem casting
of accounts. The judgment is immediate, for the judge is ourselves
and the form of the judgment is both external and internal.
When we judge in the form I have described, we fall in the
scale of consciousness. If we can become self-aware in the moment
of judging, we shall be conscious that we are in a state of mind
which we dislike, which makes us less our real selves than before
we started judging. If our judging be continuous and continually
denigratory, as it is with many people, we can make ourselves
posi ti vel y ill.
Externally, in judging others we reveal ourselves. It was the
Buddha who said that "the disciple can see in another only what
is in himself." . . .
All the time we are concentrating on someone else's deficiencies, we are allowing our own faults, possibly graver than his, to
go uncorrected. We shall not improve another's consciousness by
judging him, but we shall keep our own on a lower level than
its rightful one and so impede our own growth.
If we devoted one-tenth of the time we devote to judging
others to watching ourselves, arresting the wounding judgment
and rejecting the wounding thought, our rise to higher consciousness would be much more rapid than it is ....
By refusing to allow ourselves to be identified with critical,
denigratory attitudes of mind, we make our minds more accessible
to higher influences from which comes the capacity to grow.
-Diogenes in Time and Tide, June

2,

1956.

The human in us says, "Yes, that is all very well, I know I
ought to be loving. I try hard, but I can't love." And that is the
very place where the mental has to yield to the spiritual. The
inadequacy of the human has to be replaced by a higher concept,-love itself as a spiritual reality. Then we must see that the
spiritual is not an airy, abstract thing, but is practical and
dynamic; it is self-operative, and the Love which we call God
forces man to be loving, if he is at all willing .... Nothing starts
from beneath-all is from God; and what appears to be a
human becoming more spiritual is really the unchanging
spiritual fact seen a little more clearly.
-From a lecture entitled Spiritual Realities as the Science of Man
given by John L. Morgan at the Nottingham Practical Psychology Club,
January I 955·

.,

DESIGN AND COLOUR FOR TO-DAY
By Maurice Lee

of architecture are
notoriously unsatisfactory, but
I would say that architecture is
the appropriate embodiment,
in terms of design, of a complex
of ideas. To be a good architect
and produce beautiful building
it seems that a balance is needed
between the ability to make a
functional analysis and to use
creative intuition.
One architect may have great
analytical talents, but fail to
think in a deeper, more conceptual way; he may not be
able to go by revelation beyond
the point he has achieved
through reason. Another may
be far advanced intuitively but
deficient in the ability to analyse functionally. Neither will
be a great architect. There
must be a combination of both,
and of course that is true in
other fields besides architecture
because this combination represents the inherent unity of the
manhood and womanhood m
individual character.

the good and bad in original
architecture.
People to-day no longer live
the kind of lives that were lived
one hundred and fifty or even
fifty years ago, and yet they
tend to go on thinking in terms
of buildings designed for forms
of living long outgrown.
An obvious example of this is
the time-consuming distance
which so often exists between
kitchen and dining room, even
though for most people there is
no maid in the kitchen to justify
it and no longer the same
willingness to spend a disproportionate amount of time over
the business of eating.
Few can afford to have, or
desire to have, a house of the
size usual in former generations,
yet in many cases all that is done
is to scale down the size of the
house while retaining obsolete
features of planning. The result
can be an intolerable boxiness.
Man, being a spiritual creature
and by nature unlimited, loves
space, or the feeling of spaceof course, he likes a feeling of
Fundamental Thinking
Needed
enclosure as well-and that
Though in the majority of sense of space can be achieved
cases to-day the general public in a small area by more open
is the patron, it is largely un- planning. The environment
aware of the type of architec- created for daily living should
ture required by this age, cannot be airy, light, spacious, and as
visualize it, and has not the free as possible of the limitations
ability to differentiate between imposed by structural walls.
DEFINITIONS
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The public seldom realizes
the opportunities offered by
new techniques, which in themselves are the outcome of a freer
and less material conception of
life. For instance, it has become
a commonplace to architects
(but not yet to the average man)
that walls are no longer necessary to hold buildings up.
Theoretically a building can
consist of horizontal planes supported by very slender columns
widely spaced. Enclosure ·and
privacy may be desirable in
certain parts of the plan, but
that may be achieved by providing walls which are in fact
opaque screens and not supporting walls to the structure. If
light and view are also required,
we should think in terms of
windows as transparent screens;
and if only light and privacy are
needed, translucent materials
can be used. But you no longer
think of your screen as holding
the building up, nor do you
think that a wall or door is
always required when sometimes all that is needed is
incidental screening.
The crux of the matter is that
there must be more fundamental thinking in terms of what
man is and what he instinctively
knows to be his right by way of
order, space, light, comfort, and
so forth, as basically nonmaterial concepts. Only then
can buildings and objects be
evolved which will express those

ideas more and more fittingly
in relative human terms.
Integrity of Purpose
There is still a great deal of
conventional thinking which
tends to militate against good
design and leads to the manufacture of objects inappropriate
and unsuitable to the purpose
which they serve.
Consider, for instance, the
modern motor car. Though its
working parts are developed to
a high standard of functional
refinement, the body in which
it is clothed seldom expresses
so pure an evolution; too often
it derives its form from fashionable stylization, bogus streamlining, and quite meretricious
"speed" ornament. Surely the
function of a motor car body
should be analysed and then
defined and expressed with
integrity. Function properly and
fully defined (which is the ideal,
of course, and never completely
attained) naturally achieves
beauty.
To take another small instance : why is it that some
people living in centrally heated
flats choose wallpaper representing tiles for their fireplaces
where no fire burns but in front
of which an electric fire stands?
If they paused to consider, they
would see the "falsity" of having mock tiles, for tiles were
originally used in fireplaces for
the purely functional reason
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that the marks of dirty hands
could be wiped off after the fire
had been cleared away and
relaid. Since a .radiant heating
unit is always a focus in a room
and people sit around it, distinctive decoration may legitimately
emphasize its form and function
and the fact that it is a focal
point, but surely not with a
paper representing tiles?
It has been said, "Architecture is truth, and truth is
architecture," and there is more
in that statement than is at first
apparent. Architecture must
strive to express our environment truly, for man is a creature
at home only in that which
conforms to the standard of
Truth in so far as he sees it.
Interior Decoration

Interior decoration is an
aspect of architecture and thus
should also aim at the appropriate embodiment of a complex of ideas.
The first essential in planning
the decoration of a room is to
get clear in your mind what
sort of life you want to lead in
that room. You must attempt,
in effect, a functional analysis
before you reach any decisions
as to colours, carpeting, furniture, etc. It is necessary to
resolve things into thoughts, and
come to a definition of purpose,
before you can arrive at an
appropriate scheme.

Without any preconceived
notions of what you may think
you ought to have, because you
were brought up with it or
because Mrs. Jones has it, ask
yourself what goes on· in that
room and what are the ideas
behind the activities that go on
there. Why do people do what
they do in it and in what ways
do they do it? Find out into
what pattern the activities carried on in that room naturally
fall. What proportion of time is
spent in just sitting back and
how much in work? Where do
you need light and of what
intensity? What sort of atmosphere do you want in the room?
When these questions have
been pondered, you will have
attempted a functional analysis,
and answers should then suggest
themselves to the other questions as to the most appropriate
colours, furniture, lighting, and
so forth. This does not imply
that there is only one right way
of decorating a particular room.
There is an infinity of ways,
but we make our analysis in
order to avoid the wrong ways.
If we want a restful atmosphere
primarily, we shall not use
colours that stimulate or distract
and we shall not use furniture
that is not really comfortable to
us. Fortunately there are infinite
ways of expressing an idea like
comfo'rt and not just one way.
When we have chosen a
decorative scheme for a room
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colour scientist called Munsell,
who has produced an atlas of
colour. He has shown that there
are three "dimensions" of
colour,-hue, chroma (strength
of hue), and value (tone-value
or the light-reflecting quality of
colour).
When deciding the colour of
walls, for instance, the architect
will probably analyse first the
tone-value that is required on
each wall surface-how much
light it already reflects and how
much it needs to reflect and can
Colour Science
be made to reflect through the
Colour is as essential to man skilful use of colour. This is the
as light, and fund amen tally they point of departure for any colour
are the same. It is indispensable scheme. For instance, the archifor the expression of various tect may decide that on a
ideas with visual clarity, vitality, particular wall he needs a
and individuality.
colour with the quality of 30%
To use positive colour reflection of light, and to make
appropriately and well in that decision he has to know
designing a room requires con- the reflection factor of the
siderable skill. It is as difficult colours he intends to use. After
as playing a sonata really well- arriving at the value he requires
it involves knowing something for that surface, he is then free
of the science of the subject and to select the hue and the chroma.
being well practised.
Various rules of thumb folIt is only recently in this low in the train of a study of
scientific age that there has these three "dimensions." For
been an attempt to systematize example, the higher the chroma
colour, to classify colours used, the simpler and better
according to scientific methods, proportioned the surface should
thereby
allowing
accurate be; if a wall is not well-proporidentification of any colour in tioned, you give the fact unthe spectrum. This is a great necessary emphasis by using
help in the sensitive use of strong colour. The lower the
colour.
·
chroma, the larger the area it
Research has been carried on can pleasingly cover.
Naturally you can use a
most notably by an American
we can never ask, "Is this the
right scheme?" but only "Is
this one of the right ways to
decorate this room?"
We are often told that we
must "express ourselves" or "be
ourselves" in our decoration,
but it seems wise to consider
what our true self is, in so far as
we apprehend it, and also our
relationship to other people.
Otherwise we may succeed in
achieving the merely eccentric.

53
colour, the more an intmt1ve
sense of its use is gained.
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higher chroma, more stimulating colour, in a workshop which
will be filled with the strident
The Challenge
noises of practical work, or in
We shall never have a total
an entrance hall or corridor
where people are on the move, harmonious and lively environthan in a library or classroom ment unless a greater proportion
where there will be quiet con- of people know what constitutes
centration or academic work. it and have a higher standard
It is the ideas expressed in the founded inevitably on a higher
various rooms which govern the sense of God and man. Until
the client demands otherwise,
employment of colour.
our surroundings are bound to
Again, no one who stopped
go on being in part a shambles
to think would paint a window of ill-designed buildings and
wall in a colour with a high objects producing a bad mental
chroma because of the glare influence which is contagious.
and consequent visual discomScience and systematization
fort created by the strong are being increasingly acknowcontrast between the wall and ledged in the realm of design
the light outside.
and colour, and the more we
Colour can be used to empha- approach these problems with
size or correct certain features a heightened sense of analysis
or impressions. A clever use of as well as creative intuition,colour can create a feeling of never forgetting that architeccomfort and well-being, while ture is made for man and that
a mishandling of it can produce man is a spiritual being and
a source of constant irritation. himself a complex of ideas based
As in any sphere of knowledge, in the infinite Mind,-the better
the more you culture your the prospect of a more approunderstanding of the science of priate context for human life.

~
I have known many people who believed themselves quite
incapable of thinking up an original furnishing idea. This is either
because they have never tried, or because they have tried in the
wrong way. Original ideas never pop into a person's head
unbidden. They are nearly always born out of an attempt by a
mind free .from the blinkers of convention to solve a particular
problem.... Immense possibilities are opened up in this direction
as soon as one succeeds in freeing oneself from the shackles of
convention and fashion, and begins to think for oneself.
-H. Dalton Clifford in Homes and Gardens, January 1956.

God and Nature

T

HERE was a time when youth, hastening in droves to enjoy
the spring countryside on a Sunday morning, would have
stopped to offer the glib excuse: "We can worship God quite as
well through nature as in church!"
To-day they do not dream of troubling their minds about the
issue at all.
Worship and pleasure are not associated in their minds. Yet
in this ignoring of worship may these folk, young or old, not be
losing something of nature?
How many of them really gather anything of vital value from
the countryside, the fields, and the woods, the trees and the
flowers, they travel through? The whole matter becomes for
many purely a physical exercise, though some may add to it
intellectual interests like botany or horticulture.
Yet, after all, it is mind we seek in nature, not a thing.
Have the varied glories of nature a personal message for us?
If not, then the beauty is a dead beauty, the glory lifeless and
meaningless.
Nature, apart from thought and spirit, is like a lost wireless
message, vibrating uselessly through space, because there is no
"receiver."
Consider the sunset-what is it in itself but a mere mechanism
of vibrations of ether at such and such rates?
The song of the birds, the bleating of the lambs, the ploughboy's
piping are reducible exactly to the same-just so many ether
vibrations at different rates from those of the sunset.
That is nature in itself alone. That is the countryside you ride
through on a Sunday morning. A vast complicated tangle of
vibrations.
But now, bring to these vibrations the "receiver," the human
mind, especially the reverent, cultivated mind. What a transformation! The one series becomes a blaze of glory producing
indescribable emotions in the soul, stirring unwonted aspirations
and ideas-and we call it "a sunset."
The other set becomes beautiful harmony of sound-lifting the
soul beyond itself-and we call it "music."
Evidently the wonder is not in the outside process-in the
vibrations-it is in the soul within. The wonder comes when the
soul arrives.
Outside there is vibration of one substance, a vast monotony
of method-inside is an idea, a feeling, an intelligible message,
an interpretation-and there lies the miracle.
Nature is like a tube through which a Mighty Mind is speaking,
and which needs another mind at the other end if the message is
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not to be lost. It is mind that matters most in nature. "Speak to
the earth, and it shall teach thee."
It therefore becomes the height of wisdom to begin with God
in one's approach to nature. Otherwise you ignore the instrument
of search which is the soul.
It is like an astronomer studying the stars and forgetting his
telescope. The condition of the soul is all-important. There never
has been for man a nature-worship pure and simple.
Never has he been able entirely to suppress the workings of his
own mind and heart in nature's presence. Christ's interest in and
harmony with nature sprang from His profound religious
convictions, not vice versa.
Hence the sanctuary with its humble obeisance of the soul, and
its spiritual communion, should come first in order of importance,
so that when we go to nature it may be with prepared minds
and hearts .... Indeed, nature can seriously bewilder the soul that
carelessly approaches her.
The sheer magnitude of the outer world can dwarf the sense
of moral and spiritual values. Or again, the dangerous elements
in nature may discourage hope and faith in the soul. For there
are vipers in nature as well as violets, tigers as well as tulips.
Nature will only bewilder you unless first you sit at the feet of
Him who is nature's Lord. When through worship and prayer
faith glows in your heart then go to nature and you will be
surprised at the way its beauty and simplicity will appeal to you.
-ADB in The Manchester Evening News.

T is by looking into our own nature that we first discover the
failure of the physical universe to be coextensive with our
experience of reality. The "something in which truth matters"
must surely have a place in reality, whatever definition of reality
we may adopt. In our own nature, or through the contact of our
consciousness with a nature transcending ours, there are other
things that claim the same kind of recognition-a sense of
· beauty, ofmorality, and finally at the root of all spiritual religion
an experience which we describe as the presence of God.
In suggesting that these things constitute a spiritual world I
am not trying to substantialise them or objectivise them-to
make them out other than we find them to be in our experience
of them. But I would say that when from the human heart,
perplexed with the mystery of existence, the cry goes up: "What
is it all about?" it is no true answer to look only at that part
of experience which comes to us through certain sensory organs
and reply: "It is about atoms and chaos; it is about a universe
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of fiery globes rolling on to impending doom; it is about tensors
and non-commutative algebra." Rather is it abo ut a spirit in
which truth has its shrine, with potentialities of self-fulfilment
in its response to beauty and right. Shall I not also add that
even as light and colour and sound come into our minds at the
prompting of a world beyond, so these other stirrings of consciousness come from something which, whether we describe it
as beyond or deep within ourselves, is greater than our own
personality?
-From New Pathways in Science by Sir Arthur Eddington.

~
the meadows the careless, spendthrift ways of grass and
flower and all things are not to be expressed. Seeds by the
hundred million float on the air. The oak has a hundred thousand
more leaves than necessary, and never hides a single acorn.
Nothing utilitarian-everything on a scale of splendid waste.
Such noble, broadcast open-armed waste is delicious to behold.
Never was there such a lying proverb as "Enough is as good as
a feast." Give me the feast; give me the squandered millions of
seeds, luxurious carpets of petals, green mountains of oak leaves.
From the littleness and meanness and niggardliness forced upon
us by circumstances, what a relief to turn aside to the exceeding
plenty of Nature! There are no bounds to it, there is no comparison to parallel it, so great is this generosity ....
Sloping downwards the meadow makes a valley; it is golden
with buttercups, and a brook runs in the groove of it. The spring
rises in a hollow under the rock, and the shallow basin is always
full and always running over. As it slips from the brim, a gleam
of sunshine falls through tl1e boughs and meets it.
To this cell I used to come now and then on a summer's day.
Alone in the green-roofed cave, alone with the sunlight and the
pure water, there was a sense of something more than these.
The water was more to me than water, and the sun than sun.
The gleaming rays on the water on my palm held me for a
moment, the touch of the water gave me something from itself.
A moment, and the gleam was gone, the water flowing away, but
I had had them. Besides the physical water and the physical
light I had received from them their beauty; they had communicated to me this silent mystery. The pure and beautiful
water, the pure, clear, and beautiful light, each had given me
something of their truth. It is not the physical water, it is the
sense of feeling that it conveys. Nor is it the physical sunshine;
it is the sense of inexpressible beauty which it brings with it. Of
such I still drink and hope to do so still deeper.
-Richard Jdferies in The Life of the Fields (abridged).
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JosephFrom Dreamer to
Ruler Over Egypt

A fascinating tale illustrating the
intelligent operation of spiritual
idealism

By PEGGY 11. BROOK
THE STORY of]oseph is colourful
and simple-'--a story to be told
to children. Yet, as so often with
a simple tale, the good depthbomb charge it can release in
the sleepy waters of complacent,
stereotyped thinking is astoundmg.
In the main, J oseph typifies
spiritual idealism, with the
emphasis on the quality of
womanhood. J acob's final blessing onJoseph (given in Chapter
49 of Genesis) accentuated the
womanhood qualities of love,
patience, endurance, and fruitfulness. And as we read of
Joseph's career, listening for the
underlying practical message of
its symbolism, we can see that
it illustrates how spiritual
idealism inevitably proves itself
step by step in human experience until it reigns supreme,
even as J oseph became ruler
over Egypt. But the process is
not vague nor mysterious. It is
lawful, ordered, and clear in
every detail.
Up to this point in the Old
Testament, Egypt has figured
little, but here the whole story
is concerned with how to deal
with Egypt, the material sense

of existence with which we all
find
ourselves
surrounded.
Joseph sold into Egypt and
working his way through to
dominion presents an amazing
pattern of the ordered spiritual
translation of material living
and thinking.
Joseph the Dreamer
Let us go to the beginning of
the story in Genesis, Chapter
37· It relates that Joseph was
Jacob's favourite son, to whom
he gave a coat of many colours.
In the Scriptures the clothes of
an individual often symbolize
his state of thought. For
instance, Jesus wore a seamless
robe, and in the Apocalypse the
woman was "clothed with the
sun" and the harlot "arrayed
in purple and scarlet colour."
This many-hued garment given
to Joseph may signifY an understanding of God's perfect nature,
in the same way as the sevenhued rainbow in the story of
Noah emphasized the protecting
power of God's perfect nature,
promising salvation from further
floods. ("Seven" in the Bible
was always a number signifying
perfection or completeness.)
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At the outset, though, this
spiritual understanding is not
yet seen as practical.Joseph was
a dreamer. Two of his dreams
are related. In one, he and his
brothers were binding sheaves
in the field and all his brothers'
sheaves bowed down to his
sheaf. In the other, the sun and
the moon and the eleven stars
bowed down to J oseph. Do not
both these dreams indicate that
spiritual idealism is superior to
all else? But, as Joseph's experiences go on to illustrate, that
idealism is not a dreamy absentness and a love of abstract
metaphysical truths. It involves
vision above all, but the true
vision that includes alertness,
intelligence, and active obedience to spiritual laws.
Joseph's brethren were jealous
of him and his dreams. What a
true picture that .is of many a
man's experience ! He may have
a vision, see the supremacy and
power of the spiritual and what
it can accomplish. Then less
worthy considerations which
claim to have grown up alongside and been the elder (even as
Joseph's brethren) seem almost
jealous of this spiritual light and
determine to wipe it out. Unless
man is exercising real intelligence and alertness, these conmay
gain
a
siderations
temporary victory. But always
it is merely temporary. The
spiritual is the reality and
finally nothing can obscure it.

But J oseph was not alert at
this point. The text says that he
was "wandering iri the field."
If spiritual idealism just wanders and is not definite and
active, it is inevitably "sold into
Egypt," as he was. Just as the
brothers stripped J oseph of his
coat, dipped it in the blood of
an animal and took it home to
J acob to fool him that his son
had been killed, so these unworthy material considerations
would attempt to rob man
of his understanding of the
spiritual, besmear it, and tell
lies about it.

Joseph's Three Egyptian
Experiences

Nothing, however, can quell
spiritual idealism.]oseph thrives
in his new surroundings, and
through a chain of three experiences he at length becomes
ruler over all Egypt. Those
three experiences are, first, that
he becomes overseer in the
house of Potiphar; second, that
he has a brief spell in prison ;
and third, that he is finally
released from prison and
brought to Pharaoh to interpret
his dream.
These three instances symbolize clearly the workings of
spiritual idealism in its relation
to the three strata of life,-the
physical, the moral, and the
spiritual.
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Overseer in Potiphar's House

First, Joseph worked for
Potiphar, whose name means
"an African bull," --physicality.
Potiphar was captain of the
guard, which one might interpret as a symbol of the regimentednatureof physical beliefs.
It is very apt when one thinks of
physical laws such as contagion.
In a time of contagion, the
human mind usually operates
like soldiers bidden to obey a
command unhesitatingly. Yet
many, many instances could be
cited of those who have taken
an intelligent individual stand
on a higher law against epidemics and have not fallen
victims to them.
The story relates
that
Potiphar put everything under
Joseph's control. "He made
him overseer over his house ...
he left all that he had in
Joseph's hand." This illustrates
the ·dominion which spiritual
idealism begins to assume over
physical beliefs. One has met
many people who have become
"rulers over Potiphar's house,"
-- people who govern their
bodies through understanding
spiritual idealism. We are told
that Potiphar did not have to
think about anything connected
with his house. J oseph did it all.
Is not this a very pertinent
illustration of Jesus' command,
"Take no thought for your
life, what ye shall eat, or what
ye shall drink ; nor yet for your
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body, what ye shall put on"?
He said that our "heavenly
Father" will take care of all
these things for us. To-day we
may think of that heavenly
Father as the presence and
availability of an omnipotent
Mind or spiritual Principle,
which, when accepted unreservedly and understood, is found
to dominate the lesser realm of
the physical.
Stripped of His Coat

The story goes on to tell how
finally J oseph was fooled by
Potiphar's wife, who wanted
him to lie with her. He refused,
but she "caught him by his
coat" as he escaped from her
clutches, and then used the coat
as false evidence to accuse him
of immorality. And so Joseph
again lost his coat ! And this
time he was put in prison.
In the first instance when he
was stripped of his coat of many
colours, the lie was concerned
with the physical,--that is, that
a beast had devoured him. This
is the lie mankind has to meet,
namely, that animal nature or
the physical is more powerful
than spiritual idealism. It is the
claim of the so-called laws of
materia medica and physiology.
But they are man-made and not
fundamental, and can only
temporarily rob man of a superficial sense of spiritual things,
something he has not yet made
his own. His fundamental
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that man is half good and half
bad, half spiritual and half
material, keeps them bound.
True spiritual idealism declares
that all sin is the carnal mind,
the one liar, and never a part
of man's true make-up. Sin does
not belong to man as God's
image any more than a mistake
belongs to arithmetic. True, the
mistake has to be corrected if
the problem is to be solved, but
it is always corrected from the
realm of true values in which
the mistake does not exist as an
entity.
What is the effect of spiritual
idealism in the realm of the
moral? Let us turn back to the
Bible story. As in Potiphar's
house J oseph rose to rule it, so
the same thing happens in the
prison and "the keeper of the
prison committed to Joseph's
hand all the prisoners that were
in the prison and whatsoever
Joseph in Prison
they did there, he was the doer
What does this claim do? It of it." What a wonderful stateimprisons humanity. Men are ment! When spiritual idealism
fettered by this theory that man governs moral values, hope no
is a poor little mortal gaoled by longer remains unfulfilled, joy
self-condemnation, self-pity, uncertain, nor does affection
turn to hatred. True morality,
inferiority, and hopelessness.
There are other prisoners in based on unchanging spiritual
this prison too ! The higher values, is free to accomplish all
moral
qualities,
such ·as good.
This is further illustrated by
humanity, honesty, affection,
hope, moral courage, are all the dreams which the king's
prisoners as long as this pan- butler and bake:r; had whilst
theistic belief holds sway. They in prison with J oseph. The
would try to operate unfettered butler dreamed that he saw a
and with power, but the belief vme with three branches

spiritual identity IS never
touched. And so Joseph in
Potiphar's house went on
straightaway to prove the
supremacy of spiritual idealism
over physical beliefs.
In the latter instance oflosing
his coat the lie was concerned
with the moral. It attempts to
strip off man his Christ-like
character, witness against his
fundamental purity, and so
imprison him. But again man
can lose only an outward veneer
of goodness. His innate goodness is never defiled, although
this lie claims that man's identity as the image and likeness of
God can at the same time be
sinful and fooled by material
idealism (Potiphar's wife). It is
the lying claim of false theology,
that man, made in God's image,
can fall and be a "miserable
.
"
smner.
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bearing grapes, and he pressed
the juice of the grapes into
Pharaoh's cup. The baker, on
the other hand, dreamed that
he had three white baskets on
his head and in the top one were
bakemeats for Pharaoh, which
the birds of the air were eating.
Joseph interpreted these
dreams and said that the butler
would be released from prison,
but that the baker would lose
his head. In the butler's case,
surely the lesson is that if we
take the natural wine of divine
inspiration and let it bless and
inspire the human picture (symbolized here by pressing the
juice into Pharaoh's cup), then
we are never bound in a purely
moral prison. We have risen out
of this merely moral sense into
an acknowledgment of the upchanging reality and power of
the spiritual and its ability to
refresh every lesser level.
On the other hand, if we are
interested in merely making a
good outward moral show,
presenting to all the world
appealing-looking "bakemeats"
which we have made ourselves,
--trying to appear personally
sweet, personally attractive, and
so on,--these have no basis, no
natural root in the divine being,
and so we can be robbed of
them. Any preying immoral
belief can carry these bakemeats
off. They are so often of the
head and not of the heart, even
as the baker's baskets were car-
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ried on his head. To hold aloft
an outward pretence of goodness dies in the prison of merely
human morality. Drawing goodness from the divine ideal, the
true vine, frees man and enables
him to serve humanity in real
ways.
Joseph as Interpreter
Becomes Joseph the Ruler

It was through the butler
thatJoseph eventually came out
of prison. Pharaoh had a dream
·and no one could interpret it,
and the butler suddenly remembered J oseph and his ability to
interpret such phenomena. So
Joseph was brought out of
prison and told the dream. It
was of seven fatfleshed kine and
seven leanfleshed kine who
came out of the same river. And
the seven lean kine ate up the
seven fat kine. Then seven rank
and full ears of corn and seven
thin ears appeared to Pharaoh
and the same thing happened :
the thin ears ate up the full ears.
J oseph foretold from this dream
that there would be seven years
of plenty in Egypt and then
seven years of famine, and in
those latter years all the plenty
would be eaten up. He advised
Pharaoh to appoint a man
"discreet and wise," who could
gather up all the food of the
good years and store it against
the lean years. Pharaoh agreed
to this and promptly appointed
J oseph as such a ruler.
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A vital point arises from this vain. This god has already
story. What are these seven fat proved that it can be a god of
kine and seven lean kine, which unthinking and cruel operation.
emerge from the same river? The As here the thin ears of corn
prophetic writers were familiar were "blasted with the east
with the seven days of creation wind," so the misuses of physical
as symbols presenting the com- science are "blasted" with the
pleteness of God's nature. In purpose of the anti-Christ.
But Joseph gives the remedy,
these days was expressed the
allness and onliness of the namely, to store up the food of
infinite Being in seven vast the seven plenteous years which
fundamental categories. They will take care of the famine of
realized that anything unlike the seven lean years. If men will
this perfect spiritual creation have the foresight, the vision,
was an exact lie or counterfeit and the love to give themselves
of it. So here they presented the to understanding the great
richness of the divine nature fundamentals of spiritual being,
(the seven fat kine and the they will be able to deal with
seven full ears) and its exact their counterfeit, which comcounterfeit (the seven lean kine prises all the evil in human
and the seven thin ears). The experience.
same river and the same earth
It is obvious to-day that we
give birth to them, for a counter- are dealing with mental forces.
feit cannot be original. The But the important point to be
carnal mind, from which all recognized is that we shall never
evil comes, is an imitator only find in the human mind the
and always. Paul says of the son universal answer as to how to
of perdition, "he as God sitteth cope with the complex interplay
in the temple of God, shewing of these mental forces. It is not
personal minds we are dealing
himself that he is God."
So here a most wonderful with. Paul says, "For we wrestle
scientific fact is portrayed. not against flesh and blood, but
Looking out on the world with against principalities, against
unenlightened vision, the human powers, against the rulers of
mind sees the poverty-stricken the darkness of this world."
and ill-favoured happenings Therefore, the answer must lie
destroying both physically and in so culturing an understanding
morally what it feels are the of the great Mind or spiritual
good and substantial values in Principle of the universe that
human experience. It realizes such a consciousness autothat to look to its new god, matically detects the negative,
physical science, is to look in lying claims of its counterfeit
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and forestalls or obliterates
them. It is in Bible language
the "mind of Christ" versus
"the carnal mind." There is no
final power but in putting on
the "mind of Christ." ·
And so J oseph is made ruler
over Egypt. Spiritual idealism,
operating in fact as the true
medicine, the true theology,
and the true science, has proved
itself the superior in Potiphar's
house (the physical), in prison
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(the moral), and in true interpretation (the spiritual), the
latter ability leading to rule
over the whole of Egypt.
From this standpoint J oseph
operates positively to bless and
succour not only the Egyptians,
but even his own brethren.
( The conclusion of this article-Joseph dealing with the famine-will appear in the next issue of
IDEAS OF TO-DAY.)

Of Golf and Life
I MET someone the other day
who is a keen golfer~! shall
call her Mrs. H.--and to her,
as to everyone who loves golf,
there is no other game that
offers so much. To her, too,
there are obvious parallels
between the game of golf and
the business of life itself, and
she enlarged on some of these
with great enthusiasm.
Think It Out
First of all, there is the
importance of thinking. As the
famous Harry V ardon wrote in
1913: "Golf demands deep
thought till the end of one's
playing days, and, as one grows
older, ideas continue to present
themselves in connection with
the principles of executing shots.
Many amateurs fail to attain

that degree of success that is
within their reach for the simple
reason that they do not reflect
sufficiently upon the possibilities, especially where small
points are concerned."
Mrs. H. agreed. "It's all a
question of thought and the
right ideas, because your body
just nbeys what it's told. Every
shot is thought out mentally;
you know yourself from that
whether you're going to hit the
ball properly or not.
"How you start, you're going
to finish," she went on. "If your
initial stance is wrong, you'll
·finish up wrong, or at least not
as well as you could. And isn't
that the same in anything,that the initial attitude is allimportant for the success of a
venture?"
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Mrs. H. brought out another
good point: "You've got to
leave your troubles behind you,
or you won't play well. You'll
be mentally unfit for it. Your
mental unbalance will be reflected in your game. If you
want to play well, you must
clean up your mental home
first. I feel that's true of tackling
anything-even a party."
I reminded her of what
Patric Dickinson said in a
broadcast : "You must get the
rhythm right, and you must set
it right in your heart, if your
mind and body are to be in
harmony. Keep your eye on the
ball, they say. If you can keep
your head, and keep your head
still-and I mean tranquil,
too-you can hit the ball with
your eyes shut. But no amount
of mental effort, no amount of
will power, can make you hit a
shot, not even a six-inch putt,
if your heart's not in it."
"The comforting thing in
golf," said Mrs. H., "is that you
can never, never get your ball
into a position where there isn't
exactly the right club to get it
out of that position. Every club
is made to do a particular job.
I often think of that and, you
know, it's exactly the same with
our troubles in life-there is
always just the right idea that
we need to get us out of it. How
could there not he? An infinite
Mind must surely have all the
ideas we could ever need.

"Of course, if you think intelligently all round the course,
you can get through with the
minimum of penalty. Isn't that
like life again?"
It is interesting that golf is
not a question of brute force.
Mrs. H. stressed that a tiny
woman who thinks things out
can hit the ball as far as an
eighteen-stone man.
Master the Fundamentals
A golfer will regret it if he
does not master the fundamentals of the game early on. "Do
resist the temptation to play a
match with someone before
you've learnt the mechanics of
the game," said my friend. "If
you don't, it's just like going
into deep water before you can
swim. You'll only make a fool
of yourself and spoil things for
others."
As Harry Vardon wrote,
"For the beginner, there is no
preparation so good as that of
practising for a month or two
without playing so much as a
single complete round. It is, I
know, a counsel of perfection,
but men have followed it, and,
in an extraordinarily short time,
have reached a fair measure of
proficiency with the clubs which
are called upon to do most of
the work. Let the neophyte
tackle them one by one without
attempting fancy or complicated shots." He goes on to say
that without the exercise of
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Mrs. H. told me that if she
ever feels that someone is thinking, "I hope she does a terrible
shot or loses her ball," she
immediately thinks, "That's the
devil talking, and it can't affect
either of us." And she added,
"Isn't that what you've got to
do in relationships when there's
Don't Be Mesmerized
a suggestion of malice and
Mrs. H. said how easy it is to unpleasant rivalry? You have
be mesmerized by someone to get into a 'secret place'
you're playing with or by a mentally.
"You realize in golf," she
caddie or by onlookers, any of
whom may be thinking, "You're continued, "that it's all between
not doing it right," "You'll you and the principle of the
never make it," or something game. You're alone with that
of the kind. You can so easily principle and you can't rely on
get frightened and self-conscious anything or anyone else. It's
and therefore get tensed up wonderful how in that sense of
somewhere and consequently things you find a deep inner
spoil your shot, but not if you strength.
"The worst hazard in the
remain quietly and confidently
and easily with the principle of game-far worse than a bunker
golf and refuse to be put off by or a tree-is the feeling of
anything at all. A real golfer pressure that may try to get
doesn't excuse his weak shots hold of you. But of course you
by saying that a dog barked at don't need to accept it."
For instance, Henry Cotton,
the crucial moment!
A story is told of the cele- talking about the final putt of a
brated Joyce Wethered, whose match, suggests that it should
whole heart and soul were so be thought of as an isolated
affair, with no anxious thought
I oo per cent with golf that when
once at a very important point for the consequences, no comin a vital match a train suddenly parisons with what one has
whistled and hooted directly done at other points in the
behind her, she carried on as if game, and certainly no preparanothing had happened and did tion of the heart for missing it!
a magnificent shot. When she Every shot should be a new
was later asked about it, she thing, with no thought for the
said she had heard nothing at mistakes one has made before.
In fact, it's important to blot
all!

self-denial while the beginner
is studying the fundamental
principles of the game, he will
find those principles taking
much longer to establish themselves in his system. This is
certainly very pertinent advice
for other spheres besides golf.
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them right out of your thought.
Another good thing is to
walk on in rhythm and in your
right mind after one shot to the
point where you're going to
make the next. Don't hustle
and bustle, or you'll lose the
rhythm and you won't be
mentally prepared to attack the
next shot.
"Remember," I was told,
"it's not you who hit the ball.
The ball is hit because the club
head makes contact with the
ball in the right way. All you
have to do is to think of yourself
as a kind of swivel with your
head quite steady in the centre,
and think of the destination of
the ball (not the hazards in the
way!) and how it's going to get
there, and then the club and
the ball will do the rest-you
can relax in knowing that they
will.
"You may do a wonderful
practice swing," went on Mrs.
H., "but then when you see the
little white ball there before
you, you're apt to be mesmerized by it and by the feeling
that it's an object that has to
travel a certain distance~ It's
like theorizing very beautifully
about something and then being
faced with having to put it into
practice. You can never afford
to be personal about it, and
think that it all depends on you
and it's a dreadful responsibility: you've just got to come
into line with the principle of

the activity and let it work
through you.
"People often have a superstitious feeling that you can't
do the same good thing twice,that it would be too much to
hope for! But that's nonsense
when you stop to think about
it, because if your obedience
to the principle is consistent,
then your success will be
equally consistent throughout
the eighteen holes."
Individual and Alive

Mrs. H. said that to play golf
well is completely individual.
There are the basic principles,
yes, and they must be learnt
and obeyed, but their application is entirely individual. There
isn't one right way for everyone
to play golf. Each individual
has to find his own particular
way ofplaying, the way that is
best for him,-the position of
the feet and the head and the
hands that is right for him.
Sir Waiter Simpson wrote in
his book The Art of Golf as far
back as I 887 (and it is still true
to-day) : "Do I maintain . . .
that everyone ought to have
the same style? By no means;
on the contrary for you or me
to model ourselves on a champion is about as profitable as to
copy out Hamlet in the hope of
becoming Shakespeare. . . .
Each player ought to have, and
has, a style which is the refiec~
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tion of himself." Doesn't that
hold good in every profession?
Mrs. H. recalled that one of
the best pieces of advice given
to her was "Be alive," and that
this meant that you mustn't
approach the shot in a lifeless
way but with warmth and
vitality in your mental attitude.
"Another thing: every time
you play, conditions are different, and they may change
suddenly, so you must be adaptable and adjust yourself quickly.
Isn't that what people are
learning these days,-that the
only security lies in adaptability?"
The Satisfaction of the Game

I asked where the satisfaction
comes into golf and Mrs. H.
replied, "After a good round
you feel fine, because you've
been obedient to the laws
and principles of the game
through self-discipline. You've
responded to the challenge and
overcome the hazards. You've
proved various points for your-

self. And so you feel pretty
good!
"When you do the right
thing in golf, it's easy and you
feel as if you've done nothing at
all. You don't really feel tired
if you've played well-you feel
exhilarated. The principle of
movement is always restful, and
so if you've relaxed into subordination to that principle,
you can't be worn out."
So many important people
play golf in their spare time
that one wonders what its
special attraction is for them.
Perhaps its value lies in the fact
that there are principles to obey
and standards to uphold but in
a less serious context than in
life itself, and so operating in
the less weighty sphere recuperates one for what seem more
important matters. And might
it not be true that we would all
get on more happily if we
sometimes regarded life more
as a game and enjoyed ourselves
more spontaneously in obeying
the great Principle of our whole
being?

The old precept that attack is the best method of defence
is as true in golf as in any branch of life. The way to prevent
yourself playing a bad shot is to concentrate your attention on
trying to play a good one. Let your thoughts be positive, not
negative .... If you wish to accomplish any given object, you
must only envisage doing the thing you want to do: you must
not envisage not doing the thing you want to do .... That is why
it is so vitally important to have a clear mental picture of a shot
before you play it. The mind, after all, directs every action of
the body, subconscious as those actions may in time become.
From Golf (The Sportsman's Book Club), by Henry Longhurst.

IDEAS IN ACTION
A TEACHER writes:When his first term at school
arrives, the child is generally
ready and eager for the new
experience. The mother is
usually reluctant, because she
must apparently give up the
child who until now has been
dependent on her in every way
for every need; she must relinquish him to someone strange,
who not only knows nothing of
his funny little ways or special
needs, but also has to give
care and attention to many
other little beginners.
We find her in those first few
days probably bringing her
child right into school, changing his outdoor shoes, taking off
his coat, even hanging it up in
the cloakroom for him, and
then lingering alone outside the
classroom door. Quite possibly
she feels resentful, for immediately he is in the classroom
he forgets Mother and becomes
happily absorbed in one of the
many fascinating new occupations which teach him to do so
many things for himself. Tying
bows and putting buttons into
the right buttonholes are major
operations for little fingers
which over-loving care at home
may have prevented him from
accomplishing.

Mother's need of the teacher's
love and help in adjusting herself at this time is perhaps
greater than the child's, for the
child's thought accepts all new
experiences so much more
readily and naturally. We can
best help by showing Mother
that her place is always beside
us. Teacher doesn't usurp
Mother, but in fact needs her
wealth of pre-school experience
to draw from. We each have
particular functions in giving
the child opportunities for full
development.
As the child grows in understanding and experience, his
spiritual need of Mother's comfort and guidance grows also,
and this replaces increasingly
his need for material ministering. Once a mother can accept
happily the child's claim to
mature, her feeling of having
lost her baby is wiped out in
sharing the child's pride in his
growing abilities. She knows
that her success lies in having
unselfishly given him the freedom to develop individually.
And in doing so she has allowed
herself the same freedom to
develop individually, for mother
and child share in a wonderful
and kindly unfolding of good.
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